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ABSTRACT 
The Tyler Formation, of Early Pennsylvanian age, in southwestern 
North Dakota may be divided into upper and lower units, reflecting 
both a change in lithology and depositional environments. The 
lower unit is dominated by varicolored, noncalcareous shales and 
mudstones, siltstones, thin coal beds, and medium-grained sandstones. 
The upper unit in the areas of the Square Butte to Fryburg fields 
may be divided into a lower subunit, dominated by dark gray to 
grayish-black, argillaceous limestones and calcareous shales, and 
an upper subunit dominated by grayish-red, anhydritic limestones, 
varicolored to reddish-brown, calcareous shales, and locally, 
thin anhydrite. In the area of the Dickinson field, the upper unit 
is dominated by a variety of lithologies which indicates rapid 
changes in depositional environments. 
In the depositional model suggested for the Tyler Formation, 
the lower unit is interpreted to represent sedimentation on a 
progradational delta plain. Distribution of sandstones in the 
lower unit indicates the presence of two trends: an east-west 
trend (in Golden Valley to Stark Counties) of medium-grained, 
well-sorted, quartz arenites, interpreted as a delta front deposit, 
and to the south, a northwest-southeast trend of medium-grained 
poor to fairly well-sorted, quartz arenites, interpreted to be 
distributary channel-fill deposits. 
xiii 
The controlling influence affecting depositional environments 
in the upper unit was the formation of barrier islands in what is now 
Billings and Stark Counties. Barrier island development was followed 
by north-to-northwestward progradation of estuarine-lagoonal 
environments in the Dicld.nson field area (Stark County) and 
transgression of a shallow. anoxic sea in the area of what is now 
Golden Valley and Billings Counties. Continued north-to-northwestward 
shoreline migration in the Dickinson field area, and the withdrawal 
of the Tyler sea in the areas of the · Square Butte to Pryburg fields 
(Golden Valley and Billings Counties) created similar depositional 
environments throughout . the . region in the uppermost Tyler. 
Depositional environments are characterized as tidal-flats in the area 
of the Square Butte to Fryburg fields. and marsh in the remaining 
areas bordering the Tyler sea. 
Each sandstone depositional environment had its own affect on 
diagenesis and porosity development. Characteristically, channel 
sandstones have low original porosity and permeability due to. the 
large percentage. of detrital .clay matrix. Porosity and permeability 
are reduced by the emplacement of authigenic kaol.fniteand late stage 
ankerite cement. Delta-front sandstones are tightly cemented by 
anhydrite: as much as 30 percent of the original porosity has been 
eliminated by precipitation of calcium sulfate derived from local 
hypersaline lakes. Detrital clay coatings on quartz grains 
inhibited overgrowth and total cementation. Late-stage authigenic 




Recent investigations of modern and ancient delta and barrier 
island sequences have provided a better understanding of 
depositional processes and the resultant products. The economic 
importance of sandstone reservoirs associated with deltaic and 
barrier island complexes has been established in many areas. 
Depositional patterns of sandstones and associated strata have 
been used to produce predictive three-dimensional models that can 
be applied to coal exploration (Ferm, 1970; Ryer, 1981) and oil 
,exploration (Curtis, 1970; Weimer, 1970; Edwards, 1981). Although 
a better understanding of depositional environments, lithofacies, 
and predictability of sandstone trends may be realized from 
depositional modeling, no such study has been done in the Tyler 
Formation in North Dakota 
The Tyler Formation, of Early Pennsylvanian age (Ziebarth, 
1964; Gre~a. 1977) , is a varied sequence of quartz arenites, 
shales, mud.stones, carbonates and locally!> thin anhydrite and coal. 
Sandstones in the Tyler have been important sources of oil in 
southwestern North Dakota since the late 1950's. Grenda (1977, 
p. 38,) inferred that sandstones in the Tyler are distributary 
channel. deposits in an "overall deltaic complex of environments." 
Land (1976, 1979) stated that oil production in the Dickinson 
l 
oil fie.l.d (Stark County) was from quartz sandstones deposited as 
barrier islands. However, detailed facies relat·ionships ·and the 
relationship between sandstone bodies at different stratigraphic 
positions in the Tyler Formation have not been well understood. 
The purpose of this paper is to interpret the depositional 
envi~onments of the Tyler Formation in southwestern North Dakota 
(Figure 1) and to produce a depositional model by relating the 
distribution and thickness of Tyler sandstones to the distribution 
of associated strata. Also of interest is the relationship betwe~n 
diagenesis in the Tyler sandstones and depositional setting. This 
study will provide additional information regarding the depositional 
history and facies relationships in the Tyler Formation and may also 
be used as a model to be applied to other areas of Tyler deposition 
in North Dakota as an aid in interpreting depositional environments 
and reservoir potential of Tyler sandstones. 
Geologic Setting 
Regional Stratigraphy 
The Tyler Formation underlies most of the western half of North 
Dakota. It is conformably overlain by the Amsden Formation 
(Pennsylvanian) and unconformably overlies the Mississippian Kibbey 
and Otter Formations and limestones of the Madison Group. The 
distribution of units below the Tyler Formation is illustrated in 
Figure 2. The Amsden Formation consists of pinkish-gray to pale 
yellowish-brown dolostone interbedded with dark reddish-brown shale, 
white to grayish-brown anhydrite, with gray to pale red, fine-grained 
3 
Figure 1. Location of study area and areal extent 
of the Tyler Formation in the Williston Basin (dashed 





AREAL EXTENT OF TYLER FORMATION 
$: 
Figure 2. Section, lateral extent, and contacts 
of formations underlying the Tyler Formation in North 




sandstone developed near the top of the formation (Bluemle and 
others, 1980). The Alaska Bench Limestone Member is developed at 
the base of the Amsdem Formation and provides an excellent log 
mark.er in southwestern North Dakota. Below the Tyler, the Kibbey 
Formation consists of reddish-gray to light gr,ay, medium-grained 
sandstone, white to brown limestone, and reddish to variegated 
shale. The "Kibbey lime" is an excellent log marker in the 
Mississippian Big Snowy Group. The Otter Formation conformably 
overlies. the Kibbey and consists of greenish-gray to reddish-gray 
shale and finely laminated oolitic limestone (Bluemle and others, 
1980) ~ 
, · . · .. ' 
Regional Structure 
The Williston Basin is a major structural and sedimentary 
basin that occupies part of southern Saskatchewan, eastern Montana, 
northwestern South Dakota, and most of North Dakota (Figure 1). The 
North Dakota stratigraphic column contains sedimentary rocks from 
Precambrian rocks through Quarternary sediments. 
The boundary of the Superior and Churchill Provinces in central 
North Dakota (Figure 3) has been identified as a hinge line for the 
ea.stem part of the Williston Basin by Ballard (1963~ p. 30). Gerhard 
and others (1982, p. 991) have stated that "stratigraphic and gravity 
studies suggest that this boundary is an important factor in 
Phanerozoic basin development. 11 
Stru~tural features trending north-south and northwest-southeast 
within the North Dakota part of the Williston Basin are the Nesson 
8 
Figure 3. Major structures of the Williston Basin 
based on current subsurface structural mapping and 
geophysical interpretations. Reproduced with permission 
of the·authors {Anderson and Bluemle, 1982, in press). 
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Cedar Creek, Little Knife, Antelope and Billings anticlines. 
Northwest-southeast trending lineaments include the Bismarck-Williston 
lineament and the Red Bank-Alexander trend (Figure 3). Thomas (1974) 
and Gerhard and others (1982) have suggested that northwest-southeast 
and northeast-southwest trending structural lineaments may be an 
expression of basement-weakness zones that have undergone regional 
compressive stress and lateral adjustment creating drag-folds 
(Nesson, Cedar Creek, and Little Knife anticlines), vertical 
(epeirogenic) uplift of basement blocks, step faults, and crossfold 
tensional faults. 
At the .beginning of Pennsylvanian time (Figure 4) the Williston 
Basin became connected to the Cordilleran miogeosyncline by the 
elongate Big Snowy trough (Smith and Gilmour, 1979, p. 9). Uplift 
of bot4 the Wyoming and Alberta shelves during the late 
Mississippian Period provided a source area for terrigenous material 
during Tyler time in the Big Snowy trough (Maughan and_Roberts, 
1966; Smith and Gilmour, 1979). In North Dakota, elastic sediment 
was probably derived from erosion of the underlying Kibbey 
Formation, as suggested by Ziebarth (1964. p. 124), or from uplift 
and erosion of the Canadian Shield, to the north and east, and 
the Sioux Ridge (Transcontinental Arch), to the southeast of the 
Basin. 
Thickness of the Tyler Formation 
In the study area, the Tyler Formation ranges in thickness from 
a maximutn of 270 feet (82.3 m) in northwestern Golden Valley County 
ll 
Figure 4. Mississippian-Pennsylvanian paleostructural 
features in Montana. Modified from Smith and Gilmour 
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to a feather edge along its erosional limit (Plata 1). The 
thickness of the Tyler Formation is highly variable and the 
variation is probably the result of lateral migration of one or more 
depocenters, paleotopography, major changes in depositional 
environments in part of the study area during Tyler time, differential 
compaction, local subsidence, or a combination of the above. Variation 
in thickness however does not indicate that known Williston Basin 
structures such as the Billings nose, Cedar Creek, Little Knife and 
Neason anticlines were positive areas during Tyler time 
If Williston Basin structures did influence the thickness of 
the Tyler Formation, it is to be noted on the isopach map of the 
lower unit (Plate 2). Three distinct linear trends of greater 
thickness are present in the area studied: one trend is oriented 
approximately N 70° W, extending from Burleigh County to Dunn County; 
one trend lies east-west, extending from Burleigh County to Stark 
0 County; and one trend runs approximately N 25 W, extending from 
southeast Billings County through Adams County but bifurcating in 
Hettinger County with one arm extending into Grant County. These 
linear trends of greater thickness are interpreted to be the result 
of local subsidence during deposition of Tyler sediments overlying 
structural lineaments identified by Thomas (1974). Similarly, 
Cooper (1956, p. 82-85) suggested that faulting of basement rocks 
is responsible for locally thick accumulations of Tyler and Heath 
sediments in part of Montana. This hypothesis is further supported 
by Brown (1978) and Slack (1981) who demonstrated that Paleozoic 
14 
sedimentation patterns correspond .to regional lineaments in the 
Williston Basin and Black Bills area 
Sturm (1982) reported that the upper unit of the Tyler Formation 
thickens from a feather edge, in eastern Hettinger and Adams Counties, 
to 60 feet (18.3ml with local thickening up to 80 feet (24.4 m) 
toward the northwestern part of the study area. The writer suggests 
that this gradual thickening of the upper unit in a northerly to 
northwesterly, or seaward, direction is due to greater sedimentation 
in a shallow subtidal environment than in more landward environments 
that were either starved of sediment or periodically exposed. The 
gradual thickening to the north further indicates that a single 
depocenter was established only during deposition of the upper unit 
and that localized subsidence of Tyler sediments overlying 
structural lineaments is limited to lower unit time. The writer 
believes that the absence of linear trends of greater thickness in 
the upper unit indicates that post-Mississippian movement of 
Williston Basin structures documented by Gerhard and others (1982, 
p. 1008-1010) is responsible only for lower Tyler sedimentation 
patterns. 
Previous Work on the Tyler Formation 
in North Dakota 
Interpretation of depositional environments in the Tyler 
Formation.has progressed from generalized regional studies in the 
19SO's and early 1960's to more detailed studies in the 1970's. 
Willis (1959, p. 1959) stated that the presence of coaly beds and a 
varied fauna indicated that depositional environments ''were far 
15 
from consistent, and fluctuated many times between normal marine 
and brackish marine conditions." He characterized (p. 1959) 
environmental conditions as "restricted lagoonal" in which water 
salinity fluctuated due to rainfall and runoff, anoxic environments 
conditions persisted due to poor water circulation, and hydrogen 
sulfide was generated from the degradation of organic matter by 
anaerobic bacteria. Ziebarth (1962, 1964) noted the variety of 
fossils that had little tolerance for salinity changes. He 
interpreted (1964. p. 125) environments of deposition in southwestern 
North Dakota to have been in "some-form of marsh, lagoon, swamp or 
tidal flat area not generally subjected to great mnounts of current 
agitation." Ziebarth (1962) interpreted the upper sandstone (or 
"Fryburg sand" of Willis' 1959 terminology) in the Tyler Formation 
to have been deposited as a beach-bar complex, and the middle 
sandstone (or "Fritz sand" of Willis, 1959), to have been deposited 
as a channel-fill deposit. However, Ziebarth (1964) said that the 
upper sandstone may represent either a nonmarine channel sandstone 
or marine beach-bar complex. and the middle sandstone a nonmarine 
channel~fill deposit or possible beach environment. No mention 
was ma.de of the sandstone developed at the base of the Tyler 
Formation. Ziebarth (1972) recognized several broad categories of 
depositional environments in the Tyler Formation based on 
sedimentary and paleontological evidence. These environments include 
sandstone deposition in channels and associated natural levees 
shoreline, and offshore deposition. Ziebarth suggested that the Tyler 
Formation was deposited in a deltaic complex, similar to the "upper 
16 
alluvial valley portion of the Mississippi River delta." A major 
sandstone trend, identified by mapping sandstone/shale ratios, is 
present in an arcuate trend through Golden Valley, Billings, 
Stark, Dunn and Mountrail Counties. A second trend was identified, 
roughly perpendicular to the first, through Emmons, Burleigh and 
Stark Counties. However, Ziebarth (1972) did·not correlate these 
sandstone trends with depositional environments or suggest either 
landward or seaward directions for depositional environments of 
the Tyler Formation. 
Oscillating brackish to shallow-marine depositional environments 
were recognized in the Rocky Ridge oil field (Billings County) by 
Roux and Schindler (1973). They suggested that lithologic sequences 
are similar to cyclothemic units in Illinois and Kansas but that the 
complete succession of the members of the "classic cyclothem" was 
recognized in very few places. Land (1976, 1979) stated that oil 
production in the Dickinson oil field area (Stark County) was from 
"a multiple sequence of quartzose sandstones, deposited as barrier 
islands along regressive shorelines." He also suggested (1976, 
1979) that porosity and permeability in the sandstones may be 
reduced, up to 50 percent, by the development of caliche paleosols. 
In a detailed study of the fauna and flora of the Tyler 
Formation in southwestern North Dakota, Grenda (1977) indicated that 
the area was subject to fluctuations in depth and salinity, and 
deposition occurred in a deltaic complex. Excellent preservation of 
delicate structures in most Tyler invertebrates indicates that they 
were not transported long distances or deposited in agitated water or 
17 
actively reworked. However., Grenda (1977 1 p. 30) stated that localized, 
aviculopectenid communities implied high-velocity currents 
Methods of Study 
This study is based on cores from the Wilson M. Laird Core and 
Sample Library and well log files maintained by the North Dakota 
Geological Survey. ~orty-two cores were chosen for a wide geographic 
distribution and stratigraphic variation of the cored interval. Most 
of the available cores are from Stark and southern Billings Counties 
(Table 3 and Figure 5). Core descriptions {Appendix D) were ma.de 
using a hand lens and a binocular microscope. Tyler Formation 
elastic rocks were classified according to Folk (1974). Carbonates 
were classified according to Dunham (1962) except that 'micritic 
limestone' was substituted for the term 'mudstone' to avoid 
confusion between terminology of elastic and carbonate rocks. Color 
of Tyler rocks mentioned in this study are those represented in the 
rock-color chart (Goddard and others, 1948). 
Approximately 900 well logs were studied (Appendix A and Plate 3) 
to determine thickness, map sandstone distribution, and to permit 
correlation and lithologic interpretation from core data. 
In this study, the Tyler Formation was divided (Figure 6) into 
upper and lower units based on log character and lithology. Thickness 
of each unit, in addition to the total thickness of the Tyler 
Formation. is listed in Table 2 {Appendix B.). Sandstones in the Tyler 
Formation (Figure 6) occur at three stratigraphic positions: at the 
base of the Tyler, in the middle of the lower unit, and at the base 
of upper unit. The geographic distribution and thickness of each of 
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Figure 5. Location map of cores studied and index 
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Figure 6. Subdivision of the Tyler Formation and 
stratigraphic position of sandstones used in this study, 
together with typical log response. 
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the three sandstones is mapped separately in part of the study 
area (Plates, 4, 5 and 6). The thickness of each of the three 
sandstones is also listed in Table 2 (Appendix B). 
Six, detailed, stratigraphic cross-sections were constructed 
in the area where most of the available core were located to 
permit correlation and lithologic interpretation from core data, 
and to aid in the interpretation of depositional environments and 
depositional history of the Tyler Formation. 
LITHOFACIES DESCRIPTION 
Introduction 
In southwestern North Dakota, the Tyler Formation may be 
divided into two units (Figure 6) based on log character and 
lithology. The lower unit is highly variable, both 
lithologically and in color. Five major lithofacies have been 
recognized in the lower unit that are characterized either by 
one dominant lithology, a combination of lithologies, or a 
distinct change in color. These lithofacies are not restricted 
to a certain stratigraphic position, nor are they always 
present in the lower unit. The five lithofacies and their 
dominant physical characteristics are: 1) Lithofacies A, 
grayish-black to dark gray shale; 2) Lithofacies B; varicolored 
D11dstones; 3) Lithofacies C, coal and carbonaceous mudstone; 
4) Lithofacies D, reddish-brown sandstone; and 5) Lithofacies E, 
grayish-brown sandstone. 
The upper unit in the areas of the Square Butte, Medora, and 
Fryburg oil fields (Figure 5) may be divided into two subunits 
(Figure 6). Three major lithofacies have been recognized in 
the area of these fields. These lithofacies are ~estrictedto 
stratigraphic position ~n the upper unit. The three 
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lithofacies are: 1) Lithofacies F, fine-grained quartz arenite, 
developed at the base of the lower subunit; 2) Lithofacies G, 
dark gray, argillaceous, micritic limestone, comprising the 
remainder of the lower subunit; and 3) Lithofacies H, anhydritic 
limestone and varicolored, calcareous shale, comprising the 
upper subunit. In the Green River, Zenith and Dickinson oil 
fields, lithofacies G is either not developed or constitutes such 
a small portion of the stratigraphic section that it does not 
necessitate recognition as a distinct lithofacies in the 
of these fields. In this area, lithofacies H, which directly 
overlies lithofacies F, is very well developed and lithologically 
more complex than in the former area. 
Lower Unit Lithofacies 
Lithofacies A 
Lithofacies A is characterized by grayish-black, noncalcareous 
to calcareous, carbonaceous shales and minor dark gray ·to 
grayish-black, argillaceous, micritic limestones. Shales 
limestones are predominantly finely laminated (even-parallel), and 
are often found interlaminated with one another. Very few, if any 
disruptions in laminae, such as might be caused by bioturbation, 
desiccation, or de-watering structures, are present. Disseminated 
pyrite is present throughout the rocks in this lithofacies. Lenses, 
concretions, and pyrite "beds" up to 0.6 cm thick (Figure 7) 
are also common. 
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Fossils are conunonly restricted to relatively thin horizons 
within this lithofacies and are limited to bedding plane surfaces, 
usually concave down, and are commonly well preserved. Fragmented 
plant fossils are quite common in grayish-black, carbonaceous shales 
Lithofacies B 
Lithofacies Bis composed of varicolored, silty, slightly 
calcareous mudstones. Primary depositional textures have been 
almost totally obliterated by a combination of processes, such as 
de-watering, compaction, solution brecciation, desiccation, and 
late-stage displacive anhydrite (Figure 8). Colors are often 
mottled, with red and green hues dominating. Subordinate colors 
include greenish-gray, maroon, and various shades of yellow. 
Varicolored, intraclastic, calcareous mudstones, resembli.ng 
flat-pebble conglomerates, are very common in this lithofacies. 
The tabular clasts, however, were probably formed by compaction and 
de-watering, as shown in Figure 9. Clasts are commonly light colored 
and gradually darken upwards, probably reflecting a change in Eh 
during deposition (Krauskopf, 1979, p. 211-214). 
Mottling is also a result of compaction, especially in mudstones 
that were deposited in a wet environment and composed exclusively 
of clay. Compaction, aided by the plasticity of saturated clays, 
resulted in randomly oriented slickensided surfaces and extremely 
mottled textures (Figure 10). 
Lithofacies C 
Lithofacies C is characterized by relatively thin bituminous 
coal that commonly overlies medium-gray to medium-dark gray, 
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Figure 7. Photograph of finely laminated, grayish-black 
shale (lithofacies A) from the lower unit. Note convoluted 
pyrite "bed" in upper portion of photograph. NDGS well 
I 4789 - 8003 ft. 
Figure 8. Photograph of brecciated mudstone 
(lithofacies B) from the lower unit. Fabric is the result 
of compaction, desiccation, and late stage displacive 
anhydrite. NDGS well I 5405 - 8013 ft. 
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Figure 9. Photograph of intraclastic mudstone 
(lithofacies B). Fabric is the result of compaction 
and de-watering. NDGS well# 4741 - 7901 ft. 
Figure 10. Photograph of mottled mudstone 
(lithofacies B). Mottled fabric is the result of 
compaction that has led to randomly oriented compaction 







carbonaceous mudstone. Well developed, randomly oriented, 
compaction slickensides extend throughout the mudstone in this 
lithofacies. Maximum thickness of the coal of this lithofacies is 
4 inches (10.0 cm) and the combined thickness of coal and 
underlying mudstone is 1.5 to 4 feet (0.46 to 1.23 m). Fragmented 
plant remains are common on bedding planes in the coal and randomly 
scattered throughout the mudstone, probably as a result of 
post-depositional compaction. This lithofacies is mot commonly 
overlain by lithofacies A and underlain by lithofacies B. 
Lithofacies D 
Reddish-brown, medium-grained quartz arenite is the dominant 
lithology in lithofacies D. This sandstone is composed of 
well-rounded, well-sorted quartz grains that have been cemented 
predominantly by pervasive anhydrite and,locally, hematite and quartz. 
Small-scale trough and planar crossbed sets are the dominant 
sedimentary structures in this lithofacies (Figure 11)~ The sandstone 
if 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to 3.0 m) thick-,_ ex~ept for localized thickening 
in the Green River and Square Butte fields, and these thickenings are 
oriented east-west in the Square Butte to Dickinson oil field area 
(Plate 4). Stratigrapbically, this lithofacies is found at the base 
and in the middle of the lower unit of the Tyler Formation. 
This sandstone is generally not bioturbated, and fragmented 
ostracod shells are the only identifiable fossils in this lithofacies. 
Associated with ~he sandstone, is a yellowish-brown to varicolored, 
calcareous mudstone that is characterized by a convoluted texture 
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The mudstone is relatively thin, in comparison to the Bandstone,-and 
may overlie or underlie the sandstone (Figure 12). This 
lithofacies is overlain and underlain by lithofacies B. 
Lithofacies E 
Lithofacies Eis composed of light brown to grayish-brown 
fair to poorly-sorted, texturally immature, medium to coarse-grained 
quartz arenites occurring in multiply-stacked, fining-upward 
planar crossbed sets (Figure 13). Basal lag conglomerates, and 
lenticular clasts oriented parallel to bedding are common. This 
sandstone is an average 10 feet (3.0 m) thick in southwestern North 
Dakota, but may thicken to 50 feet (15.2 m) in the Rocky Ridge 
field .in southern Billings County (Plates 4 and 5). This sandstone 
is geographically restricted to the area south of T. 139 N. and 
trends predominantly northwest-southeast. The reddish-brown 
sandstone, to the north, represents a more texturally mature, 
lateral equivalent of this sandstone. The thicknesses of the two 
sandstones in the lower unit are listed by stratigraphic position 
in Appendix B. This lithofacies is most closely associated with 
lithofacies A and to a lesser extent, greenish-gray to medium-dark 
gray mudstones of lithofacies B. 
Upper Unit Lithofacies 
Lithofacies F 
Lithofacies Fis characterized by very-light gray to brown, 
fine-grained, well-sorted, quartz arenites and intraclastic, quartz, 
calcareous mudstones here interpreted to be paleosols and caliches. 
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Figure 11. Photograph of cross-bedded delta-front 
sandstone (lithofacies D) from the lower unit. NDGS 
well II 5084 - 8086 ft. 
Figure 12. Photograph of delta-front sandstone 
overlying convoluted, calcareous mudstone; interpreted 








Figure 13. Photograph of cross-bedded channel 
sandstone (lithofacies E). Shale laminae separate upper 
medium to coarse-grained, texturally inunature quartz 
arenite from the lower, fine-grained, texturally mature, 
quartz arenite. Hydrocarbon is present only in the lower, 
fine-grained portion of this sandstone. NDGS well U 4789 -
8036. 
0 3· 4 5cm 
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The sandstone is dominantly massively-bedded with discontinuous, 
carbonaceous, shale partings. Other sedimentary structures 
include low-angle planar and herringbone crossbeds, ripple and 
horizontal laminae (Figures 14 and 15}. In the area of the Medora 
and Fryburg fields, the sandstone directly overlies lithofacies A. 
and is overlain by lithofacies G. In the Dickinson field, the 
underlying lithofacies B grades upward into the sandstones of 
lithofacies F and the latter is overlain by intraclastic mudstones, 
yellowish to maroon mudstones, quartzose sandstones with nodular 
anhydrite, and silty mudstones and very fine-grained sandstones 
with plant rootlets. 
The boundaries of the Medora, Fryburg, Green River, Zenith 
South Heart and Dickinson fields are related to the distribution of 
lithofacies F. In each oil field, the sandstone body thins to a 
feather edge close to the field boundary and thickens to 
approximately 20 feet (6.1 m) toward the center of the field. The 
thicknesses of the sandstone in southwestern North Dakota are listed 
in Appendix R, and the distribution and thickness in each oil field 
area is shown on Plate 6. 
Bioturbation in the sandstone is generally absent from the 
area of the Medora and Fryburg fields but is extensive in the upper 
portion of the sandstone in the Zenith and Green River fields 
(Figure 16). In bioturbated horizons, the sandstone is extremely 
friable, and burrows are commonly pyritized. 
The most common fossils found in lithofacies Fare 
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Figure 14. Photograph of massively-bedded, barrier-
island sandstone (lithofacies F) from the upper unit. 
Note discontinuous shaly laminations and brachiopod 
fossils. NDGS well# 4090 - 7858 ft. 
Figure 15. Photograph of cross-bedded barrier-island 
sandstone (lithofacies F). NDGS well# 4090 - 7849 ft. 
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Figure 16. Photograph of bioturbated barrier-island 
sandstone. Burrows have been pyritized. NDGS well # 
5405 - ,7995 ft. 
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well-preserved, articulated ostracods and brachiopods (Figure 14). 
Ostracods generally have been filled with calcite, whereas 
brachiopods have been filled by anhydrite. 
Lithofacies G 
Dark gray to grayish-black, argillaceous, micritic limestone 
and calcareous shale are the dominant lithologies in lithofacies G. 
Most noticeable, aside from the dark color are the very fine, 
even to wavy parallel laminations throughout this lithofacies 
The only disruptions in laminae occur in thin horizons where 
de-watering structures are present. No bioturbation is present in 
this lithofacies. As in lithofacies A, well-preserved fossils 
(pelecypods, brachiopods, and ostracods) are present on bedding 
plane surfaces. Thin concentrations of ostracods trapped in algal 
mats, are present throughout this section (Figures 17 and 18), 
and ostracods are clearly the most abundant fossil in the Tyler 
Formation. Relatively thin zones of carbonate mud-supported "shell 
hash" are also present but constitute a very small portion of this 
lithofacies. Locally, cone-in-cone anhydrite and euhedral, 
ankerite crystals are present in the upper part of this 
lithofacies. 
Lithofacies G is best developed in the Square Butte, Medora, 
Fryburg and Rocky Ridge fields, where it reaches a maximum thickness 
of 40 feet (12.2 m) and is recognized as the lower subunit of the 
upper unit in this paper. Thinning occurs to the south and west 
where, in the Dickinson field, lithofacies G generally does not 
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Figure 17. Photograph of finely laminated, dark gray 
argillaceous limestones (lithofacies G) from the upper 
unit. NDGS well II 4339 - 7908 ft. Arrow indicates the 
exact locationof thin-section shown in Figure 18. 
Figure 18. Photomicrograph (35X) of ostracods trapped 
in algal mats. Thin-section was made from slab shown in 
Figure 17 at the position of the arrow. NDGS well I 
4339 - 7908 ft. 
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exceed 10 feet (3.0 m). In this area, lithofacies G becomes very 
carbonaceous, and grayish-bla~k shale is dominant over micritic 
limestone. In the Square Butte, Medora, and Fryburg oil fields, 
micritic limestone is dominant over shale. In the Green River and 
Zenith fields there is a transition from one extreme to other. 
In the south, lithofacies G directly overlies lithofacies A; 
distinguishing between the two is difficult in this area 
Lithofacies H 
Lithofacies His characterized by a change in the upper 
unit from dark gray to grayish-black shales and limestones to 
predominantly grayish-red and reddish-brown, anhydritic limestones 
and calcareous shales. In the Square Butte, Medora and Fryburg 
fields, lithofacies H corresponds to the upper subunit in the Tyler 
Formation (Figure 5). Dominant lithologies in this area are 
grayish-red, anhydritic, micritic limestones with well-developed 
desiccation structures, reddish-brown, calcareous shales with 
desiccation structures, and thin, grayish-pink, nodular anhydrite 
(Figure 19). In the Green River, Zenith and Dickinson fields, 
lithofacies H thickens eastward considerably from a maximum of 25 
feet (7.6 m), in the previously mentioned area, to approximately 
45 feet (13.7 m). In the Dickinson field lithofacies His highly 
variable both lithologically and in color. No one lithology is 
dominant over another. These lithologies include yellowish-brown 
mudstone-pebble conglomerate (Figure 20); dusky red to greenish-gray, 
calcareous mudstones with iron-rich concretions; greenish-gray to 
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Figure 19. Photograph of nodular anhydrite 
lithofacies H) from the upper unit. Nodular 
anhydrite probably formed in shallow, hypersaline 
lakes or ponds inthetidal-flat environment. 
NDGS well# 4339 - 7904 ft. 
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light brown, ostracod wackestones; medium gray,pelecypod, gastropod, 
ostracod grainstone; medium gray, pelecypod, oncolite grainstone 
(Figure 21); and reddish-brown to yellowish-brown, calcareous 
mudstones with well-developed desiccation structures. 
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Figure 20. Photograph of mudstone-pebble conglomerate 
(lithofacies H) interpreted as channel-lag in a tidal-flat 
environment. NDGS well I 5374 - 7420 ft. 
Figure 21. Photograph of pelecypod, oncolite grainstone 
(lithofacies H),probably deposited in a lagoonal environment. 
Shelter porosity obliterated by anhydrite cementation. 
NDGS well# 5374 - 7444 ft. 

PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION 
Lower Unit Lithofacies 
Introduction 
The lower unit of the Tyler Formation is a lithologically 
complex sequence of varicolored mudstones, dark gray shales 
an~ limestones, carbonaceous mudstones and coal, and sandstones. 
The two sandstones of the lower unit, which are present in different 
stratigraphic positions, are lithologically very similar (in the 
same geographic areas) and are presumed to have been deposited 
under similar conditions. Distribution patterns of the sandstones 
develop~ at the base and in the middle of the lower unit (Plates 4 
and 5) suggest a fluvial-deltaic depositional system with lithofacies 
D interpreted as delta-front deposits and lithofacies E interpreted 
as channel-fill deposits. Lithofacies A, Band C represent associated 
fluvial-deltaic deposits 
Lithofacies A 
The dark gray to grayish-black, carbonaceous shales and 
argillaceous limestones in li~hofacies A are interpreted to have 
formed in the interdistributary""'.'bay environment. This includes 
areas of open water in the active delta which may be surrounded on 
three sides by marsh and tidal flats and,either partially or 
completely, open to the sea on the remaining side (Figure 22) 
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In addition to the paleoecology discussed by Grenda (1977), 
finely laminated shales and limestones, and carbonaceous matter and 
plant fragments on bedding planes suggest that interdistributary-bay 
waters were relatively shallow and .calm. The lack of bioturbation, 
the presence of pyrite "beds", lenses, and_concretions, and the 
dark gray to grayish-black color also suggest that bottom waters 
were anoxic and that reducing conditions existed in the bottom 
sediments (Demaison and Moore, 1980). 
The thickness and wide-scale persistence of lithofacies A 
is believed to be a result of both progradation and lateral migration 
of the delta-front. Abrupt changes in lithology from shale to 
limestone, and in faunal characteristics in this lithofacies, suggest 
fluctuat_ions in depth and salinity as first proposed by Willis (1959) 
and later Grenda (1977). This reflects active depositional processes 
throughout the lower unit of the Tyler Formation 
Lithofacies B 
Lithofacies B represents predominantly delta-plain deposits. 
Greenish-gray to reddish-brown to varicolored, mottled, carbonaceous 
mudstones with well developed, randomly-oriented, compaction 
slickensides are interpreted as marsh deposits. The marsh 
environment is characterized by periodic flooding and an abundance 
of plant life. Production and preservation of organic material is 
considered high, and inorganic content of discharged water is so high 
that organic muds are deposited instead of peat (Coleman, 1980). 
ZiebartlJ,_(1972) recognized the varicolored rocks in the Tyler Formation, 
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and he suggested that the colors could be explained by applying 
Walker's (1967) stability field diagram comparing the aqueous 
ferric-ferrous system with the Eh-pH distribution of groundwater. 
In general, red, brown, and varicolored lithologies are the result 
of high pH and low Eh conditions, whereas gray to grayish-black 
lithologies are the result of low pH and high Eh conditions. 
Considering that the deltaic-plain is a dynamic environment where 
dramatic differences in salinity, water depth, pH, and Eh may 
exist, the resultant differences in color would be expected. Areas 
not subjected to continually changing physical conditions probably 
existed on the delta-plain. High tracks of land, or hannnocks, were 
probably flooded over during storm tides or spring floodipg. A woody 
vegetation probably existed in these areas in contrast to the 
nonwoody plants, such as sedges and reeds, in the marsh environment 
Varicolored, intraclastic, calcareous mudstones (Figure 9) 
are interpreted to have been formed in the marsh environment 
marginal to interdistributary bays. In several cores, carbonate 
clasts were light colored and gradually became darker upwards, 
The change in color is interpreted to be a result of periodic 
denundation of this environment by anoxic interdistributary-bay 
waters, thereby causing a change from oxidizing to reducing 
conditions in these sediments. 
Lithofacies C 
Coals and associated medium-dark gray, carbonaceous mudstones 
are interpreted to have formed as peat and root-penetrated clays in 
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swampy areas, most likely on abandoned delta lobes (Figure 22). 
Ferm (1970) recognized abrupt abandonment and the eventual decay of 
delta lobes as static marsh and swamp deposits overlap the subaerial 
surface. The model applied by Ferm (1970), based on recent 
investigations to explain Allegheny deltaic deposits, is accepted 
by the writer as a viable explanation for coal deposits in the 
Tyler Formation 
Lithofacies D and E 
Lithofacies D and E are interpreted as fluvial-deltaic 
sandstone deposits, and lateral equivalents of one another. The 
relatively immature, multiply-stacked, crossbed sets of quartz 
arenites trending dominantly northwestward (lithofacies E) are 
interpreted as channel-fill deposits. Basal lag conglomerates, 
fining~upward sequences, and the presence of lenticular clasts 
oriented parallel to horizontal laminations are indicative of channel 
deposits. Distribution of channel-fill deposits in the lower unit 
of the Tyler Formation suggests that deposition occurred in streams 
of low to moderate sinuosity. Individual channel fills are 
generally 5 to 15 feet (1.5 to 4.6 m) thick, except in the Rocky 
Ridge field where sandstone thickens to 50 feet (15.2 m), and the 
bodies are separated by greenish-gray to medium-dark gray mudstones 
of lithofacies B (interpreted as marsh deposits). Compaction 
slickensided mudstones associated with channel-fill deposits have 
been interpreted as possible overbank deposits by Ziebarth (1972) 
The writer recognizes this possibility, but also recognizes that 
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Figure 22. Paleogeographic reconstruction of the 
depositional environment and distribution of facies 
relationships during deposition of the lower unit 
of the Tyler Formation in southwestern North Dakota. 
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overbank deposits are hard to distinguish from marsh deposits. 
Overbank deposits should be siltier and exhibit better graded bedding 
than marshal deposits if primary depositional structure is preserved. 
Grayish-black shale and gray mudstone-pebble conglomerates found at 
the base of channel-fill deposits indicate that steams migrated 
laterally over marsh and pre-existing interdistributary-bay 
environments. 
Lithofacies D, composed of reddish-brown, well-sorted, 
texturally mature quartz arenites and yellowish-brown to 
varicolored, convoluted mudstones, is interpreted as delta-front 
deposits in a number of different cases. These deposits occur as 
discontinuous bodies in an east-west trend in southwestern North 
Dakota. Individual depoaits are lenticular, and are 5 to 15 feet 
(1. 5 to ,4. 6 m) thick. Recognition of lithof acies D as deposited 
in delta-front areas is primarily based on sandstone geometry and 
textural maturity, i~ comparison to lithofacies E which is laterally 
equivalent. Delta-front subenvironments~ such as the prodelta, 
lower- and upper-shoreface, and foreshore environments, were 
not recognizable. The relative thinness of lithofacies D suggests 
that the delta-front area was starved of sediment, or that tidal 
processes transported sediment seaward, or a combination of these 
effects 
Lateral migration, as well as progradation along delta-front 
areas, is a major aspect of deltaic sedimentation (Ferm. 1970) 
The result is active decay of the abandoned delta lobe, and formation 
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of an active, prograding, delta lobe adjacent to the abandoned one 
The end product is an~ echelon pattern of sandstones and coals 
encased in marine to nonmarine shales and mudstones (Ferm, 1970). 
The reconstruction of the delta-front area (Figure 22) is based on 
sandstone distribution patterns, associated strata, and stratigraphic 
cross-sections that clearly indicate lateral migration was a dominant 
process in the lower unit. Yellowish-brown to varicolored mudstones 
associated with sandstones in lithofacies Dare interpreted as 
paleosols developed on exposed portions of the delta plain. The 
~resence of sandstone, overlying and underlying the paleosols, 
further suggests that lateral migration was an important physical 
process in the delta-front area. 
Upper Unit Lithofacies 
Lithofacies F 
Lithofacies_F is interpreted as having been deposited 1n a 
barrier-island system. Stratigraphic cross-sections and isopach 
maps (Plate 6) both indicate the presence of isolated, lensoid 
sandstone bodies oriented east-west between the Medora and Dickinson 
fields. Sedimentary structures, textural maturity of the sandstones, 
aod the presence of marine fossils 1n the sandstone are further 
evidence that·lithofacies Fis a barrier-island deposit. Land 
(1976, 1979) interpreted t~e sandstones in Stark County to have been 
deposited as barrier islands along shorelines of a regressive sea. 
Where a shoreline was fully developed, Land (1976, 1979) recognized 
particular lithologies indicative of five subenvironments of deposition 
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In ascending order these environments are: 1) shallow-neritic 
(shale and mudstone), 2) lower shoreface (fine-grained sandstone), 
3) upper shoreface (medium-grained sandstone), 4) foreshore (fine 
tp medium-grained sandstone), and 5) marsh (coal). This overall 
sequence was recognized in several cores (from the Green River 
and Dickinson oil fields) studied for this paper, except that 
varicolored mudstones and mottled mudstones with root structures 
(Figure 23), interpreted to be paleosols, were commonly found to 
overlie massive sandstones (foreshore environment) instead of coal 
(marsh environment). In cores from the Medora and Fryburg fields, 
depositional subenvironments of the barrier island sequence were not 
recognized. Noticeably missing are paleosols or coals associated 
with marsh or swamp environments. 
Lithofacies G 
Lithofacies G, which is best developed in the area of the 
Square Butte to Fryburg fields, is interpreted as both a 
lagoonal-estuarine and a shallow-marine to marginal-marine deposit 
Dark gray to grayish-black, calcareous shales and carbonaceous 
argillaceous limestones represent lagoonal-estuarine deposition 
behind barrier islands. Dark gray, argillaceous, micritic limestones 
represent deposition in front of barrier islands in shallow, anoxic, 
marine to marginal-marine waters. Dark gray, argillaceous, micritic 
limestones, overlying barrier-island sandstones in the Medora and 
Fryburg oil fields, suggest a transgressive event following 
barrier-island development in this area. Algal mats binding 
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Figure 23. Photograph of an area interpreted as a 
paleosol developed on top of barrier-island sandstone 
(lithofacies F). Dark area at the top of slab is 
interp~eted as a lateritic soil horizon being displaced 
by nodular anhydrite. Also note rootlets extending down 
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ostracods, de-watering structures, and ripple to planar 
laminations throughout the lower subunit indicate a predominance 
of shallow-water deposition. 
In the Green River to Dickinson fields, lithofacies G gradually 
thins and becomes very carbonaceous. The writer believes that 
thinning and the transition from limestone to shale reflects a 
change in environments· ·from marine, to marginal-marine, to, finally, 
restricted lagoon. 
Lithofacies H 
Lithofacies His interpreted as a tidal-flat and marsh deposit 
In the Square Butte, Medora and Fryburg fields, lithofacies H overlies 
lithofacies G and is recognized as the upper subunit of the upper 
unit in this paper. Reddish-brown calcareous shales and grayish-red, 
anhydritic, micritic limestones are present throughout the area and 
are interpreted as extensive tidal-flat deposits. Desiccation 
structures in both limestone and shale indicate periodic subaerial 
exposure in this environment. Relatively thin, nodular anhydrites 
were originally precipitated as gypsum in local hypersaline lakes or 
ponds and, after burial, dehydrated to anhydrite. 
To the east, in the areas of the Green River, Zenith, and 
Dickinson fields, lithofacies H makes up most of the upper unit of 
the Tyler Formation and is the lateral equivalent of lithofacies G and 
Hin the area to the west. The varied lithology in this area is 
interpreted as a back-marsh environment that prograded north to 
northwestward over pre-existing barrier islands. Greenish-gray to 
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light brown, ostracod wackestones, medium gray, pelecypod, gastropod, 
ostracod grainstones, and medium gray, pelecypoq oncolite grainstones 
are interpreted to have been deposited in shallow, restricted lagoons 
and ponds to deeper, open, lagoons and bays. Yellowish-brown, 
mudstone-pebble conglomerates are interpreted to have been deposited 
as channel lag in a tidal-flat subenvironment. Reddish-brown to 
gray and yellowish-brown,· calcareous mudstones with welJ:..developed 
desiccation structures are also indicative of this subenvironment. 
DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE 
TYLER FORMATION 
Deposition of the lower unit of the Tyler Formation in 
southwestern North Dakota was in a deltaic environment. During the 
beginning stages of sedimentation, a major fluvial system flowed 
predominantly northwestward across a low-lying, deltaic plain and 
transported quartz sand toward the delta-front area where the major 
streams broke up into distributaries (Figure 22). The writer 
believes that fluvial deposition and stream channel trend in the 
lower unit may be controlled by structural lineaments identified 
by Thomas (1974) and Brown (197S). Channel-sandstone deposits are 
coincident with northwest-southeast and east-west trends of greater 
thickness (Plate 2) in southwestern North Dakota. Location of 
stream channels and continuing subsidence during their development, 
due to basement-block faulting, would explain linear trends of 
greater thickness seen on the isopach map of the lower unit 
(Plate 2) 
As previously mentioned, lateral migration is a major aspect 
of deltaic sedimentation. This is reflected in the paleogeographic 
reconstruction of the facies relationship and depositional environment 
in the lower unit of the Tyler Formation in southwestern North Dakota 
figure 22). Progradation of the delta front is equally important and 
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is related to: 1) the rate of supply of sediment, 2) rate of 
subsidence along the delta-front area, and 3) sea-level fluctuations. 
The writer believes that sea-level fluctuations in the Williston 
Basin, dueint the deposition of the lower unit, played a most important 
role, resulting in rapid shifts of the Tyler shoreline. Distribution 
of sandstones throughout the lower unit in southwestern North Dakota 
indicates that four major shifts of the shoreline occurred during 
deposition. 
During the initial stages of Tyler sedimentation, streams 
transported quartz sand northward (the position of these streams is 
depicted in Figure 22) to;;rard the delta front, oriented east-west 
in what is now the area of the Square Butte to Dickinson oil fields 
(Figure 24). A subsequent regression shifted the shoreline northward, 
and streams transported quartz sand to a new shoreline at 
approximately T. 142 N. a shift of 12 miles (19.3 km). Scattered 
sandstone deposits are found as far north as T. 148 N. and are 
interpreted as offshore bar deposits. Prodelta deposits exposed 
upon regression were transformed into a tidal-flat environment 
(Figure 25). 
To determine how much sea level would have to fall in order to 
shift the Tyler shoreline 12 miles (19.3 km), the Tyler depositional 
slope must be known. Using measured depositional slopes of modern 
coast lines, the Tyler depositional slope can be estimated and the 
drop in sea level of that time that would be necessary to shift the 
Tyler shoreline 12 miles can be calculated. Irwin (1965~ p. 447) 
has shown that the depositional slope of the Texas coast line is 
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Figure 24. Generalized interpretation of paleogeography 
and depositional environments at the beginning of lower unit 
deposition. Diagram approximately corresponds to the study 
area. Stipled pattern represents sand, vegetation pattern 
represents a combination of marsh, lagoon, and estuary 
environments. 
Figure 25. Generalized interpretation of paleogeography 
and depositional environments after the first regression 
in the lower unit. The prodelta environment is exposed 
and transformed into a tidal-flat environment (dashed 
pattern). Hachured lines represent offshore sand bars. 
Other symbols as in Figure 24. 
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between 1.3 and 10.5 feet/mile and the depositional slopes of epeiric 
sea coast lines are less than 1.0 feet/mile. Since the Williston 
Basin during the Pennsylvanian was an epeiric sea, Tyler depositional 
slope is thought to have been between 1.0 and 4.0 feet/mile. 
Therefore, sea level during Tyler time would have to fall a minimum 
of 12 feet (3.6 m) and a maximum of 48 feet (14.6 m) in order to 
shift the shoreline 12 miles. 
The next phase in the depositional history of the Tyler 
Formation is a transgressive event that resulted in the return of 
the Tyler shoreline to the area of the Square Butte to Dickinson 
fields (Figure 26). Figure 22 is a detailed paleogeographic 
reconstruction at this time in the lower unit. The stream channel 
that flowed through what is now the Rocky Ridge oil field probably 
supplied sediment to the delta front along the line of the Square 
Butte, Medora, and Fryburg fields. Another major stream flowed 
from the Adams and Hettinger Counties probably supplying sediment 
to the delta froat at the location of the present Dickinson field. 
A later event that occurred during the time of the lower unit 
was a second regression. The Tyler shoreline again shifted northward 
to approximately T. 145 N. s a distance of 30 to 35 miles (48.3 t_o 
56.3 km). Sandstone distribution patterns suggest the presence of 
east-west trending channels and a delta front in Dunn County at this 
time. In present Billings County, streamscut through previous delt 
front deposits, possibly eroding and transporting some of that 
material northward to the new shoreline. Exposed prodelta deposits 
were again transformed into tidal-flat environments that were 
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periodically inundated by the sea. Scattered sandstone deposits 
north of the shoreline, at this level, are again interpreted as 
offshore bars (Figure 27) 
From the time of the last regressive phase of deposition of 
the lower unit and the end of lower unit time, the Tyler sea began 
to slowly transgress onto the delta plain again. To the south on 
the delta plain and previously abandoned delta lobes, peat 
accumulated in marsh and swamp areas. An ~ echelon· coal pattern 
in cross-section A-A' (Figure 28) indicates that lateral migration 
along the delta front was significant near the end of lower unit 
time. For reasons that are 1.mclear, channels that transported 
sediment early in 1he time of deposition of the lower unit ceased to 
exist by the end of lower unit time. Dark gray to grayish-black 
shales.and limestones present at the top of the lower unit in the 
Square Butte, Medora and Fryburg fields indicate that a relatively 
large, anoxic sea was present at the close of lower unit time. 
At this time, or shortly thereafter, a northwestward-flowing 
stream began to bring sand into the Tyler sea east of the Dickinson 
field (Figure 29). The trend and location of this channel is shown 
in the isopach map of the upper sandstone (Plate 6). The writer 
believes that longshore currents transported sand to the west and 
barrier islands developed in the areas of the present Dickinson, 
South Heart, Green River, Zenith, Fryburg and Medora fields (Figure 
30). A detailed paleogeographic reconstruction of this time in the 
study area is shown in Figure 31. An extensive estuarine-lagoonal 
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Figure 26. Generalized interpretation of paleogeography 
and depositional environments after first transgressive 
event causes the shoreline to shift back to the position 
occupied in Figure 24. Symbols as in Figure 25. 
Figure 27. Generalized interpretation of paleogeography 
and depositional environments after the second regression 
in the lower unit. Deposition of delta-front sands begins 
along the eastern shoreline of the Tyler sea. Symbols as 
in Figure 25. 
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Figure 28. Stratigraphic cross-sections, west-east 
across the Medora and Fryburg fields (A-A') and the 
South Heart and Dickinson fields (B-B'). 
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Figure 29. Generalized interpretation of paleogeography 
and depositional environments at the beginning of 
barrier-island formation. Sands are transported and 
deposited by a northwest trending stream into the Tyler 
sea east of what is now the Dickinson field. Symbols as 
in Figure 24. 
Figure 30. Sands are moved by longshore current from 
east to west; and several barrier islands are formed in 
what is now the area of the Dickinson, South Heart, Green 
River, Zenith, Fryburg and Medora fields. Tidal channels 
(splayed dots) were most likely present between barrier 
islands; other symbols as in Figure 24. 
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Figure 31. Paleogeographic reconstruction of the 
depositional environments and distribution of facies 
relationships at the time of barrier-island development 
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environment existed to the south, in a landward direction, and a 
shallow, anoxic sea was present to the north. Barrier island 
formation was subsequently followed by north-to-northwestward 
shoreline progradation in the Dickinson field area but by a marine 
transgression in the Medora and Fryburg fields (Figures 32 and 33) 
Detailed stratigraphic cross-sectional E-E' and F-F' (Figure 34) 
demonstrate north-to-northwestward migration of barrier islands in 
is now Stark County. Paleosols (Figures 23 and 35) commonly 
overlie barrier-island sandstones, which are in turn overlain by 
variable estuarine or lagoonal deposits (Figures 20 and 21). 
Stratigraphic cross-sections C-C' and D-D' (Figure 36) demonstrate 
the barrier islands in what is now the Medora and Fryburg oil 
fields did not migrate northward. The writer believes that the 
barrier islands present in these areas developed rapidly in a 
shallow, anoxic sea. The absence of paleosols overlying sandstones 
in these two areas may indicate that barrier-island development was 
a relatively short-lived event that interrupted deposition of dark 
gray to grayish~black calcareous and carbonaceous muds in a shallow, 
anoxic sea. Barrier-island sandstones in the area of the Medora and 
Fryburg fields are overlain by dark gray, argillaceous, ostracodal 
limestones (Figures 17 and 18) which are also laterally equivalent 
to barrier-island sandstones to the north, in a seaward direction 
Tyler time culminated with the withdrawal of the shallow sea 
in the area of the Square Butte, Medora and Fryburg fields~ 
exposing shallow, subtidal deposits and tranforming this area into an 
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Figure 32. Generalized interpretation of 
paleogeography and depositional environments after 
barrier-island development. Shoreline begins to 
prograde north-to-northwestward in the east as the 
Tyler Sea transgresses in the west. 
Figure 33. Barrier islands that developed at the 
beginning of upper unit time are covered by 
estuarine-lagoonal deposits. Shoreline progradation 
continues in the east as the Tyler Sea withdraws 
in the west. Numerous offshore sand bars are formed 
as far north as T. 148 N. 
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Figure 34. Stratigraphic cross-sections. south-no~th 
across the Zenith and Green River fields (E-E') and 
Dickinson field (F-F'). Note the movement of 
barrier-island sandstones up-section to the north, 
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Figure 35. Photograph of brecciated, calcareous 
mudstone interpreted as a paleosol developed on top of 
barrier-island sandstone. NDGS well D 4300 - 7907 ft. 
0 4 ~ !~ ~ l 
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Figure 36. Stratigraphic cross-sections, 
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extensive tidal-flat. In the area of the Dickinson field, 
northward-to-northwestward shoreline migration continued and 
estuarine-lagoonal environments prograded over pre-existing 
barrier islands {Figures 32 and 33). Sandstone distribution 
patterns indicate the possibility of barrier island development 
in an arcuate trend through Billings, Stark, and Dunn Counties. 
Another sandstone trend, approximately perpendicular to the first, 
extends from Dunn County through Mercer County and is interpreted 
as a channel deposit. Depositional environments of the uppermost 
Tyler Formation are characterized as extensive tidal-flat 
environments in the area of the Square Butte to Fryburg fields, 
and marsh environments in the remaining areas bordering the Tyler 
sea. 
SANDST~E DIAGENESIS 
Three environments of sandstone deposition, stream channels, 
delta front, and barrier islands, have been identified in the Tyler 
Formation. Megaacopic differences in color, grain size, and textural 
maturity in each sandstone have been discussed. The following 
discussion will concentrate on the relationship between depositional 
environment and sandstone diagenesis 
Channel Sandstones. 
Recent exploratory interest in the Tyler Formation has been 
concentrated in locating channel sandstones as potential petroleum 
reservoirs. A prime source of information, with regard to depositional 
environments and diagenesis in channel sandstones, is present in the 
Rocky Ridge oil field. Production is from the sandstone developed 
in the middle of the low~r unit. This sandsttne is predominantly 
a medium-to coarse-grained, texturally immature, quartz arenite 
(Figures 37 and 38). In local zones, which are saturated with 
hydrocarbons, the sandstone is a fine-grained, well-sorted, texturally 
mature, quartz arenite. 
The most important influence toward porosity reduction in this 
sandstone is the presence of detrital and authigenic clay. 
Organic-rich clay occurs as a well-dispersed matrix throughout 
nuch of this sandstone. Conmonly, a swirling, ''porphyroblastic" 
texture enclosing quartz sand grains is present (Figure 38), 
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characteristic of clay introduced during deposition (Wilson and 
Pittman» 1977). However, in localized areas where grain to grain 
contacts are present» primary inter-granular porosity is reduced. by 
four diagenetic processes: 1) development of quartz overgrowths; 
2) growth of authigenic quartz crystals in pores; 3) development of 
stacked plates and aggregates of authigenic kaolinite clay; and 
4) development of late stage ankerite cement. The result of these 
four processes are shown together in Figure 39 
Stacked plates or aggregates of authigenic kaolinite are 
considered by the writer to be most responsible for the reduction 
of porosity and permeability in channel sandstones where grain 
to grain contacts are present. Various workers (Carrigy and Mellon» 
1964; Shelton, 1964) have suggested that the for111&tion of authigenic 
kaolinite is dependent on groundwater chemistry and movement in the 
surface environment prior to effective burial.. Additional 
consideration must be given to alumina-rich solutions expelled from 
compaction of adjacent muds (Carrigy and Mellon, 1964). However, 
the sequence of diagenetic events must be considered in discussing 
the source of alumina ions necessary for kaolinite growth. 
It is apparent that the first diagenetic event responsible 
for porosity reduction is the development of quartz overgrowths. 
This may be accomplished by dissolution of quartz at points and 
interfaces of grain contact and reprecipitation of the dissolved 
material within the sandstone as a pore cement {Siever and others 
1965; Schmidt and McDonald, 1980), or authigenic quartz overgrowths 
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form when silica is precipitated from supersaturated pore waters. 
The dissolved silica in supersaturated pore waters may come from a 
variety of sources. It may be derived from the dissolution of 
biogenic silica, diagenetic transfo:rmation of clay minerals and 
other silicates within the sandstones, or from adjacent shales and 
mudstones (Pettijohn and others, 1973) 
If porosity reduction is first accomplished by the dissolution 
of quartz at grain contacts and reprecipitation as overgrowths, 
influence of sandstone mineralogy, temperature (geothermal 
gradient), and length of burial (residence time) must be considered 
in determining the depth of burial at which time chemical diagenesis 
{dissolution and reprecipitation) became significant. Schmidt and 
McDonald {1980, p. 71, Figure 50) have plotted "depth ranges 
of textural maturity grades of burial diagenesis versus mineralogical 
maturity of. sandstones." Four basic assumptions of the plot are: 
1) in a sedimentary basin, the subsidence rate is 30 meters per one 
million years; 2) the rate of sedimentation equals the sum of 
subsidence and compaction; 3) the geothermal gradient is 2.7 degrees 
Celsius per one hun4red meters; and 4) the sandstones are medium 
grained. According to the Schmidt and McDonald (1980) plot, quartz 
cementation in the channel sandstone occurred at a minimt.m1. burial 
depth of 4800 feet (1.46 km). The growth of authigenic kaolinite 
which formed after the development of quartz overgrowthst occurred 
at a depth of at least 4800 feet (1.46 km) 
However~ overgrowths may have formed from the precipitation of 
silica out of supersaturated pore waters. Pettijohn and others (1973 
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p. 426) stated that such pore waters 11are widespread in modern 
sediments, where the concentrations of dissolved silica may reach 
80 ppm, greatly exceeding the solubility of quartz at 25 degrees 
Celsius, which is about 10 ppm." To reduce porosity 10 percent, 
"pore waters must circulate many times while precipitating the 
supersaturation excess as overgrowths. 11 Therefore, quartz cementation 
may have occurred prior to effective burial. If this is the case, 
then the growth of authigenic kaolinite in this sandstone may have 
occurred prior to effective burial, but may have also occurred after 
aignificant burial. 
Th.e growth of authigenic kaolinite in channel sandstones in 
the Tyler Formation occurred after the development of quartz 
overgrowths. Due to the uncertainty of the depth of burial at the 
time quartz overgrm..rths occurred, only generalizations may be made 
concerning kaolinite development. If the growth of kaolinite 
occurred prior to effective burial, consideration must be given to 
the salinity, concentration of aluminum and silicon ions, and movement 
of ground water. If the growth of kaolinite occurred after effective 
burial consideration must be given to pore water chemistry and 
movement, the release of aluminum and silicon ions from adjacent 
shales and mudstones, and the alteration of the detrital-clay matrix 
in the sandstone itself 
Further reduction in porosity is related to late-stage ankerite 
cement. Ankerite occurs as euhedral crystals or aggregates of euhedral 
crystals formed along the margins of quartz grains (Figure 40) 
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Schmidt and McDonald (1980, p . 66-70) have suggested that the reduction 
of primary porosity by pore cements, such as siderite and ankerite, may 
be due to dissolution of detrital grains at points and interfaces 
of contact, and reprecipitation of the dissolved material. This is 
unlikely in this case, as the only detrital grains present are quartz 
More likely, iron and magnesium ions were derived from adjacent 
organic-rich, detrital clays in the sandstone. Carbonate ions were 
available from either interstitial waters or from the dissolution of 
calcite cement. 
Dissolution of calcite cement has created a secondary porosity 
in the channel sandstone. Schmidt and McDonald (1980) suggested that 
the formation of secondary porosity by dissolution of calcite may be 
related to the release of water from detrital-clay minerals and 
adjacent clays, and the production of carbon dioxide in associated 
black shales (lithofacies A) and coals (lithofacies C) resulting from 
decarboxylation of maturing organic matter. However, the growth of 
authigenic kaolinite, in addition to detrital clay, has greatly 
reduced the permeability and reservoir potential associated with the 
formation, in this way, of any secondary porosity in this ·sandstone. 
Producing horizons of the channel sandstone are fine-grained 
well-sorted, texturally mature, quartz arenites (Figure 13). The 
absence of detrital clays in producing horizons may be the result of 
changes in stream velocity, discharge, and competency that would have 
favored the deposition of detrital clay either upstream or downstream 
or winn0"'7ed the clay out of the sediment prior to burial. Lateral 
migration of channel subenvironments may also be responsible for the 
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Figure 37. Photographs of horizontally bedded, texturally 
immature channel sandstone. Note large, lenticular clast 
in the center of the slab. NDGS well# 4789 - 8042 ft. 
Figure 38. Photomicrograph (35X) of texturally immature 
channel sandstone. Note subangular quartz "floating" in 
a well dispersed, organic-rich, detrital clay matrix. 
NDGS well# 4789 - 8042 ft. 
Figure 39. Scanning electron micrograph showing the four 
processes of porosity reduction in channel sandstones: 
1) quartz overgrowths, 2) authigenic quartz, 3) authigenic 
kaolinite, and 4) late-stage ankerite cement. NDGS well II 
4789 - 8050 ft. 
Figure 40. Photomicrograph (lOOX) of late-stage 
ankerite rim cement in channel sandstone. NDGS well D 4789 
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differences between producing and non-producing horizons. Non-producing 
horizons, which are comm.only medium-to coarse-grained, texturally 
immature, quartz arenites are interpreted by the writer to have been 
rapidly deposited and quickly buried, and may represent channel 
floor or thalweg deposits. Producing horizons, described previously, 
are interpreted to have been deposited 1~ shallower parts of the 
stream, presumably on the upper slopes of point bars in a meandering 
stream setting. Producing horizons may also be interpreted as the 
sandy tops of channel bar deposits of a braided stream. Detrital 
clays would be winnowed out of the sands at the bar-top by stream 
flow at high stages, leaving a fine-grained, well-sorted~ quartz 
sand. 
Porosity in producing horizons is primary inter-granular, and 
is reduced by quartz overgrowths. The presence of authigenic kaolinite 
in association with the detrital clay matrix, and its absence where 
detrital clay is not present, suggests that authigenic kaolinite 
in producing horizons has formed at the expense of detrital clay, 
and not from alumina-rich solutions derived from adjacent muds 
(l"ithofacies B). The absence of authigenic kaolinite from producing 
horizons may be due to the presence of shale laminae between producing 
and non-producing horizons (Figure 13). The shale laminae, being 
impermeable, would act as a barrier to aluminum and silicon ions 




Delta-front sandstones are medium-grained, well-sorted, 
texturally mature, quartz arenites, and are characterized 
megascopically by their predominant reddish-brown color, and 
microscopically by the occlusion of primary porosity. Reduction of 
primary porosity in these sandstones is the result of two separate, 
but related, processes: pervas_ive anhydrite cementation, and quartz 
cementation that appears to be the result of primary depositional 
packing. In thin-section, anhydrite cement commonly accounts for 30 
percent of the area in the field of view, and quartz grains appear to 
"float" in the anhydrite without any self-supporting framework 
(Figure 41). The writer suggests that at the time of deposition, 
sands were loosely packed. Reduction of primary porosity is 
attributed to precipitation of calcium sulfate (gypsum); with 
further requction of porosity attributed to authigenic iron oxide 
cement, probably formed at the expense of detrital iron-rich 
minerals (Walker, 1967). Original porosity for these sands must 
have exceeded 30 percent since there is approximately a 40 percent 
reduction in volume when gypsum -is recrystallized to anhydrite 
after burial. 
It is believed that the source of calcium sulfate was restricted 
hypersaline lakes or ponds located on abandoned delta lobes. 
Supersaturated solutions migrated laterally and vertically into 
adjacent buried, loosely packed, quartz sands, where precipitation 
occurred. 
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Where quartz sands were packed tighter upon deposition and 
subsequent burial, cementation and porosity reduction is a result of 
either dissolution of quartz at grain and interface contacts and 
reprecipitation elsewhere on the detrital grain surfaces that led to 
formation of quartz overgrowths (Figure 42). or of local pore waters 
supersaturated with respect to silica resulting in the precipitation 
of quartz avergrowths. In either case, the writer believes that 
tighter packing of quartz sand acted as a barrier to the migration 
of calcium sulfate solutions, resulting in minimal precipitation 
of gypsum (now dehydrated to anhydrite) in pore spaces and confining 
those solutions to loosely packed, delta-front sands. This suggests 
that loosely packed sands acted as aquifers for waters supersaturated 
with respect to calcium sulfate, while tightly packed sands remained 
supersaturated with respect to silica. 
Two mi~or processes that are also responsible for porosity 
reduction are: 1) development of lateritic and caliche paleosols on 
top of delta-front sandstones, and 2) bioturbation of delta-front 
sandstones 
Paleosols developed on top of delta-front sandstones are 
commonly varicolored, silty to sandy, calcareous to hematitic 
mudstone.a. Microbrecciation, desiccation structure, calcareous and/or 
anhydrite nodules. and vugs and cavities are usually present. Porosity 
is occluded by several processes associated with these structures 
in this sandstone. Shrinkage porosity associated with desiccation 
structure is often completely reduced by infilling with reddish-brown 
Figure 41. Photomicrograph (35X) of delta-front 
sandstone. Quartz grains are well-rounded and "floating" 
in pervasive anhydrite cement. NDGS well# 4023 -
7664. ft. 
Figure 42. Photomicrograph (35X) showing 
obliteration of porosity by quar~ cementation in 
delta-front sandstone. NDGS well# 4023 - 7664 ft. 
Figure 43. Photomicrograph (35X) showing desiccation 
and subsequent infilling with reddish-brown mudstone in 
delta-front sandstone. NDGS well I 2458 - 8261 ft. 
Figure 44. Photomicrograph (35X) of bioturbation in 
delta-front sandstone. Porosity and permeability are 
reduced as burrowing organisms mix sands with overlying 
mud. NDGS well U 5340 - 7867 ft. 
Figure 41 Figure 42 
Figure 43 Figure 44 
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mudstone (Figure 43). Porosity associated with vugs and cavities 
is most often occluded by calcite and anhydrite cements, as is 
any porosity associated with microbrecciation. Calcite and 
anhydrite nodules that have grown~ eitu are responsible for 
displacing sands and further reducing porosity. 
Post-depositional porosity which might be expected to originate 
f~om b~ot~bation is not present· in delta-front sandstones. 
Burrowing organisms were likely responsible for the reduction of 
porosity by incorporating reddish-brown muds into delta-front sands 
(Figure 44). The result is a nearly homogeneous mixture of 
medium-grained, well-rounded quartz grains "floating" in a 
reddish-brown mudstone matrix. 
Barrier-Island Sandstones 
Barrier-island sandstones are predominantly fine-grained, 
well-sorted, very mature, quartz arenites. Cementation by quartz 
overgrowths is the dominant porosity-reducing process in this 
sandstone. Examination of barrier-island sandstones with the 
scanning electron microscope reveals a relationship between quartz 
overgrowths and the clay minerals not readily apparent with a 
petrographic microscope. 
Clay coatings on quartz grains have long been considered to be 
partly responsible for inhibiting quartz overgrowths and hence for 
the presence of an oil reservoir (Heald and Larese, 1974; Heald and 
Baker, 197?). Heald and Baker (1977) stated that when quartz grains 
were well coated, quartz overgrowths were effectively blocked and 
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that th:t.n coatings of clay permitted limited to moderate quartz 
overgrowths with resulting porosity loss. The "?iiter suggests that 
the distinct differences in hydrocarbon saturation that commonly 
exist in barrier-island sandstones that have no appreciable differences 
in grain size, shape, sorting or sedimentary structures, may be 
explained by the presence or absence of detrital clay .coatings on 
quartz grains. In sandstones that are saturated with respect to 
hydrocarbon, quartz grains were found to be well coated with detrital 
clay and quartz overgrowths occurred as well developed crystals only 
on part of the quartz grain (Figure 45). These sandstones are 
friable as a result of detrital clays.inhibiting quartz cementation 
and inter-granular porosity is preserved (Figure 46) 
By comparison, in barrier-island sandstones that have no 
hydrocarbon present quartz overgrowths are present over the entire 
grain surface (Figure 47) and primary porosity is greatly reduced 
Another factor that must be considered in porosity and permeability 
reduction, is the presence of authigenic kaolinite. Ordinarily 
not visible during petrographic examination. scanning electron 
micrographs (Figure 47 and 48) show stacked plates and aggregates 
of kaolinite present in pore spaces. The presence of authigenic 
kaolinite in sandstones either not saturated or only moderately 
saturated with hydrocarbons suggests that the growth of authigenic 
clay may be of equal importance to the presence or absence of 
detrital,clay coatings affecting porosity and permeability reduction 
in barrier-island sandstones. 
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Figure 45. Scanning electron micrograph of 
barrier-island sandstone (hydrocarbon present). Relatively 
thick, detrital clay coatings on quartz grains inhibit 
the precipitation of quartz as overgrowths. NDGS well I 
4300 - 7923 ft. 
Figure 46. Scanning electron micrograph of 
barrier-island sandstone (hydrocarbon present). 
Inter-granular porosity is preserved as quartz overgrowths 
occur as well-developed crystals only on part of the 
grain not coated with detrital clay. NDGS well I 4300 -
7923 ft. 
Figure 47. Scamiing electron micrograph of 
barrier-island sandstone (no hydrocarbon present). 
Porosity is obliterated by quartz overgrowths and 
subsequent growth of authigenic kaolinite clay. 
NDGS well# 4300 - 7922 ft. 
Figure 48. Scanning electron micrograph of 
barrier-island sandstone (no hydrocarbon present). 
Close-up of pore space reduced by quartz overgrowth 
and late-stage authigenic kaolinite. NDGS well I 
4300 - 7922 ft. 
Figt.:re 45 
-: ' ... 
figure 47 
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According to the Schmidt and McDonald (1980, p. 72) plot of 
sandstone mineralogy on burial diagenesis of porosity, quartz ,,, 
cementation in barrier-island sandstones occurred at a minimum 
burial depth of 5000 feet (1.52 km). Authigenic kaolinite which 
formed after the development of quartz overgrowths (Figure 48) 
occurred at a depth of at least 5000 feet (1.52 km) and not at the 
time of barrier island development as suggested by Sturm (1982 
p. 260). Shelton (1964) has suggested that kaolinite forms in 
sandstones that have pore water salinities less than normal sea water 
(35,000 ppm). Discontinuous shaly laminations within the sandstone 
probably acted as local barriers to water movement creating local 
variations in salinity as well as providing a source of alwnina 
necessary for clay formation 
Two other processes have been recognized as contributing to 
porosity reduction in the barrier-island sandstones. First, Land 
0,.976, 1979) stated that porosity and permeability in the sandstones 
had been reduced or obliterated by development of caliche paleosols 
in the Dickinson, South Heart and eastern Green River oil fields. 
Caliches are characteristically tan to reddish-brown, silty to sandy, 
calcareous mudstones that often have a brecciated fabric (Figure 35). 
Pyt'ite, hematite, and nodular anhydrite, as shown in Figure 23, are 
almost always associated with caliche paleosols. 
A second lesser process recognized as contributing to porosity 
reduction is extensive pyritization. especially in the Medora and 
Fryburg fields. Pyrite is often found in association with, and replacing, 
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both calcite and anhydrite cements. Pervasive pyritization occurs 
where ostracod "shell hash" laminae occur in.c~njunction with shale 
partings in sandstones, in sandstones that have been bioturbated 
{Figure 16), and wherever a clay/cement matrix is present in 
barrier-island sandstones. The occurrence of pyrite as a replacement 
of anhydrite indicates a change from oxidizing conditions at the 
delta-front sedimentation and cementation (anhydrite-hematite 
association) to reducing conditions. This change is also reflected 
in the change from varicolored to reddish-brown colored rocks in 
the lower unit to dark gray and grayish-black rocks in the upper 
unit, especially in the areas of the Square Butte, Medora and 
Fryburg fields. 
PROBLEMS DESERVING FURTHER STUDY 
It is hoped that many questions have been answered by this study. 
However, in the course of this study, other problems were identified 
that deserve further study utilizing cores and samples. 
Of primary importance is the need for detailed interpretation 
of depositional environments in McKenzie, Mountrail, Williams and 
Burke Counties of North Dakota. Sandstone/shale and elastic ratio 
maps constructed by Ziebarth (1972) suggest that another major 
fluvial system transported terrigenous sediment from the Canadian 
Shield into this portion of the Williston Basin during Tyler 
The relationship between structural lineaments identified 
by several workers (Thomas, 1974; Brown, 1978; Shurr, 1982) and 
sedimentation patterns in the Williston Basin is another subject 
that should be investigated. Sedimentation patterns from the 
Mississippian Big Snowy Group through the Permian System should be 
mapped and compared to structural lineaments to see if a relationship 
exists between the maps and the lineaments 
Analysis of petroleum source rocks in the Tyler Formation is 
another area that should receive further attention. Dow (1974, p. 1255) 
stated that Tyler black shales were the source rock of Tyler oil. 
Analysis of grayish-black, carbonaceous shales in the lower 
should be compared with dark gray, calcareous shales and argillaceous, 
mi.critic limestones in the upper unit of the Tyler Formation. The 
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writer believes that interdistributary-bay, grayish-black shales 
may be the source rock for oil in the Rocky Ridge field, and dark 
gray limestones and shales, deposited in shallow marine water, may 
be the source rock for Tyler oil in the Medora, Fryburg, Green River, 
Zenith and Dickinson fields. 
Finally, a regional study of the Tyler Formation should be made 
with a view toward extending the model presented herein and 
information obtained from this study into South Dakota and Montana. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiONS 
The following conclusions have been reached about the Tyler 
Formation in southwestern North Dakota: 
1. Subdividing the Tyler Formation into upper and lower units 
mapping the distribution and thickness of each unit, and treating 
individual sandstones within each unit, aided in identification of 
two predominant depositional environments. 
2. The lower unit was deposited in a deltaic environment 
In the depositional model presented (Figure 22), marsh, streams and 
associated overbank deposits have been identified on the delta plain; 
hammock environments within the marsh are inferred. In the delta-front 
area, ab~doned delta lobes, marsh, interdistributary bays, localized 
hypersaline lakes, and location delta-front sands have been identified 
Lateral migration of delta lobes is thought to have been the predominant 
shoreline process 
3. The position of streams trending north-northwest on the delta 
plain coincides with northwest-southeast linear thickening trends in 
the lower unit. The writer suggests that stream-channel trend, linear 
thickening, and deltaic sedimentation patterns are related to movement 
of basement-block faults in the Williston Basin 
4. Deposition of the upper unit was largely controlled by the 
development of an extensive barrier-island system in the area of the 
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Medora to Dickinson fields. A estuarine-lagoonal environment was 
present to the south, in a landward di~ection, and a shallow, anoxic 
sea was present to the north (Figure 31). 
5. Tyler time culminated with the withdrawal of the shallow, anoxic 
sea in the area of the Square Butte, Medora and Fryburg fields and 
continued northward-to-northwestward shoreline migration in the area 
of the Dickinson field. Depositional environments of the uppermost 
Tyler Formation are characterized as extensive tidal-flats in the area 
of the Square Butte to Fryburg fields, and marsh environments in the 
remaining areas bordering the Tyler sea. 
6. Three environments of sandstone deposition have been 
identified in the Tyler Formation: stream. channel, delta front, 
and barrier island. Each environment had its 0111n effect on diagenesis 
and porosity development 
The most important phenomenon causing reduction of porosity 
in channel sandstones, is the presence of either detrital and/or 
authigenic clay. Organic-rich, detrital clay occurs as a well dispersed 
matrix throughout much of this sandstone. Kaolinite occurs as stacked 
plates or aggregates in pore spaces where detrital clay is not present, 
and is responsible for most of the reduction of porosity and 
permeability. Formation of authigenic kaolinite is believed to be to 
result of recrystallization of alumina-rich solutions released fran 
the alteration of detrital clays within the sandstone. 
8 Porosity in delta-front sandstones has been obliterated by 
anhydrite cementation. It is believed that loosely packed sands acted 
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as aquifers for supersaturated waters; up to 30 percent reduction in 
original porosity is attributed to precipitation of gypsum, the 
source of which was hypersaline lakes on abandoned delta lobes. 
Tighter packed sands acted as a barrier to migration of calcium 
aulf ate-rich brines. Dissolution and reprecipitation of quartz 
caused localized quartz cementation 
9. Detrital clay coatings on quartz grains is considered to be 
the most important factor 1n inhibiting cementation and porosity 
reduction in barrier-island sandstones. In sandstones that are 
saturated with respect to hydrocarbons, detrital quartz grains were 
found to be well coated with detrital clay and quartz overgrowths 
occurred as well developed crystals only on part of the grain. Thus, 
original inter-granular porosity was largely preserved. In 
barrier-island sandstones that have no hydrocarbon present, quartz 
overgrowths were found to be present over the entire grain surface 
and primary inter-granular porosity was greatly reduced. 
Porosity and permeability was further reduced in some places 
by authigenic kaolinite which formed after the development of quartz 
overgrowths. Kaolinite growth is most likely dependent on pore-water 
salinity at a minimum burial depth of 5000 feet (1.52 km) 
10. Further search for petroleum in the Tyler Formation might be 
best carried out by searching for basement structural controls of other 
possible channel sandstones, recognizing barrier-island sandstones, 
and realizing that sandstones must be in close proximity to dark gray 
to grayish-black shales and limestones. 
APPENDICES 
lll 
APPENDIX A - Name and Location of Wells Used in this Study 
Well numbers in the far left column are those of the 
North Dakota Geological Survey and are listed in numerical 
order by county. Locations are based on the standard Land 
Office Grid System. Under the location heading, QQ stands 
for first and second quarter of section; S, T, and R stand 
for section, township, and range, respectively. All 
townships in North Dakota are north and all range~ are 
west of the principal baseline and meridian. 








Amerada Hess Corp. 
Energetics Inc. 
Crystal Explor. & Prod. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 














Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
Amerada-Northern Pacific 
Sun Oil Co. 
Skelly Oil Co. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
Pan American Pet. Corp. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
Northern Pump Co. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
H. L. Hunt 
TABLE 1 





Jacob Christman 01 
Hirsch Ill 
Maurice Miller #1 
John Syminow "A" 01 
A.E. Matteson #1 
H. May U /13 
E.A. Smith /11 
Gust Wog Ill 
Scoria Unit #1 
Lucy Fritz #2 
Frank C. Frankchuk Unit #1-A 
Scoria U 112 
State #1 
Scoria Unit #3 



















NWNE-22 ... 127-100 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
1789 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Loomis U Ill NESW-14-139-101 
2067 Fletcher Oil & Gas Drlg. Corp. & Sig. Gov't. Adah G. Macauley 11 SESW-22-137-100 
2309 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Russel Logan #1 NWSE-7-139-100 
2357 The California Co. Government /11 NeNW-20-137-102 
2395 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Logan Gawryluk U #1 NWSE-6-139-100 
2426 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Mary Sorenson Ill NWNW-17-139-100 
2458 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Knople-Reis U 01 NWNE-2-139-100 
2486 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Eaton Unit #1 NWSE-8-139-100 u 
2577 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Earl F. Joubart T-1111-X SESE-4-139-100 
2689 Hunt Oil Nick Haag Ill NENE-21-144-99 .... .... 
2725 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit 05 NWNW-10-139-101 w 
2788 William Herbert Hunt A.T. Thompson Ill NENE-33-144-99 
2798 Lamar Hunt N.P. RR Ill SWNW-9-144-100 
2909 Amerada Petroleum Corp. State-Fryburg Unit #1 NWNE-4-139-100 
2923 Pan American Pet. Corp. Lucy Fritz #4 NWNW-15-137-100 
2955 Pan American Pet. Corp. Lucy Fritz #5 NWNE-15-137-100 
3024 Pan American Pet. Corp. USA A. Macauley #1 SESW-10-137-100 
3072 Pan American Pet. Corp. U.S.A. Adah G. Macauley #2 C SE-9-137-100 
3146 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit $ 7 NWSW-1-139-101 
3268 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit 118 NESW-10-139-101 
3333 Pan American Pet. Corp. Lucy Fritz #5 C NW-15-137-100 
3339 Amerada Petroleum Corp. U.S.A. Tucker 11 NWNE-12-139-101 
3435 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Logan Eaton Unit Ill NWNW-8-139-100 
3457 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Russel Logan /12 NENW-7-139-100 
3475 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Morton Madison Heath U Ill NWNE-15-139-101 
3502 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific ''L" /11 SWSE-5-139-100 
3573 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific "M" TR-1 #1 SESE-il-139-102 
3632 Calvert Drilling Co. U.S.A. #1 NWNW-18-139-101 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
3643 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Tucker 112 NWNW-12-139-101 
3644 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Wagner Tr-1 #1 SENE-14-139-102 
3657 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific ''M" Tr-1 112 SENW-11-139-102 
3679 Cardinal Pet. Co. Sam Cymboluk et al. Dl SWNW-6-141-99 
3709 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Katie Reilly U #1 SWNW-12-.139-102 
3733 Colorado Oil &·Gas Federal #1-24 NWNE-24-138-101 
3746 Davis Oil Co. Kevin Federal #1 SWSW-10-138-100 
3750 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. P. ''M" Tr-2 fl SENW-13-139-102 
3761 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Hellickson #1 SESE-2-139-102 .... 
3797 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Bruce Unit #1 NESE-14-139-102 .... .po 
3803 Quintana Pet. Corp. Key Trout Bill Syminow .et al. Ill ~ENW-22-139-100 
3813 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Leon Hellickson #1 SENE-2-139-102 
3829 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific ''M" T-3 #1 C NE-23-139-102 
3867 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. P. "M" Tr 3 #2 NWSE-23-139-102 
3885 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit /110 NESE-9-139-101 
3893 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. D. ''M" Tr-4 #1 SWSE-1-139-102 
3896 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc, Henry Fritz 11-4122 C NE-22-137-100 
3918 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Russel Logan "A" Tr-1 Ill SENW-5-139-100 
3921 Amerada Petroleum Corp. State of North Dakota Ill NESE-22-139-102 
3927 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Hodge Ill NWNE-21-139-101 
3928 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Harold Schafer 01 SESE-3-139-102 
3931 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Henry Fritz 112-4222 C SE-22-137-100 
3939 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. P. "M" Tr-5 Ill SESE-15-139-102 
3942 Pan American Pet. Corp. Lucy Fritz 117 SENE-15-137-100 
3959 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit #11 NWNE-1-139-101 
3966 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Wegner "A" Ill SENW-24-139-102 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
4008 Amerada Petroleum Corp. John Gawryluk Unit #1 NWNW-6-129-100 
4009 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Loomis Ill NWNE-20-139-101 
4012 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Roberts Unit #1 NENW-22-139-102 
4019 Amerada Petrole\DD Corp. USA Wagner Unit #1 NWNW-26-139-102 
4020 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Mary Sorenson #2 NESE-17-139-100 
4023 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Harold Schafer #2 SENW-3-139-102 
4024 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific "K'' Tr-2 #2 SWSE-13-139-102 
4025 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Fuchs-Luchsinger U #1 SENW-10-139-102 
4027 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. P. ''M" Tr-6 11 NWNW-25-139-102 
4028 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. P. ''M" Tr-5 #2 NWNE-15-139-102 
4035 Tom Jordon State fl SESE-36-144-100 ... 
4046 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N. D. "O" 112 NESW-16-139-101 ... 
4055 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Hodge #2 HWSW-21-139-101 "" 
4063 Shell Oil Co. Gust Wog "12-23 C SW-23-137-100 
4067 Camerland Cardinal Corp. Marathon-Federal #1 SWNW-22-139-101 
4076 Sunray DX Oil Co North Dakota Federal #1 SWNW-31-139-101 
4077 Amerada Petroleum Corp. N P ''M" T-7 #1 NENW-27-139-102 
4079 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA Ray Unit #1 SWSE-24-139-102 
4090 William Herbert Hunt Trust Estate USA 17 #1 NESE-17-139-101 
4091 Sunray DX Oil Co. North Dakota Federal "A" #1 SENE-10-138-102 
4176 Fundamental Oil Corp. Federal #2-24 SENW-24-138-101 
4197 Shell Oil Co. Gust Wog #23X-23 NESW-23-137-100 
4229 Tenneco Oil Co. P. Duletski #1 SENE-12-139-100 
4253 Mule Creek Oil Co. Inc. Henry Fritz #3-4422 SESE-22-137-100 
4254 Pan American Pet. Corp. USA Adah G. Macauley "B" #1 NWNW-8-139-102 
4268 Amerada Petroleum Corp. A. Burkhardt #1 NWNW-8-139-102 
4306 Amerada Petroleum Corp. E.G. Joubert #2 NWNW-10-139-100 
4325 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit #13 NWSE-3-139-101 
4377 Fundamental Oil Corp. Federal #1-19 SESW-19~138-100 
Well No. Well Name QQ S-T-R 
4455 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. ll41X-18 NENE-18-143-101 
4497 Pubco Pet. Corp. Pubco-Empire Federal #22-12 NWSE-22-140-100 
4642 Amerada Petroleum Corp. U.S.A. Melvin T-1 #1 SWNW-30-140-102 
4789 Shell Oil Co • State of N. Dakota #41-36 NENE-36-137-100 
4802 Shell Oil Co. Gust Wog #34-25 SWSE-25-137-100 
4806 Farmers Union Federal 1114-10 SWSW-10-137-100 
4833 R.M. Watkins & Mesa Pet. Federal $1-34 NENW-34-141-100 
4834 Cardinal & Prudential Minerals Exp!. Loffelmacher ,1 SENE-36-140-100 
4892 Shell Oil Co. State of N. Dakota 121-36 NENW-36-137-100 
4910 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Amer. Luth. Church #1-4135 NENE-35-137-100 
5012 Miami Oil Prod., Inc. Amada Daasch #1 NWNW-28-138-100 
5042 Cardona! Pet. Co., The Wiser Oil Co. Amer. Luth Church 112-27 NWNE-27-137-100 .... 
5120 H.L. Hunt-Farmers Union USA Blaylock Ill ~ESE-31-138-100 ~ 
5148 Lone Star Producing Alf red Schwartz NENW-2-137-100 
5188 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Medora Heath Mad U 124 SENW-12-139-102 
5195 Lone Star Producing Alfred Schwartz "B" SENE-2-137-100 
5230 Pennzoil United, Inc. Richards et al., #1 NESE-24-138-100 
5243 Cardinal Pet. Co. Burlington Northern #15-1 SWSE-1-138-102 
5328 Bomac-Texakota U.S. Gov't. #2-1 NWNE-2-144-102 
5340 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. E 808 NWNW-15-139-101 
5341 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. A 8041 NWNW-20-139-101 
5342 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. L 816 NENE-6-139-100 
5342 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.l). L 816 NENE-6-139-100 
5343 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Fryburg Heath Madison U P-812? NE-9-139-100 
5423 Farmers Union Federal #14-32 SESW-32-144-101 
5430 Farmers Union Amer. Luth Church #3-26 NENW-26-137-100 
5435 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. G 812 C NW-11-:139-101 
5436 Amerada Hess Corp. F.H.M.U. H-814 C SE-2-139-101 
5437 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. F-810 NESE-10-139-101 
5446 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. I 817 SWSW-36-140-101 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
5534 Tiger Oil Co. Kessel #1-1 C NW-1-139-100 
5664 Farmers Union Fed 117-6 SWNE-6-143-101 
5711 Farmers Union Burlington No #9-1 NESE-1-143-102 
5811 Diamond Shamrock Corp. Federal #1-30 SESW-30-144-101 
5819 Al-Aquitaine et al. Patrikus #1 C SW-27-139-100 
5842 Southern Union Production Co. Shapiro 111-7 SWNE-7-142-102 
5861 Southern Union Production Co. F 26 141 100 11 SWNW-26-141-100 
5874 Amerada Petroleum Corp. F.H.M.U. 0 814 I N2SW-4-139-100 
5948 F.U.C.E., Inc. Federal 117-5 SWNE-5-143-101 
6000 So. Union Prod. Co. Patrick Redmond Ill C NW-28-140-100 
6042 Enserch Expl. Inc. Wog Estate #1 NWSW-13-137-100 .... 
6051 Amerada Hess Corp. F.H.M. Unit N-8111 SESE-8-139-100 .... ..... 
6093 Amerada Hess Corp. BN RR 1/11-1 NWNW-1-139-102 
6140 Gulf Oil Corp. State Sch Land #2-36 NWSW-36-142-98 
6158 F.U.C.E. Inc. Kordon #4-8 NWNW-8-143-101 
6164 Gulf Oil Corp. Miller #3-10-4B NESW-10-144-98 
6169 Tenneco Oil Co. Burlington Northern #1 NWNW-25-143-101 
6200 Gulf Oil Corp. Hanson #1-34-lB NENW-34-144-98 
6209 Gulf Oil Corp. Hlebechuk #1-26-lA NWNW-26-144-98 
6214 Amoco Prod. Co. Tachenko Ill SESE-14-144-99 
6226 Gulf Oil Corp. Zabolotny #3-3-2-B NENE-3-144-98 
6258 Apache Corp. Federal 111-17 NENE-17-143-101 
6280 Gulf Oil Corp. Tarnavsky #l-9-2D SWNE-9-144-98 
6280 Gulf Oil Corp. Tarnavsky #l-9-2D SWNE-9-144-98 
6298 Alpar Resources, Inc. Logan 111-27 SWNE-9-144-98 
6303 Tenneco Oil Co. BN 111-29 NESW-29-143-100 
6310 Supron Energy Corp. F-6-144-101 #1 SWNE-6-144-101 
6378 Tenneco Oil Co. Johnson #1-30 SENE-30-143-100 
6395 Apache Corp. Federal 1/33-31 SENW-31-144-100 
Well No, Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R ~--- ---~--- --- ---~-
6452 Gulf Oil Corp.· Symionow State #l-16-4A NWSW-16-143-98 
6470 Gulf Oil Corp. Schmidt #1 C SW-15-142-98 
6472 Gulf Oil Corp. State il2-16-4B NESW-16-144-98 
6485 Andarko Prod. Co. Dance Creek State "A" #1 NESW-36-138-101 
6491 Gulf Oil Corp. State Symionero #1-10-4A C SE-10-143-98 
6497 Gulf Oil Corp. Speare #1-14-2A NWNE-14-144-98 
6498 Gulf Oil Corp. Jack Kukla #1-4-2A NWNE-4-144-9 8 
6512 Gulf Oil Corp. Kordonowy #1 C NE-8-141-98 
6521 Gulf Oil Corp. Parceluk State #1-18-2C C SE-18-143-98 
6546 Al-Aquitaine Expl. State #1-13 SENE-13-141-101 
6567 w. H. Hunt Trust Estate Evonivk #1 SESE-11-142-100 .... 
6575 Gulf Oil Corp. Tarnavsky 02-9-lD ,SWNW-9-144-9 8 .... QI) 
6590 Gulf Oil Corp. Laudie Burian #l-22-4A CNWS-22-144-98 
6601 The Anschultz Corp. Theodore Fisher #1 C NW-29-138-100 
6602 Al-Aquitaine Expl. Ltd. State #1-24 SENW-24-141-100 
6619 Jerry Chambers State of ND #1-21 SENE-21-141-101 
6647 Amoco Prod. Co. Kadramas #1 SESE-28-143-98 
6658 Jerry Chambers State #1-15 SESE-15-141-101 
6659 Jerry Chambers Mosser #2-22 SF;SE-22-141-101 
6660 Jerry Chambers State #2-14 SESE-14-141-101 
6689 Jerry Chambers State of ND #2-23 SENE-23-141-101 
6709 Mcalester Fuel Co. Federal #34-14 SESW-34-139-101 
6744 W.H. Hunt Trust Hlebechuk Flb. #1 NESE-22-142-99 
6752 Gulf Oil Corp. Hurinenko St. #1-2-3A NWSE-2-144-98 
6779 Gulf Oil Corp. Agnes Burian #1-15-JA NWSE-15-144-98 
6788 Adobe Oil & Gas State-Krushevsky #1 SENW-16-141-99 
6816 Jerry Chambers State of ND #1-26 SENW-26-141-101 
6838 Gulf Oil Corp. Lee Hanson #l-28-4B NESW-28-144-98 
6843 Al-Aquitaine Expl. Gpe. 3-141-102 us #1-3 NWNW-3-141-102 
6845 Al-Aquitaine Expl. Gpe. 14-141-101 us #1-14 NENE-14-141-101 






























Al-Aquitaine Expl. & Crystal 
Jerry Chambers 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 




Gulf Oil Corp. 
Southland Royalty Co. 
Apache Corp. 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Woods Petro. Corp. 
Koch Explor Co. 
Getty Oil Co. 
W.H. Hunt Trust Est. 
Al-Aquitaine Expl., Ltd. 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Al-Ag Exp!. Ltd. 
Farmers Union Centr. Exch., Inc. 
Supron Energy Corp. 
Jerry Chambers 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Getty Oil Co. 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Farmers Union Centr. Exch., Inc. 
W.H. Hunt Trust Est. 
11-141-101 us #1-11 













Mystery Creek "A" 1136-10 
Gregory Ill 
30-141-100 Thompson 01-30 
Andrew Margie #7-23-2A 
22-141-100 us #2-22 
Federal #12-29 
F-35-142-100 #1 
Blacktail Federal #1-28 
Federal Ill 
11-12-142-101 ND Fed. 
Mystery Creek "B" 116-5 
Stuart USA #3-1 
Federal 814-26 





























Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 






























Samson Resources Co. 
Al-Aquitaine Expl., Ltd. 
Getty Oil Co. 
Getty Oil Co. 
Koch Expl. Co. 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Tenneco Oil ·Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Al-Aquitaine Explor., Ltd. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
W.R. Hunt Trust Est. 
Jerry Chambers 
Crystal Oil Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
W.R. Hunt Trust Estate 
W.H. Hunt Trust Estate 
Koch Explor. Co. 
Koch Explor. Co. 
Al-Aquitaine Explor. Ltd. 
Diamond Shamrock Corp. 
Pentad Resources, Inc. 
Gas Prod. Enterpr. Al-Aq 
Tenneco Oil Co. 
Koch Explor.Co. 
Mosbacher-Pruet Oil Co. 
Federal Hl-2 
State Ill 
Mystery Creek #1-9 
Mystery Creek "A" #36-3 
Federal 1113-30 
David USA /11-25 
Stuart USA #3-19 
USA Federal 112 
Knudtson State #1 
Northrop Federal #A-1-13 
Meschke #2-2 
8-143-100 us 01-8 
Stevens Fed. B-2-29 
Hecker Ill 
Osadchuk #3 
T.R. Federal #4-12 
Kuntz 1111-23 
Romanyshyn 111 
A. Osadchuk A #1 





Joe Rodakowski A #1 
31-143-102 BN #1 
































Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
7476 Koch Explor. Co •.. Federal #13-27 SWSW-27-142-100 
7486 Tenneco Oil Co. Stuart USA #4-19 NWNW-19-142-100 
7499 Patrick Petr. Co. Federal 61-26 SWNE-26-142-100 
7514 Koch Explor. Co. Federal #1-33 SWNE-33-142-100 
7520 Amoco Prod. Co. H.T. Knudtson #1 NENE-21-143-99 
7523 Supron Energy Corp. Cerkoney 113 NWSE-34-142-100 
7526 Gulf Oil Corp. Deepcreek Fed. #1-18-lA NWNW-18-143-100 
7527 Al-Auitaine Explor. 9-141-102 us #1-9 NESW-9-141-102 
7529 Tenneco Oil Co. Egly 1/2-20 NESW-20-142-100 
7542 W.R. Hunt Trust Est. Evoniuk USA #1 SWSE-14-142-100 
7574 Tom Brown, Inc. Schwartz 112-21 NENW-2-137-100 t; 
7583 Gulf Oil Corp. Lloyd Tedrow #l-12-3A NWSE-12-144-98 .... 
7586 Crystal Explor. & Prod. Schmidt State #34-16 SWSE-16-142-98 
7589 Supron Energy Corp. Gregory SND #1 C SW-9-142-100 
7591 Diamond Shamrock Corp. Rauch Shapiro 021-9 NESW-9-142-102 
7600 Koch Explor. Co. Federal 116-11 SENW-11-144-101 
7618 W.H. Hunt Trust Baranko Ill NWNE-3-142-99 
7623 Koch Explor. Co. Federal #5-18 SWNW-18-142-100 
7645 BWAB, Inc. Federal #8-14X SWSW-8-142-100 
7690 Jerry Chambers Blacktail Fed. #3-19 SWSW-19-143-101 
7744 Al-Aquitaine Explor. 15-138-102 BN #1-15 SWSE-15-138-102 
7761 Farmers Union Centr. Exch. Connell #6-2 SENW-2-143-102 
7798 Cities Service Co. Barlow A #3 NENE-33-144-98 
7802 Conoco, Inc. Federal 14 Ill SESW-14-142-101 
7970 Supron Energy Corp~ SND 28-142-100 #1 SWNW-28-142-100 
8006 Patrick Petr. Co. Mosser #1-25 SWNE-25-141-101 
8007 Apache Corp. Federal #2-14 SWSW-14-144-102 
8025 Tenneco Oil Co. Wirthlin #1-29 SESW-29-142-101 
8037 Apache Corp. Connell #27-1 SWNE-27-144-102 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
8070 Coastal Oil & Gas Corp. 19-144-102 BN #1 C SE-19-144-102 
·8072 Shell Oil Company Federal 1133-8 NWSE-8-141-100 
8075 Conoco, Inc. Federal Hanson 8 #1 SESW-8-142-101 
8110 Jerry Chambers Talkington /11-8 NESW-8-140-100 
8304 Hunt Oil Company State #26-1 NWSW-26-139-102 
3150 H.W. Clockson & E.W. Clockson Clarkson-White, et al. #1 NESE-27-120-107 
3224 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. U #43-llA-27 NESE-11-130-107 
3257 Shell Oil CQ. Gov't. U #32-2A-30 SWNE-2-130-107 
3261 Continental Federal Ill NWNE-15-129-106 
3370 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. U #23-13A-38 NESW-13-130-107 
3405 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. Unit #23-lA-40 NESW-1-130-107 ... N 
3415 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. U #43-35B-41 NESE-35-131-107 N 
3429 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. U l41X-10A-3R SWNW-10-130-107 
3514 Shell Oil Co. U.S. Gov't. Unit #43-30C-43 NESW-30-130-106 
3524 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. Unit H21-7C-44 JNENW-7-139-106 
3569 Transamerica Oil Co. U.S.A. 1111-15 NWNW-15-129-106 
3798 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. #13-32 NWSW-32-131-106 
3807 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. U #22X-14A-49 SENW-14-130-107 
4033 Shell Oil Co. Gov't. Univ #41X-18C-52 NENE-18-130-106 
4143 A. J. Hodges Inc. , Inc. Clarence Hestekin #1 NENE-15-130-104 
4158 Farmers Union Fritz A. Carlson #31-8 SWNE-8-129-106 
4170 Farmers Union Gov't. /131-20 NWNE-20-130-106 
4248 Farmers Union Gov' t. 111-5 NWNW-5-129-106 
4641 Ashland Oil Inc. Albert L. Fossum #1 NESW-22-130-104 
4662 Superior Oil Co. Holececk Ill SESE-8-129-104 
4756 Calvert Drilling Co. C. Holocek 1117-4 NWSE-17-129-104 
4841 Calvert Drilling Co. Holocek-Olson Unit #18-4 SESE-18-129-104 
4932 Amarillo Oil Company Ernest Fossum #1-24 SENW-24-104 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S- T-R 
5000 Pel-Tex., Inc. Erwin Coates Et al. fl SWSW-28-131-105 
5070 Pennzoil United, Inc. Swanke Ill NWNW-15-131-105 
5089 Amarillo Oil Company Albert Fossum #3 23 E2SE-23-130-104 
5128 Pel-Tex, Inc. F.N. Stricherz #1 SWNE-30-130-104 
5133 Amarillo Oil Company Anderson #1-12 2/WC-12-130-104 
5200 Eason Oil Co. Carl Olson #1-13 NW -13-129-105 
5209 Depco Inc. Dr-onen #33-20 NWSE-20-130-103 
5227 Depco Inc. Greni #33-26 NWSE-26-129-103 
5269 Farmers Union Rose M. Miller #7X-27 N2 -27-131-104 
5278 Rainbow Resources, Inc. Oakland-Bnd. #1-2 SWSW-2-130-104 
5287 Depco, Inc. Otterness #34-31 SWSE-31-129-102 .... N 
5347 Depco, Inc. Homquist No. 31-8 NWNE-8-131-104 I.,) 
5382 Eason Oil Co. Jorgenson #21-44X S2SE-21-129-104 
5456 Rainbow Resources, Inc. Wallman #1-8 NESW-8-130-104 
5471 Amax Petroleum Corp. Beier #1-34 C W2-34-131-104 
5567 Amax Petroleum Corp. State of North Dakota fll SWSE-36-129-106 
- ) 
5700 PetroletUD, Inc. Arithson Ill SESW-34-129-104 
5733 Pennzoil Company Bagley #1 NESW-11-129-102 
5758 Oil Dev. Co. of Texas Fandrick fl SWSE-21-129-102 
5823 Kenneth Luff, Inc. & Hanover Pet. Mosbrucker 111-6 NESE-6-130-102 
5844 Amax Petroleum Corp. Getz-Federal #13-26 SWSW-26-131-104 
5865 Depco. Inc. Fleming #14-32 SWSW-32-130-102 
5882 Farmland Int'l. Energy Co. Arithson-Federal #1-35 SESE-35-129-104 
5888 Kenneth Luff, Inc. O. Gunvaldsen #1-15 NWSW-15-132-104 
5892 Farmland Int'!. Energy Co. Oakland-Nelson #2-11 SESE-11-130-104 
5904 Petroleum, Inc. Hilton #1 NWNE-34-131-103 
5907 Kenneth Luff, Inc., & Penzoil F. Paulson 111-24 W2NW-24-130-102 
5910 Depco, Inc. Pladsen Com 1143-24 E2SE-24-130-l03 
-


















Kenneth Luff, Inc. 
Petroleum, Inc. 
Kenneth D. Luff 
Houston Oil & Mineral Corp. 
Pennzoil Co. 
Houston Oil & Minerals 
Houston Oil & Minerals 
Koch Exp 1. Co. 
Terra Resources, Inc. 
Texas Oil & Gas Corp. 
Petr., Inc. 
Terra Resources, Inc. 
Farmers Union Centr. Exch. 
Inexco Oil Co. 
Inexco Oil Co. 
Inexco Oil Co. 

















E.C. Johnston, Inc. 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Tom F. Marsh 
Tom F. Marsh 
Tom F. Marsh 
Tom F. Marsh 
Tom F. Marsh 
Well Name 
M.L. Peters #1-20 
Arithson "C" Ill 
Bock-White #1-34 
Aasen //33-9 
Milton G. Anderson #1 
Lowe et al. #31-23 





T. Nygaard 111-31 
Bowman // 4-1 
Hendrickson #1-29 
Norem l/1- 13 
Raymond //1-30 
Olsen l/1-10 
Lavri J. Koski #1 
North Dakota State 76-140-36 #1 
Theodore Lang I/ l 
Helen Bourgois #1 




































Well No. Operator Well Name ..QQ S-T-R 
6889 Tom F. Marsh Quale Ill-A NESW-33-141-75 
6902 Tom F. Marsh Jungroth 11 SESE-13-140-76 
6911 Tom F. Marsh Seibel #1 'NWSE-11-140-76 
7010 Asamera Oil (U.S.) Inc. Welch #1 NENE-31-138-78 
8674 Sun Oil Company T.D. Thorson #1 C SW-17-141-76 
Dqnn County 
2724 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Signalness Unit A #1 NESE-15-148-96 
2848 Lyda Hunt-Herbert Trusts Henry Bad Gon #1 SWSE-8-147-93 
3044 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Marie Selle T-1 #1 C NW-27-143-92 
~ 3199 Amerada Petroleum Corp. John Steffen #1 NWSE-16-144-92 VI 
3970 Miami Oil Prod., Inc. Emil Pavlicek #1 SWNE-21-141-95 
4468 Phillips Petroleum Co. Bren "A" #1 SWSW-19-141-96 
4611 Helmerich & Payne Inc. State of North Dakota #1 SWSW-36-146-96 
4725 Kathol Petr. Inc., Tiddens Petr. Co. Little Mo #1-24 SWSE-24-148-97 
4957 Miami Oil Prod., Inc. Estate of Hairy Robe #1 NWNW-8-14 7-93 
5131 H.L. Hunt Nick Dressler 11· SENW-24-142-92 
S144 Shan-Alan Oil Corp. Frank Sickler #1 SWSW-25-142-95 
5155 Shan-Alan Oil Corp. Ed Mackey fll SWSW-13-143-94 
5156 Shan-Alan Oil Corp. Tony H. Palicek #1 SESE-32-141-95 
5162 Shan-Alan Oil Corp. Walter Benz #1 SWSW-32-145-93 
5164 Shan-Alan Oil Corp. Sadowsky #1 swsw-7-141-95 
5374 Lamar Hunt Kasper Kerner #1 SENW-10-141-94 
5375 Lamar Hunt Christ Dillinger fl SWSW-34-141-94 
5396 Cities Service Oil Co. Werner State #1 NESW-16-146-93 
5399 Inexco Oil Co. HiBl #1 NENE-30-141-96 
5470 Lamar Hunt Bank of N .D. - Myra #1 NENE-17-141-93 
5532 Cities Service Oil Co. Goetz IA-1 NENE-33-146-91 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
5621 Mesa Petroleum Roshau Ill NENW-23-142-97 
5639 Adobe Investment Corp. Risnalness A Ill SWSE-3-148-96 
5755 Wessely Pet. Corp. BND #1-22 SESE-22-147-96 
5778 Adobe Investment Corp. Signalness B Ill NWSW-11-148-96 
5887 Alpar Resources, Inc. McNamara Ill SWSW-8-144-92 
6064 Hunt Energy Corp. G. Kubik #1 NWNW-35-141-95 
6082 Gulf Oil Corp. Martin Weber #1-18-lC SENW-18-145-97 
6130 Hamilton Bors Oil Co. Amoco-Hawkinson #1-27 SENE-27-147-96 
6148 Amoco Prod. Co. Andrew M, Heiser 01 SWSW-2-141-96 
6174 Gulf Oil Corp. Leonard Kosteknak #1-30-2D SWNE-30-145-97 
6205 Amoco Prod. Co. Marion Hovden #1 NWNW-29-146-97 
6218 Gulf Oil Corp. Sabrosky #3-32-4B NESW-32-145-97 ~ 
6224 Amoco Prod. Co. Sadowsky Ill C NE-11-141-96 "' 
6244 Union Oil Co. of California Muggli #l-C-13 C.NE-13~122-92 
6251 Gulf Oil Corp • Blackburn #l-6-4D SWSW-6-145-97 
. 6284 Amoco Prod. Co. Dvimak Ill SWSW-31-147-99 
6290 Amoco Prod. Co. Obrigewitch #1 SWSW-33-146-97 
6302 Amoco Prod. Co. Olson 11 NWSW-4-146-97 
6309 Gulf Oil Corp. Fed. Land Bank #l-27-2B NENE-:2 7-145-97 
6335 Amoco Prod. Co. Roquette #1 SWSE-8-146-97 
6348 Amoco Prod. Co. Muggli Ill C NE-1-145-95 
6396 True Oil Co. Hibl 1/23-7 NESW-7-141-97 
6422 Gulf Oil Corp. Kostenko State #l-20-4A NWSW-20-145-97 
6448 Smokey Oil Co. O'Neil 1111-24 NWNW-24-146-94 
6464 Gas Prod. Enterpr & Al Aquitaine BN 01 NWSE-19-147-95 
6477 Amoco Prod. Co. Ficek Ill SESW-2-142-95 
6489 Amoco Prod, Co. Roy Karey #1 NENE-30-144-96 
6499 Gulf Oil Corp. Too 2 #1-20-2A SWNE-20-145-97 
6530 Amoco Prod. Co. Wolberg Ill SENE-18-141-95 
6533 Gulf Oil Corp. ND State #1-16-4D SWSW-16:..145-97 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
6582 Al-Aquitaine Oil & Gas Deep Creek NESW-8-148-95 
6591 Amoco Prod. Co. Odin Anderson Ill NWNW-35-143-94 
6605 Amoco Prod. Co. Kelling #1 NESE-11-146-96 
6828 Amoco Prod. Co. Merrill Unit #1 NENE-8-145-94 
6829 Amoco Prod. Co. Black Ill SESE-28-142-95 
6886 Amoco Prod. Co. Sadowsky "B" Ill SWSE-3-141-96 
6887 Amoco Prod. Co. Richardson 111 NESW-35-146-95 
6994 Mesa Petr. Co. Brandvik Ill SWNW-13-147-96 
6997 Amoco Prod. Co. BNRR Ill SENE-15-141-96 
7341 Gulf Oil Corp. M. Saorosky #1-1-i. NWNW-7-144-97 I::; 
7360 Mesa Petro. Co. Kirsch /11-31 NENE-31-142-96 ...., 
7412 Cities Service Co. State of ND IIA-1 SWNW-18-145-93 
7420 Amoco Prod. Co. Bang Ill C SE-4-146-96 
7460 Terra Resources, Inc. Nordsven #1-4 SWNW-4-144-93 
7576 Dome Petro. Corp. BN 1/1-23 C NW-23-147-95 
7584 Amoco Prod. Co. Roshau Ill C NE-8-145-95 
7745 Santa Fe Energy Co. Young Bear Ill NENE-10-147-92 
7994 Amoco Prod. Co. Wittinger #1 NENE-8-143-95 
8153 Apache Corp. Leiss #30-1 C NE-30-144-95 
8202 Al-Aquitaine Explor., Ltd. 17-143-97 WJ BN #1-17 SWNE-17-143-97 
8275 Amoco Prod. Co. Henry L. Dvork #1 SENW-31-143-95 
8374 Adobe Oil & Gas Corp. Federal Killdeer 141-4 NENE-4-144-96 
8431 Amoco Prod. Co. Sadavdak "A" Ill C SW-21-145-96 
8433 Puma Petroleum Company Jirges 111-23 SWNE-23-141-97 
8754 Vanderbilt Resources Corp. Schmidt 01-25 C SW-25-142-97 
Ennnons County 
4212 Chevron Smith A. Engleman 2 Hl SESE-17-136-76 
7146 Chevron U.S.A., Inc. Naaden Hl NWNE-15-146-75 
7936 Chevron U.S.A., Inc. Rassen Rambough #1 SWSW-13-136-75 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
- -- - - -~-
Golden Valley 
410 Gulf Oil Corp. Dorough Federal #1 NESW-24-143-103 
586 Gulf Oil Corp. Federal Land #1 NWNE-3-143-103 
2894 Shell Oil Co-Northern Pacific RR Brown et al., #41-24-1 NENE-24-142-103 
3695 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Northern Pacific "O" Tr 1 #1 SESW-11-138-103 
4130 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Ramona Waldron #1 SWSW-9-138-105 
4308 Skelly 011 Co. Authur Reinholz #1 C SE-13-139-104 
4339 Shell Oil Co. U.S.A. fl4X-20 SWSW-20-140-103 
4357 Kewanee Oil Co. Federal #1 SENE-13-140-103 
4359 Shell Oil Co. U.S. Gov't. #11-5 NWNW-5-139-103 
4467 Lamar Hunt Knute Farstveet #1 SWNW-21-140-105 ~ N 
4490 Lamar Hunt U.S.A. #1 SESW-29-138-103 00 
4498 Pubco Pet. Corp. Empire-Federal #14-16 SESE-13-139-103 
4627 Mule Creek 011 Co., Inc. Gov't-Taylor #1-449 SESE-5-139-103 
4677 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Gov't. 111-2215 SENW-15-139-103 
4683 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. State-Martin #1-4416 SESE-16-139-103 
4684 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Gov't-Taylor #2-2210 SENE-10-319-103 
4741 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Shell State fl E2SE-16-140-103 
4760 Mule Creek Oil Co., Inc. Gov't.-Luce 1-3-33 NESE-33-140-103 
4999 Shell Oil Co. U.S. Gov't. #22-17 SENW-17-139-103 
5046 Empire State Oil Co. U.S. Gov't. #11-1 SENW-11-139-103 
5104 Lamar Hunt Osterhout #1 NWSE-24-140-103 
5167 Lamar Hunt U.S.A. "A" #1 NWSE-26-140-103 
5438 Texas Gas Exploration Co. Guy M. Brown et al. #1 NENW-27-141-105 
5674 Ture Oil Co. Dietz #23-23 NESW-23-138-104 
5722 Ture Oil Co. Trester #22-21 SENW-21-138-104 
5738 Burmah Oil & Gas Nichols #1-33 SWSW-33-140-105 
5832 Smokey Oil Co., Inc. Dietz #33-27 NWSE-27-138-104 
5839 Clyde Kissinger Mesa Federal #16-2 SESE-2-139-103 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
6272 Shell Oil Co. Kremers 1121-22 Lotl-22-137-106 
6319 Apache Corp. Margaret Langdon Ill NESW-22-136-105 
6325 Kissinger Petro. Corp. State 111-36 NENE-36-140-103 
6331 Diamond Shamrock Corp. Cities Serv. Fed. #14-10 SWSW-10-140-103 
6361 Brownlie W.A. & B. Niemann Ranch D9-41 NENE-9-137-104 
6508 Terra Resources Messersmith Hl-1 C NW-1-144-104 
6513 Shell Oil Co. Davidson #41-31 NENE-31-141-104 
6531 Terra Res., Inc. Hall Bros. #1-12 SESE-12-144-104 
6562 Tenneco Oil. Co. Rose Gasho 111-23 NENW-23-144-105 
6563 Shell Oil Co. Smith 1131-4 NWNE-3-139-105 
~ 6813 Diamond Shamrock Corp. Williams Federal /142-26 SENE-26-143-103 
'° 6821 DiamondShamrock Corp. Williamson Federal #24-25 SESW-25-143-103 
6861 Shell Oil Co. Halstad 1141-10 NENE-10-139-106 
69.20. Jake Hamon & Samson Res. Teacher Ill SESE-25-141-104 
6931 Gas Proc. Enter. & Alao. 36-143-103 State #1 NWNE-36-143-103 
6947 Terra Resources, Inc. Mosser /11-18 SENW-18-144-103 
6993 Reading & Bates Petro. Co. Henry Niemann #1 NWNW-1-137-104 
7094 Gulf Oil Corp. Boyce Federal 81-20-lA NWNW-20-144-103 
7255 Shell Oil Co. BN 1134-3 SWSE-3-132-103 
7425 Amerada Hess Corp. Northrup /11-25 SWNW-25-136-106 
7753 Moran Exploration, Inc. Kunick Ill C SE-7-141-104 
7768 Mesa Petro. Co. Golden Fed. f/1-23 NWSW-23-143-103 
7784 True Oil Co. Stark #33-23 NWSE-23-136-106 
7842 Bass Enterprises Prod. Co. Bullion Butte Federal #28-1 SWSW-28-137-103 
7969 Moran Explor., Inc. Stecker Ill NWSE-32-142-105 
7983 Reading & Bates Petr. Co. Northrup #6-1 C NE-6-136-105 
8233 Terra Resources & Moran Expl. Co. Ueckert /11-11 C NE-11-141-105 
8356 Phillips Petroleum Company Pullin "B" #11-2 C NE-2-139-104 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
Grant County 
4100 Union Oil Co. of Calif. N.P.R.R. #1 NWNW-23-131-85 
4lll Union Oil Co. of Calif. N.P .R.R. #1-15 SESE-15-132-84 
4928 Helmerich & Payne Inc. Burlington Northern #17-1 SESE-17-132-86 
4934 Helmerich & Payne Inc. Burlington Northern "A" #3-1 SESE-3-131-87 
4935 Helmerich & Payne Inc. Burlington Northern "B" 1/31-1 SESE-31-131-87 
4951 Helmerich & Payne Inc. Burlington Northern "C" #35-1 NESE-35-130-88 
4953 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "E" 19-1 NWNW-9-131-86 
4960 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "D" #35 NENE-35-131-87 
4966 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "F" #7-1 SESE-7-132-84 
4967 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "G" #27-1 NWNW-27-132-85 
t: 4968 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "G" #17-1 NENE-17-131-85 
4969 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "I" #1-1 SWSW-1-130-86 0 
5097 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "J" #27-1 NWNE-27-131-88 
5113 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "K" #29-1 NWNE-29-132-85 
5118 Helmerich & Payne, Inc. Burlington Northern "L" #23-1 NWSE-23-130-88 
5496 Wainoco Inc. Krause #22-5 SENE-5-134-90 
5572 Gas Prod. Ent., Inc. Burl No. #1 NENW-27-132-86 
6420 Marshall R. Young Oil Co. 7-132-86-BN #1 swsw-7-132-86 
Hettinger County 
2473 cannonball Oil Co. Richard Swindler #1 SWSE-35-136-93 
5668 Kewanee Oil Co. Olson #1 SENE-34-134-95 
5689 Nat'!. Cooperative Refiner Assoc. Stang et al. #1 SWNW-30-134-95 
5783 Farmers Union Grosz #2-35 NWNE-35-136-93 
6795 Wexpro Company Jirges 11 SENE-19-136-97 
6961 Amoco Prod. Co. Herberholtz #1 C NW-19-136-96 
7075 Amoco Prod. Co. Rokusek Ill C SW-26-133-93 
7231 Diamond Shamrock Corp. Blickendorf #24-22 C SE-22-134-93 






Amoco Prod. Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Supron Energy Corporation 


























Skelly Oil Co. 
Hunt Oil 
Quintana Pet. Corp. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Graham Stuart Corp. 
Barron Kidd & Siouxland Oils 
Royal Resources 
General American Oil Co. of Texas 
Belco Petroleum Com. 
Farmers Union 
Lamar Hunt 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Kerr McGee Corp. 
Tiger Oil Co. 
Kerr McGee Corp. 
F.U.C.E., Inc. 
Terra Resources, Inc. 





16-132-93 #1 SND 
Federal Herberholz 35 #1 
Gov't. "A" NCT Ill 
Mary Pace 01 
U.S.A. "A" #1 
Clear Creek-Mad U #16 
Eva Glovatsky Ill 
U.S.A. Ill 
D.O. Turnquist et al. #13X-15 
Northern Pacific #1 
Anton Zurn Estate #1 
Federal Lazarenko #1-4 
Burlington Northern #1-9 
Roughrider Federal #3-32 
Federaion 114-2 #1 
Minnie Olsen Ill 
Burl. No. Ill 
J.W. Law Ill 
Federal No. 24-28 
Federal 22 Ill 
Enstulen #4-24 
B.N.R.R. 



























































Belco Petr. Corp. 
Brownlie-Wallace etc. 
Brownlie-Wallace etc. 
B..W.A. & B 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
Brownlie Wallace Armstron & Bander 
Gulf Oil Corp. 
True Oil Co. 
W.H. Hunt Trust Estate 
Raymond T. Duncan 
Shell Oil Co. 
Brownlie Wallace 
Shell Oil Co. 
B.W.A. & B 
B.W.A. & B 
B.W.A. & B 
Pennzoil Co. 
B.W.A. & B 
Belco Petr. Corp. 
Maynard Oil Co. 
Pennzoil Company 
Terra Resources, Inc. 
B.W.A. & Bander 
Belco Petr. Corp. 
Gas Proc. Ent. & Alaq. 
Supron Energy Corp. 
Shell Oil Co. · 
B.W.A. & B.Beaver Valley Ranch Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 







State Zabolotny ll-36-3C 
Federal /124-43 
Solberg Ul-10-3C 
State of ND #44-36 




U.S. Gov't. #21-8 
Leland #17-14 





Neil John Nelson #1 
Depco ll-15BN 
BN RR #1-29 
Federal #23-31 
Federal 1/4-12 
13-147-104 BN #1 
State of ND #1 
USA #14-12-11 


































Well No. Operatot Well Name QQ S-T-R 
6655 Terra Resources, Inc. Meinhart-Fed. #1-12M NESE-12-145-104 
6666 Brownlie, W.A. & Bander USA #10-31 NWNE-10-145-103 
6698 Belco Petr. Corp. Sheep Creek BN #2-33 SENW-33-146-100 
6708 Shell Oil Co. USA #42-13-13 SENE-13-148-105 
6710 Pennzoil Company Depco #33-32 SWNE-33-148-104 
6713 Shell Oil Co. USA #14-35-18 SWSW-35-148-104 
6715 Shell Oil Co. USA #24-21-17 SESW-21-148-104 
6716 Brownlie. W.A. & Bander Stensrud #11-23 NESW-11-146-102 
6758 Getty Oil Co. Mondak #14-16 SESW-16-148-105 
6767 Brownlie, W.A. & B. Federal #24-33 SWSE-24-148-105 
6784 Shell Oil Co. USA 1111-31-25 NWNW-31-148-104 
6799 B.W.A. & B. Federal #12-21 NENW-12-147-105 .... w 
6840 Shell Oil Co • USA 1/22-24-27 SENW-24-148-104 w 
6842 Shell Oil Co. USA 1143-15-28 NESE-15-148-104 
6848 GPE & Al-Aquitaine 29-147-104 BN #1 NENW-29-147-104 
6880 Shell Oil Co. USA #32-1-37 SWNE-1-148-105 
6894 Gas Producing Enterpr., Inc 5-146-103 BN I 1 NWSE-5-146-103 
6966 Shell Oil Co. State of ND #24-36 SESW-36-146-104 
6998 Pennzoil Co. & Depco. BN 119-44 SESE-9-146-102 
7044 Shell Oil Co. State #14-36 SWSW-36-148-105 
7081 Pennzoil Co. & Depco. Federal 1117-12 SWNW-17-148-104 
7126 Bwab, Inc. Federal /123-12 SWNW-23-147-104 
7162 Shell Oil Co. French-Quinnel #31-14 NWNE-14-146-104 
7172 Shell Oil Co. USA #43-20-45 ><I''' NESE-30-148-104 
7173 Tiger Oil Co. Hagen /122-25 SENW-25-148-101 
7183 Farmers Union Centr. Exch. Federal #12-8 NWSW-8-147-103 
7206 Shell Oil Co. USA #21-29 NENW-29-146-104 
7208 Shell Oil Co. USA #34-35 SENW-35-147-105 
7224 Sinclair Oil Corp. Federal #1-18 SWNW-18-145•100 

























Penzoil & Depco. 
Patrick Petr. Co. 
Belco Petr. Corp. 
Bwab, Inc. 
Pennzoil Co. 
Ladd Petr. Corp. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Amoco Prod. Co. 
Pennzoil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Pennzoil Co. & Depco. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Pennzoil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. . 
Marshall & Winston & Tenneco 
Pennzoil & Depco 
Pennzoil Co. & Depco 
Shell Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
SunBehm Gas, Inc. 
Pennzoil Co. & Depco 
Adobe Oil & Gas Corp/Western Exp!. 
Bwab Incorp. 





Cardinal Pet. Co/Nat'l Bulk Carri 
General Crude Oil Co. 
Anadarko Prod. Co. 
Well Name 
BN #27-31 
Folkyord State #2-36 
Sheep Creek BN #15-25 




Federal "B" Ill 
Outback 129-22 
USA ll42-24A 
French Creek #17-41 BN 
USA #43-27A 
Grassy Butte #21-21 
USA /122-24 
State Ill 
Mile Butte #36-42 
Cinnamon Creek #17-14 B 
French Quinnel #12-24 
·usA 1/41-18-96 
Haugen-Coates /12 
Bridger Creek 827-23 BN 
Fed. Roughrider #22-12 
Mcrae 1122-41 
Twin Tanks #36-31 
Carl Ecklund Ill 
State Ill 









































Samedan Oil Corp. 
Brownlie, W.A. & B. 
Home Petr. Corp. 
Apache Corp. 
Mitchell Energy Corporation 
Dome Petroleum Corporation 
Mitchell Energy Corporation 
Sun Oil Company 
Sun Oil Company 
Mitchell Energy Corporation 







Anadarko Production Co. 
Conoco Inc. 
Mgf. Oil Corporation 
Morton County 
1620 Pan American Pet. Corp. 
3859 Amerada Petroleum Corp. 
3978 Austral Oil Co., Inc. 
5007 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 
5011 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 
5016 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 
5017 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 
5018 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 
5019 Calvert & Anmar Oil & Gas 





















Entze 29 Ill 
Entze #21-6 
Raymond Yetter #1 
James Meyer Ill 
John J. Leingang #1 
Burlington Northern 




F. Grant Unkenholz #1 
Alvin Benz 01 



























Well No. Operator Well NamE QQ S-T-R 
5221 Lamar Hunt John G. Schaff #1 NESW-5-135-80 
5222 Lamar Hunt Paul Schaff 11 SENE-33-136-81 
5285 Gruy Management Service Co. Hatzenbuhler Ill E2NE-22-134-81 
5379 Campbell Partners, Ltd. Picha Hl C NW-5-138-83 
5555 Lamar Hunt State of N.D. Reisenauer Ill SENW-34-136 .. 81 
5979 Houston Oil & Mineral John J. Haider Hl NWNW-18-136-81 
7340 Aioo co Prod. Co. Richter Ill C NW-26-140-88 
7691 Amoco Prod. Co. Olin fl SENE-19-138-85 
7937 Amoco Prod. Co. Olsen Ill NENE-19-138-86 
8158 Penzoil Company Sweet Briar 1/6-34 SWSE-6-138-82 
Oliver County .... w 
°' 3277 Sunray DX Oil Co. Ervin V. Henke Ill -14-142-85 
4938 General American Oil Co. of Texas Rockenbach #1-10 SWNW-10-143-83 
4939 General American Oil Co. of Texas Schulte /11-33 NENE-33-143-84 
4940 General American Oil Co. of Texas Raymond Henke #1-24 SENW-24-142-85 
4941 General American Oil Co. of Texas Kenneth Henke 01-7 NESW-7-142-84 
4942 General American Oil Co. of Texas Raymond Jensen #1-34 SENE-34-143-86 
8144 Pennzoil Co. Little Bott 015-44 SESE-15-141-82 
Sioux County 
5305 Gruy Management Service Co. John Kary #1 SWSW-35-133-81 
6143 Gruy Management Service Co. Helen Massett 01 SWSW-32-130-81 
6654 Unichem Int'l. Inc. Jacobs #1 SESE-27-129-85 
7930 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. Mortenson Ill swsw-2 8-129-84 



































Amerada Petr. Corp. 
States Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Midwest Oil Corp. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Signal Drilling Co.-Nevada Empire 
Murphy Oil Corp. 
Petroleum, Inc. 
Belco Petroleum Corp. 
North American Royalties, Inc. 





Patrick Petr. & Williams Exp!. Co 
Patrick Petr. Corp. 
Jerry Chambers 
Well Name 
Bismarck "A" Ill 
NPRR "A" 01 
U.S.A. 8 Ill 
Eva Hayden Ill 
NPRR "A" #2 
NPAA "A" 113 
Invan Mitchell #1 
Sedevie, J.J. #1 
US M-066479 (ND) #21-18 
Gardner /141-9 













N.D. State #1-16 
Arneson #1 
Howie Ill 




























swsw .. 10-135-101 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
5933 Jerry Chambers H.J. Burke Ill SESW-9-133-102 
6294 Hilliard Oil & Gas Rainbow Fed #1 NWNW-17-136-99 
6355 Terra Resources, Inc. Federal #2-21 SWSE-21-134-105 
6412 Patrick Petr. Corp. Federal #1 NENE-34-136-101 
6778 Cities Service Co. Schmitt A-Ill NWSW-17-135-98 
6855 Patrick Petr. Corp. Federal Doty Ill SENW-4-136-102 
6958 Terra Resources, Inc. Lydia Foreman #2-23 SENE-23-133-106 
6977 Texas Oil & Gas Corp. Ernest D. Nielson #1 NENE-3-136-100 
7016 Ladd Petro. Orp. Sanders #23-24 SESW-23-133-100 
7132 Terra Resources, Inc. Witman 111-22 SWSE-22-136-99 
7787 Terra Resources, Inc. Sonsalla #1-15 1-. SWSE-15-133-106 .... 
7890 Gulf Oil Corp. Pogo-Narom #1-23-lC C SE-23-134-100 w 
00 
Stark County 
344 Plymouth Oil Company Frank Fischer #1 N2 -11-137-98 
657 Sun Oil Company W. Beaudoin #1 NWSW-9-138-99 
850 William Herbert Hunt Albert A. Privratsky Ill NWNW-15-138-98 
1466 Atlantic Refining Company William Kalanek #1 SWNW-32-140-96 
1536 Skelly Oil Company Albert Weigum #1 SENW-25-138-99 
1541 Texota Oil Company Joseph A. Kubishta #1 SESW-6-138-95 
1574 Northern Pump Company C. Braun ill NWNW-15-137-99 
2075 Skelly Oil Company Stephen Merrill #1 SENW-33-140-98 
2117 Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. State Duletsky #1 NWNW-16-139-99 
2496 The Atlantic Refining Co. Anton Eberts Ill SESE-18-138-97 
3767 Tom Jordan N.P.RR. Ill SENE-3-139-98 
3800 Continental Oil Co. Frank Kudrna Ill 113 SWSW-28-140-96 
3809 Continental Oil Co. Harry V. Kostelecky #4 SWNW-33-140-96 
4134 Texaco Inc. Adam Schank (NCT-1) #1 C NW-15-137-92 
Well No. Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R 
4182 Texaco, Inc. Adam Schank NCT-1 #2 C SW-23-137-92 
4198 Pel-Tex Petr. Co., Inc. & Conoco Biel-Dreis Ill SENW-29-138-95 
4202 Cardinal Petr. Co. & Jack Ihli Joe Ridl & Flb of St. Paul Ill C SW-30-140-96 
4224 Shell Oil Co. L&M Meduna #44X-10-l C SE-10-139-98 
4225 Cardinal Petr. Co. & Jack Ihli Frenzel-Federal Land Bank #5-31 SWNW-31-140-96 
4227 Continental Oil Co. Zahradnik 112 C SE-35-140-97 
4228 Shell Oil Co. C.J. Steffan #22-2-2 SENW-2-139-97 
4237 Continental Oil Co. Zander-Anderson #1 SENW-34-140-97 
4243 The Superior Oil Co. Zahradnik 111 SWNW-30-140-96 
4247 Shell Oil Co. C.J. Steffan $44-35 SESE-35-140-97 
4250 Wolf Exploration Co. Henry A. Dvorak-State of N.D. Ill SENW-7-139-97 ~ 
4261 Continental Oil Co. Kadrmas Ill C SE-25-140-97 \Cl 
4284 Cardinal Petr. Co. & Jack Ihli Filipi, et al. 85-29 SWNW..-29-140-,.96 
4287 Continental Oil Co. Karsky-State IJl C SE-36-140-97 
4288 Union Oil Co. of California State of North Dakota #1 SWSE-32-140-96 
4292 Continental Oil Co.-Shell Oil Co. Zahradnik-Rid! #1 SENW-25-140-97 
4293 Continental Oil Co.-Shell Oil Co. Karsky-Buresh Ill SESE-26-140-97 
4300 Cardinal Petr. Co.-Continental Oil Ridl 1115-19 SWSE-19-140-96 
4311 Union Oil Co. of California Victor H. Kudrna Ill NESW-20-139-97 
4324 Continental Oil Co. M. Servis 111 SWNE-25-140-96 
4326 Continental Oil Co. Ehrmantraut Ill SWSE-20-140-96 
4331 Continental Oil Co. Zahradnik 83 SESE-27-140-97 
4337 Shell Oil Co. Vozabal 144-33 SESE-33-140-97 
4341 Continental Oil Co. Julek-Ridl #1 SWSE-23-140-96 
4345 Continental Oil Co. Anton Pribyl #1 SWNW-2 8-140-96 
4353 Calvert Drilling & Pronghorn Petr. Pazourek 1121-3 NESW-3-139-97 
4381 Cardinal Petr. Co. Head-Wock-State #15-21 SWSE-21-140-96 
4437 Continental Oil Rashko #1 SWNE-27-140-96 
4446 Union Oil Co. of California R.P. Pflepsen #1 C NW-11-139-93 
APPENDIX B - Formation and Unit Tops, and Formation, Unit, 
and Sandstone Thicknesses 
Well numbers are those of the North Dakota Geological 
Survey. Tops are given as f eet below Kelly Bushing (KB), 
Asterisks indicate that information was not available. 
Stratigraphic unit abbreviations are as follows: (TT) Top 
of Tyler Formation, (TL) Top of lower unit, (TB) Bottom 
of Tyler Formation, (Tl) Thickness of Tyler Formation, 
(T2) Thickness of the upper unit, (T3) Thickness of the 
lower unit, (US) Thickness of upper sandstone (developed 
at the base of the upper unit), (MS) Thickness of middle 
sandstone (developed in the middle of the lower unit), 
(BS) Thickness of basal sandstone (developed at the base 




FORMATION AND UNIT TOPS, UNIT THICKNESSES, AND SANDSTONE THICKNESSES 
Well No . KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
Adams County 
6050 2695 -6465 -6489 -6565 100 24 76 0 2 0 
6322 2453 -5780 -5780 -5840 60 0 60 0 0 0 
7639 2429 -5570 -5590 -5642 72 20 52 0 1 0 
7642 2804 -6464 -6481 -6540 76 17 59 0 2 0 
7939 2805 -6815 -6845 -6967 152 30 122 0 2 2 
8091 2648 -6208 -6230 -6390 182 22 160 0 0 0 1--' 
+-
°' Billings County 
738 2742 -8100 -8158 -8250 150 58 92 10 5 0 
739 2723 -8100 -8155 -8250 150 55 95 5 0 0 
794 2789 -8178 -8240 -8310 132 62 70 10 0 0 
1396 2835 -7985 -8040 - 8138 153 55 98 0 0 10 
1484 2851 -7980 -8022 -8140 160 42 118 0 1 30 
1508 2626 -7915 -7965 -8055 140 so 90 8 0 0 
1522 2864 -8010 -8062 -8167 157 52 105 0 13 0 
1587 2759 -8150 - 8205 -8300 150 55 95 4 0 0 
1678 2634 -7920 - 7983 -8060 140 63 77 13.5 0 0 
1712 2903 -8072 -8125 -8230 158 53 105 0 0 0 
1741 2600 -7915 -7987 -8065 150 72 78 10 3 0 
1777 2853 -7992 -8060 -8172 180 68 112 0 0 5 
1789 2557 -7913 -7973 -8090 177 60 117 4 0 1. 5 
2067 2906 -8035 -8085 -8195 160 50 llO 0 0 3 
2309 2722 -8120 -8185 -8265 145 65 80 15 4 0 
2357 2719 -7901 -7971 -8061 160 70 90 0 0 2 
2395 2679 -8085 -8140 -8223 138 55 83 10 0 0 
Well No . KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
2426 2802 -8208 -8270 -8350 142 62 80 15 2 0 - 2458 2672 -819 0 - 8245 - 8335 145 55 90 5 2 4 
2486 2830 -8230 -8300 - 8380 150 70 80 15 0 0 
2577 2765 - 8168 -8230 -8350 182 62 120 15 0 5 
2689 2724 - 8155 - 8510 -8620 165 55 llO 0 0 0 
2725 2765 -8080 - Rl38 -8220 140 58 82 2 10 0 
2788 2716 - 8465 -8525 - 8630 165 60 105 0 0 0 
2798 2592 -8275 - 8325 -8435 160 50 110 3 50 0 
2909 2733 -8180 -8230 -8335 155 50 105 8 2 0 
2923 2910 - 8055 - 8090 -8225 170 35 135 0 33 0 
2955 2895 -8040 - 8086 -8171 131 46 85 0 0 20 
3024 2898 -8070 - 8100 - 8191 121 30 91 0 11 2 
3072 2926 - 8085 -8115 -8270 185 30 155 0 8 2 I-' ~ 
3146 2619 - 7978 -8040 -!; * 62 * ('· 5 0 0 -...J 
3268 2540 - 7828 -7885 - 7976 148 57 91 11 6 0 
3333 29 19 - 8082 - 8140 - 8250 168 58 110 0 0 0 
3339 260 6 - 7995 -8060 -8135 140 65 75 4 2 0 
3435 2790 -8195 - 8255 -8340 145 60 85 8 4 0 
3457 2636 - 8055 - 8120 * * 65 * 10 * * 
3475 2531 - 7850 -7915 - 8000 150 65 85 10 1 0 
3502 2854 - 82 70 * )~ * ·k * * * * 
3573 2523 -7765 - 7830 -7930 165 65 100 12 0 0 
3632 2616 -7923 - 7970 -8065 142 47 95 0 0 0 
3643 2597 -7970 -8030 - 8145 175 60 115 10 0 2 
3644 2350 -7615 -7675 -7768 153 60 93 3 0 5 
3657 247 4 -7720 - 7785 -7900 180 65 115 5 0 0 
3679 2734 - 8350 -8400 - 8500 150 50 100 0 10 0 
3709 2473 -7745 - 7810 - 7910 165 65 100 8 0 0 
3733 2675 -7953 - 8000 -8093 140 47 94 0 4 0 
3746 2814 - 8112 -8165 -8255 143 53 90 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 3750 2436 -7710 -7773 -7890 180 63 117 8 0 1 3761 2359 -7632 -7700 -7810 178 68 110 12 2 0 
3797 2370 -7639 -7699 -7810 161 60 101 1. 5 0 0 
3803 2770 -8130 -8185 -8272 142 55 87 2 0 0 
3813 2339 -7635 -7700 -7815 180 65 115 1 6 2 
3829 2461 -7732 -7795 -7880 148 63 85 5 0 0 
3867 2448 -7715 -7785 -7892 177 70 107 13 5 2 
3885 2488 -7784 -7846 -7958 174 62 112 6 8 * 
3893 2393 -7695 -7760 -7850 155 65 90 0 0 0 
3896 2842 -7972 - 8020 -8150 178 48 130 0 so 0 
3918 2863 -8282 -8335 -8428 146 53 93 10 10 0 
3921 2395 -7685 -7755 -7820 135 70 65 10 0 0 ..... 
3927 2548 -7865 -7922 -8005 140 57 83 4 4 2 
-I'-
(X) 
3928 2418 -7670 -7735 -7840 170 65 105 0 0 0 
3931 2853 -7935 -8030 -8170 185 45 140 0 3 12 
3939 2427 -7702 -7770 -7850 148 68 80 10 0 0 
3942 2852 -7995 -8050 -8110 115 55 60 0 0 0 
3957 2468 -7778 -7838 -7920 142 60 82 3 5 0 
3959 2739 -8116 -8180 -8265 149 64 85 7 0 0 
3966 2459 -7725 -7790 -7875 150 65 85 10 0 0 
4008 2758 -8140 -8200 * * 60 >< 12 * * 
4009 2539 -7845 -7910 -7990 145 65 80 12 0 0 
4012 2305 -7585 -7650 -7730 145 65 80 3 2 0 
4019 2580 -7870 -7940 -8050 180 70 110 8 0 2 
4020 2803 -8215 -8280 -8360 145 65 80 10 1.5 0 
4023 2304 -7590 -7655 -7745 155 65 90 0 0 0 
4024 2378 -7660 -7725 -7820 160 65 95 0 2 0 
4025 2296 -7562 -7618 -7750 188 56 132 0 5 2 
4027 2640 -7930 -7995 -8090 160 65 95 9 0 0 
4028 2307 -7582 -7650 -7730 148 68 80 5 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
4035 2597 -8300 -8355 -8460 160 55 105 0 0 0 
4046 2503 -7782 -7843 - 7922 140 61 79 6 2.5 0 
4055 2524 -7865 -7930 -8008 143 65 78 3 0 0 
4063 2840 -7970 -8000 -8092 122 30 92 0 0 40 
4067 2611 -7945 -8005 -8100 155 60 95 2 4 0 
4076 2671 - 8020 -8080 -8170 150 60 90 7 0 0 
4077 2454 -7750 -7818 -7892 142 68 74 4 0 0 
4079 2499 -7790 -7849 -7930 HO 59 81 0 0 0 
4090 2508 -7792 -7855 -7940 148 63 85 13 0 0 
4091 2528 - 7810 -7 870 -7915 105 60 45 0 0 0 
4176 2725 -8005 -8050 - 8148 143 45 98 0 5 0 
4197 2844 -8020 -8085 -8165 145 65 80 0 0 2 I-' 
4229 2678 - 8190 -8240 * * 50 * 0 0 * ~ \0 
4253 289 5 -8035 - 8095 - 8215 180 60 120 0 10 0 
4254 2864 -7915 - 8030 -8100 185 115 70 0 0 0 
4268 2496 -7745 - 7795 -7905 160 50 110 0 4 0 
4306 2780 -8190 -8250 -8345 155 60 95 14 1 0 
4352 2807 -8122 -8180 -8270 148 58 90 9 * 0 
4377 2814 - 8010 -8082 - 8150 140 72 68 6 0 0 
4455 2L168 -7960 -8020 -8115 155 60 95 * * * 
4497 2767 -8272 -8315 - 8415 143 43 100 5 1 2 
4642 2585 -7845 -7900 -7980 135 55 80 0 * 3 
4789 2833 -7955 -7995 -8100 145 40 105 0 12 0 
4802 2835 -7975 -8037 -8133 158 62 96 0 2 3 
4806 2912 -8095 -8142 -8225 130 46 83 0 5 0 
4833 2593 -7990 -8035 -8190 200 45 155 0 0 30 
4834 2721 - 8255 -8310 -8495 240 55 185 13 6 0 
4892 2825 -7950 -7992 - 8125 175 42 133 0 20 0 
4910 2851 -8038 -8095 -8255 217 57 160 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
5012 2739 -7990 -8048 -8115 125 58 67 0 0 3 
5042 29iO -8040 -8100 -8180 140 60 80 0 0 0 
5120 2866 -8069 -8121 -8206 137 52 85 0 0 0 
5148 2821 -8008 -8070 -8140 132 62 70 0 0 0 
5188 2513 -7755 -7850 * '{; 95 * 6 * ,'< 
5195 2800 -7970 -8015 -8105 135 45 90 * * >'< 
5230 2706 -8015 -8065 -8150 135 50 85 0 0 0 
5243 2737 -8059 -8116 -8206 147 57 90 5 0 0 
5328 2254 -784 7 -7900 -8010 163 53 110 0 10 0 
5340 2507 -7795 -7860 * * 65 * 4 2 0 
5341 2536 - 7844 -7901 -7976 132 57 75 3 0 0 
5342 2805 -8207 -8270 -8387 180 63 117 13 2 2 f-"' 
5343 2765 -8155 -8220 -8320 165 65 100 5 0 0 \J1 0 
5423 2486 -7995 - 8045 -8145 150 50 100 0 3 2 
5430 2872 -8035 -8070 -8200 165 35 130 0 5 0 
5432 2786 -8087 -8152 - 8240 153 65 88 9 0 0 
5435 2611 - 7897 -7967 -8041 144 70 74 10 0 0 
5436 2627 -7949 -8008 -8100 153 61 92 12 0 1 
5437 2627 -7895 - 7962 -8040 145 67 78 20 0 0 
5446 2748 -8120 -8180 - 8300 180 60 120 12 0 0 
5534 2641 - 8166 -8215 -8320 154 49 105 0 0 10 
5664 2453 -7945 -8000 -8100 155 55 100 0 0 0 
5711 2285 -7780 -7840 -7940 160 60 100 0 10 0 
5811 2537 -8045 -8100 -8200 155 55 100 0 5 0 
5819 2715 -8055 -8110 -8195 140 55 85 0 * 0 
5842 2414 -7830 -7910 -8050 220 80 140 10 0 0 
5861 2556 -8060 -8105 * * 45 * 0 0 * 
5874 2771 -8195 -8238 >'< * 43 * 2 * * 
5948 2453 -7950 - 8003 -8103 153 53 100 0 5 0 
6000 2799 -8285 -8335 * * 50 * 3 2 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6042 2801 -7965 - 8025 -8100 135 60 75 0 0 0 - 6051 2827 -8235 -8300 - 8313 78 65 · 13 13 0 2 
6093 2335 - 7950 * * 
,,~ ,'< * * * ,'< 
614 0 2676 -8250 -8305 -8380 130 55 75 ,'< 2 * 
6158 2371 -7865 -7918 -8016 151 53 98 0 0 0 
6164 2605 - 8315 - 8370 - 8500 185 55 130 0 0 0 
6169 2555 -8081 - 8137 -8265 184 56 128 0 5 i~ 
6200 2451 - 8160 -8215 -8330 170 55 115 0 0 0 
6209 2494 - 8200 -8260 -8375 175 60 115 0 0 0 
6214 2750 - 8510 - 8560 - 8680 170 50 120 0 10 0 
622 6 2511 - 8250 - 8300 - 8400 150 50 100 0 10 30 
6258 2448 - 7928 -7982 - 8075 147 54 93 0 0 0 I-' 
6280 2543 -8255 -8310 -8440 185 55 130 0 0 0 V, I-' 
6280 2543 - 8255 - 8310 - 8440 185 55 130 0 0 0 
6298 2685 - 7972 - 8038 -8180 208 66 142 7 2 0 
6303 2642 - 8125 -8172 - 8270 145 47 98 0 1 0 
6310 2198 - 7785 - 7845 -7955 170 60 llO 0 0 0 
6378 2612 - 8085 - 8140 - 8230 145 55 90 0 0 15 
6395 2403 -7967 -8020 -8125 158 53 105 0 20 0 
6452 2586 -8275 - 8330 -8450 175 55 120 8 0 10 
64 70 2708 -8365 -8410 - 8353 168 45 123 7 0 0 
6472 2536 - 8270 -8325 -8450 180 55 125 0 0 0 
6485 2888 -8130 -8185 -8305 175 55 120 0 2 0 
6491 2573 -8273 -8326 * ,·, 53 * 4 0 0 
6497 2594 - 8365 - 8410 -8550 185 45 140 0 0 0 
6498 2595 -8320 - 8370 -8500 185 50 130 0 0 0 
6512 2581 - 8160 -8230 -8360 200 70 130 10 0 0 
6521 2636 -8360 -8415 -8570 210 55 155 3 0 2 
6546 2595 - 8025 - 8100 -8180 155 75 80 3 0 0 
6567 2728 -8305 - 8350 -8450 145 45 100 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6575 2575 - 8330 -8380 - 8520 190 50 140 0 0 0 ..... 6590 2475 - 8200 - 8250 - 8370 170 50 120 0 0 0 
6601 2842 - 8091 -8138 - 8225 134 47 87 0 0 0 
6602 2514 -7945 -7990 -8130 185 45 140 0 0 30 
6619 2326 -77 33 - 7818 -7900 167 85 82 13 0 0 
6647 2700 -8390 - 8440 - 8550 160 50 110 5 0 0 
6658 2431 -7860 -7910 -8010 150 50 100 0 0 0 
6659 2333 - 7741 -7805 - 7900 159 64 95 3 2 0 
6660 2500 -7923 -7970 -8080 157 47 110 0 0 0 
. 6689 2501 -7905 -7 950 - 8060 155 45 110 0 0 0 
6709 2705 - 8030 - 8080 - 8170 140 50 90 0 0 0 
6744 2712 -8380 - 8425 -8545 165 45 120 * 0 15 1--' 
6752 2506 - 8260 - 8320 -8450 190 60 130 0 10 0 
l.J1 
l'v 
6779 2506 - 8250 -8300 - 8405 155 50 105 0 0 0 
6788 2628 - 8240 -8290 -8400 160 50 110 0 0 0 
6816 2386 -7795 - 7845 -7955 160 50 110 0 0 0 
6838 2478 - 8210 -8260 -8375 165 50 115 0 0 0 
6843 2488 -7855 -7910 -8033 178 55 123 2 0 3 
6845 2680 - 8090 - 8145 - 8240 150 55 95 0 0 0 
6850 2505 -7930 -7990 -8080 150 60 90 3 0 0 
6893 2505 -7932 -8010 -8095 163 78 85 4 0 0 
6897 2522 -8242 - 8300 - 8415 174 58 115 0 0 0 
6913 2747 - 8475 - 8540 - 8630 155 65 90 0 1 0 
6936 2672 -8127 - 8180 -8270 143 53 90 2 0 5 
6937 2409 -7898 -7950 -8050 152 52 100 0 0 0 
6938 2493 -8010 - 8065 -8210 200 55 145 0 5 4 
6940 2558 -7968 -8018 -8140 172 50 122 0 2 2 
6951 2578 -8335 - 8390 - 8445 110 55 55 0 0 20 
6956 2727 -8215 -8260 - 8355 140 45 95 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 TJ us MS BS 
6957 2155 -7671 -7734 -7850 179 63 116 0 0 0 
6969 2523 -7980 -8027 -8113 133 47 86 0 0 2 
6976 2314 -7600 -7660 -7750 150 60 90 2 0 0 
6979 2722 -8205 -8255 -8350 145 50 95 2 0 0 
6995 2505 -7910 -7960 -8080 170 50 120 0 2 10 
7011 2782 -8290 -8345 -8460 170 55 ll5 0 0 0 
7012 2470 -7895 -7935 - 8080 185 40 145 0 5 15 
7019 2478 -8230 -8300 -8400 170 70 100 5 2 0 
7046 2520 -7950 -8000 -8115 165 50 115 0 3 0 
7061 2607 -7896 -7950 -8035 140 55 85 0 0 0 
7065 2759 -8305 -8350 -8470 165 45 120 0 10 0 
7082 2416 -7950 -8000 -8128 178 50 128 0 0 0 I-' V, 
7084 2564 - 8125 -817 5 -8285 160 50 llO 0 3 0 w 
7088 2461 -7945 -8000 -8110 165 55 llO 0 0 0 
7091 2470 -7915 -7960 - 8072 157 45 ' 112 0 5 0 
7095 2677 -8155 -8205 -8315 160 50 llO 0 0 0 
7099 2263 -7700 -7756 -7880 180 56 124 1 2 13 
7103 2758 -8272 -8327 -8470 198 55 154 0 0 0 
7112 2392 -7975 -8030 - 8130 155 55 100 0 0 0 
7120 2494 -7955 -8000 -8150 195 45 150 0 0 3 
7122 2501 -7918 -7960 -8095 177 42 135 0 0 12 
7123 2542 -7955 -8010 -8150 195 55 140 0 0 0 
7265 2615 -8195 -8245 -8350 155 50 105 0 5 0 
7273 2580 -7980 -8030 - 8150 170 so 120 0 0 10 
7275 2736 -8350 -8400 -8450 100 so 50 0 0 20 
7291 2297 -7910 -7965 -8070 160 55 105 0 0 0 
7307 2771 -8500 -8550 - 8650 150 so 100 0 0 10 
7308 2356 -7965 - 8020 -8110 145 55 90 0 0 0 
7309 2511 -7910 -7960 - 8050 140 so 90 0 0 20 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
7327 2460 - 8025 -8080 -8180 155 55 100 0 0 0 
7334 2746 -8200 -8250 -8400 200 50 150 0 0 28 
7348 2722 -8465 -8520 - 8675 210 55 155 0 0 0 
7354 2752 -8260 -8330 - 8450 190 70 120 10 0 0 
7382 2496 - 7900 -7950 - 8100 200 50 150 0 0 2 
7384 2648 -8315 -8350 -8470 155 35 120 0 0 0 
7387 2474 - 8185 -8240 - 8350 165 55 llO 0 0 0 
7393 2704 -8230 - 8281 -8370 140 51 89 0 0 2 
7394 2739 -8240 -8290 -8410 170 50 120 0 0 0 
7396 2450 -7900 - 7950 - 8100 200 50 150 0 0 25 
7398 2530 -7955 - 8010 -8100 145 55 90 0 2 0 
7403 2475 -7925 - 7970 - 8100 175 45 130 0 0 2 
f-' 
V, 
7419 2606 -8000 -8065 - 8175 175 65 llO 0 0 0 
.t--
7443 2837 -8228 - 8280 - 8415 187 52 135 0 1 0 
7451 2574 -7985 -8045 - 8150 165 60 105 0 0 0 
7452 2535 - 7960 -8010 - 8130 170 50 120 0 0 0 
7465 2494 -7965 - 8015 - 8145 180 50 130 0 0 5 
7466 2602 -8160 - 8205 -8335 175 45 130 9 * 8 
7476 2618 -8095 -8140 - 8270 175 45 130 0 0 0 
7486 2564 -8000 -8050 -8175 175 50 125 0 0 23 
7499 2756 -8247 - 8300 - 8390 143 53 90 0 0 0 
7514 2513 -7975 -8020 -8145 170 45 125 0 5 2 
7520 2730 -8470 -8520 - 8615 145 so 95 2 0 0 
7523 2648 -8115 -8165 -8260 145 so 95 0 10 10 
7526 2759 - 8295 -8345 - 8420 125 so 75 0 0 0 
7527 2467 -7800 -7880 - 7975 175 80 95 0 0 20 
7529 2613 -8070 - 8120 - 8220 150 so 100 0 10 0 
7542 2713 -8240 ..-8290 - 8385 145 so 95 0 0 0 
7574 2820 -7995 -8055 - 8125 130 60 70 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 7583 2568 -8325 -8370 -8510 185 45 140 0 0 0 
7586 2661 -8330 -8370 -8510 165 56 109 0 0 0 
7589 2757 -8265 -8315 -8455 190 50 140 0 0 0 
7591 2536 -7962 -8038 -8150 188 76 112 42 0 0 
7600 2325 -7942 -8000 -8100 158 58 100 0 0 0 
7618 2728 -8435 -8490 -8635 200 55 145 0 0 0 
7623 2470 -7905 -7967 -8100 195 62 133 4 0 0 
7645 2510 -8000 -8050 -8175 175 50 125 0 0 0 
7690 2373 -7850 -7910 -8040 190 60 130 0 5 0 
7744 2641 -7872 -7950 - -8052 180 78 102 0 0 0 
7761 2278 -7770 -7840 -7928 158 60 98 0 0 2 
7798 2472 -8178 -8235 -8340 162 57 105 0 2 0 r-' 
\.11 
7802 2541 -7980 -8030 -8150 170 50 120 0 0 0 \.11 
7970 2728 -8210 -8260 -8330 120 50 r 70 0 0 10 
8006 2384 -7820 -7870 -7978 158 50 108 0 5 0 
8007 2236 -7775 -7830 -7930 155 55 100 0 10 0 
8025 2432 - 7895 -7949 -8100 205 52 153 0 2 0 
8037 2203 -7740 -7795 -7860 120 55 65 0 2 0 
8070 i, -7822 -7878 -7968 146 56 90 0 0 0 
8072 2474 -7920 -7970 -8110 190 50 140 0 0 15 
8075 2430 -7880 -7935 -8040 160 55 105 0 10 0 
8110 2579 -8065 -8115 -8210 145 50 95 0 3 0 
8304 2554 -7855 -7913 -7995 140 58 82 2 0 5 
Bowman County 
3150 3001 -6128 -6145 -6250 122 17 105 * * * 3224 2938 -6030 -6052 -6120 90 22 68 0 * * 
3257 2942 -6075 -6100 -6200 125 25 100 0 0 0 
3261 2925 -6100 -6140 -6240 140 40 100 6 0 0 
3370 2990 -6105 -6135 -6190 85 30 55 0 * * 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 3405 2999 -6205 -6235 -6330 125 30 95 0 0 0 3415 3054 -6260 -6293 -6400 140 33 107 0 0 0 
3429 3024 -6020 -6045 -6150 130 25 105 0 2 2 
3514 2950 -6090 -6120 -6225 135 30 105 0 * i, 
3524 2954 -6210 -6250 -6330 120 40 80 0 0 1 
3569 2870 -6020 -6040 -6113 93 20 73 4 i, >~ 
3798 3037 -6382 -6420 -6505 123 38 85 0 0 0 
3807 3025 -6055 .-6098 -6195 140 43 97 0 0 0 
4033 2935 -6208 -6240 -6325 117 32 85 0 0 0 
4143 3179 -7030 -7055 -7145 115 25 90 0 0 0 
4158 2952 -6035 -6110 -6210 175 75 100 0 0 0 
4170 2892 -6155 -6200 -6280 125 45 80 0 0 0 r' V, 
4248 2969 -6050 -6080 -6205 155 30 125 0 0 0 0\ 
4641 3197 -7010 -7040 -7210 110 30 80 0 0 0 
4662 3252 -6850 -6887 -6975 125 37 88 0 0 0 
4756 3201 -6818 -6850 -6930 112 32 80 4 0 0 
4841 3246 -6825 -6855 -6950 125 40 95 1 0 0 
4932 3160 -6995 -7025 -7100 105 30 75 0 0 0 
5000 2977 -6580 -6625 -6690 110 45 56 0 0 0 
5070 2960 -6780 -6830 -6895 115 50 65 0 0 0 
5089 3137 -6970 -7000 -7080 llO 30 80 0 0 0 
5128 3089 -6779 -6800 -6865 95 30 65 * 0 0 
5133 3245 -7110 -7160 -7248 138 50 88 0 0 0 
5200 3135 -6635 -6670 -6750 ll5 50 80 6 0 0 
5209 3029 -6895 -6930 -7000 105 35 70 0 0 0 
5227 2938 -6590 -6635 -6690 100 45 55 0 0 0 
5269 3185 -7127 -7160 -7250 123 33 90 0 0 0 
5278 3266 -7147 -7175 -7270 123 28 95 0 0 0 
5287 · 2965 -6630 -6670 -6715 85 40 45 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
5347 3042 -7072 -7110 - 7200 128 38 90 0 1 0 
5382 3199 - 6820 -6850 - 6900 80 30 50 0 0 0 
5456 3119 - 6880 - 6915 - 6990 110 35 75 0 0 0 
5471 3228 - 7150 -7180 -7248 98 30 68 0 0 0 
5567 3008 - 6232 -6250 -6350 118 18 100 5 0 0 
5700 3052 - 6650 - 6670 -6722 72 20 52 0 0 0 
5733 2832 -6650 -6700 - 6750 100 50 50 0 0 0 
5758 2849 - 6595 - 6620 - 6695 100 25 75 0 0 0 
5823 2961 -6955 - 6990 - 7060 105 35 70 0 1 0 
5844 3235 - 7170 -7205 - 7285 115 35 80 0 0 0 
5865 2920 - 6778 - 6828 - 6895 117 50 67 0 0 0 
5882 3052 - 6670 -6720 -6785 115 50 65 0 0 0 I--' V, 
5888 3167 - 7340 -7375 - 7465 125 35 90 0 1 0 --.J 
5892 3193 -7065 -7065 - 7150 85 0 85 0 0 0 
5904 3043 - 7100 - 7130 - 7205 105 30 75 0 0 0 
5907 2921 -6833 - 6875 - 6930 97 42 55 0 0 0 
5910 2960 - 6895 - 6930 -7000 105 35 70 2 0 0 
5920 2960 - 6890 - 6920 -6955 65 30 35 0 0 0 
5930 3053 - 6610 -6650 - 6705 95 40 55 0 0 0 
6038 2870 - 6540 -6580 - 6680 140 40 100 0 0 0 
6113 2887 -5990 -6030 -6125 135 40 95 0 0 0 
6119 3109 - 7040 -7078 - 7150 110 38 72 0 0 0 
6203 3061 - 6265 -6295 -6390 125 30 95 0 0 0 
6278 2882 - 5985 - 6025 - 6115 130 40 90 0 0 0 
6400 3039 -6725 - 6750 - 6820 95 25 70 0 0 0 
6465 3157 -7015 -7050 - 7130 115 35 80 8 0 0 
6565 3005 - 7030 - 7065 - 7140 110 35 75 0 0 0 
6600 3081 - 6680 -6708 -6780 100 28 72 0 0 0 
6814 3015 - 6820 -6850 -6920 100 30 70 0 1 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 7197 3187 - 7308 - 7340 -7442 134 32 102 0 0 1 7241 3105 -6985 - 7030 - 7110 125 45 90 0 0 0 
7331 3207 -7278 -7315 - 7400 122 37 85 0 0 0 
7332 3008 - 7080 - 7120 -7200 120 40 80 0 1 0 
7421 2972 - 6750 - 6778 - 6835 85 28 57 0 0 0 
Burleigh County 
4199 2004 -3575 - 3575 -3665 90 0 90 0 20 0 
4201 1875 - 3350 - 3350 -3410 60 0 60 0 0 0 
4208 1938 - 3420 - 3420 -3560 140 0 140 0 30 0 
4389 2126 - 4603 - 4603 -4725 122 0 122 0 * 0 I-' V, 
4685 1865 -4320 - 4320 - 4410 90 0 90 0 0 0 (J:) 
6253 2075 -3580 - 3580 - 3680 100 0 100 0 20 0 
6254 1889 - 3420 - 3420 -3510 90 0 90 0 0 0 
6255 1987 - 3650 - 3650 -3725 75 0 75 0 10 0 
6264 1938 -3470 - 3470 - 3580 110 0 110 0 20 0 
6690 2001 -3554 - 3554 - 3680 126 0 126 0 0 0 
6726 1913 - 3535 - 3535 - 3620 85 0 85 0 0 0 
6889 2008 - 3392 - 3392 - 3445 53 0 53 0 0 0 
6902 1912 -3380 - 3380 - 3470 90 0 90 0 0 0 
6911 1918 - 3520 - 3520 - 3545 25 0 25 0 0 0 
7010 1752 - 3565 - 3565 - 3632 67 0 67 0 0 0 
8674 1874 - 3615 - 3615 -3690 75 0 75 0 0 0 
Dunn County 
2724 2383 -7 970 -8010 - 8180 210 40 170 0 0 0 
2848 2297 -7550 - 7660 - 7680 130 110 20 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
3044 2200 -7250 -7300 -7380 130 so 80 0 15 0 
3199 2198 -7395 -7430 -7500 105 35 70 3 10 0 
3970 2606 -7965 -8020 -8140 175 55 120 0 0 0 
4468 2545 -8050 -8130 -8200 150 80 80 1 0 0 
4611 2435 -8280 -8310 -8480 200 30 170 3 0 0 
4725 2373 -8160 -8200 -8365 205 40 165 0 0 0 
4957 2212 -7680 -7725 -7850 170 45 125 0 0 0 
5131 2155 -7110 -7140 -7345 235 30 205 0 50 0 
5144 2368 -7760 -7825 -7990 230 65 165 2 0 0 
5155 2133 -7600 -7650 -7735 135 so 85 0 0 0 
5156 2507 -7845 -7910 -7980 135 65 70 1 0 0 
5162 2225 -7760 -7795 -7925 165 35 130 0 70 0 I-' 
V, 
5164 2550 -7950 -8030 -8110 160 80 80 0 0 0 '° 
5374 2172 -6435 -7472 -7570 135 37 98 0 0 0 
5375 2216 -7410 -7465 -7590 180 55 125 6 0 0 
5396 2383 -7900 -7935 -8020 120 55 85 0 20 0 
5399 2605 -7985 -8080 -8150 165 95 70 0 0 3 
5470 2227 -7320 -7465 -7430 110 45 65 0 0 0 
5532 2146 -7220 -7300 -7410 190 80 110 0 0 20 
5621 2583 -8165 -8210 -8380 215 45 170 10 0 30 
5639 2159 -7735 -7780 -7950 215 45 170 0 0 0 
5755 2563 -8310 -8352 -8480 170 42 128 12 0 0 
5778 2183 -7810 -7850 -7970 160 40 120 0 JO 20 
5887 2203 -7450 -7450 -7545 95 0 95 0 3 0 
6064 2505 -7830 -7890 -8000 170 60 110 0 0 0 
6082 2517 -8230 -8300 -8415 185 70 ll5 0 0 0 
6130 2616 -8340 -;8400 -8550 210 60 150 10 0 0 
6148 2615 -8100 -8150 -8240 140 50 90 0 40 0 
6174 2587 -8310 -8360 -8500 190 50 140 0 20 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6205 2567 - 8035 -8090 -8220 185 55 130 0 20 0 
6218 2544 -8280 -8335 -8430 150 55 95 0 0 15 
6224 2613 -8060 -8115 -8280 220 55 165 0 1 5 
6244 2194 -7335 -7350 -7420 85 15 70 0 15 0 
6251 2574 -8270 -8320 - 8460 190 50 140 0 15 0 
6284 3055 - 8920 -8965 - 9100 180 45 135 0 0 0 
6290 2576 -8305 -8370 -8495 190 65 125 0 7 0 
6302 2526 -8300 -8360 -8500 200 60 140 0 0 0 
6309 2488 - 8275 -8320 - 8460 185 45 140 0 10 0 
6335 2509 -8305 -8355 - 8490 185 50 135 0 0 0 
6348 2359 - 8120 -8120 -8240 120 0 120 0 0 0 I-' 
6396 2598 -8205 -8250 -8400 195 45 150 10 0 0 o, 0 
6422 2575 - 8290 - 8330 - 8480 190 40 150 0 0 0 
6448 2256 -7790 -7865 - 7990 200 75 125 5 0 0 
6464 2526 -8285 - 8330 - 8480 194 45 150 0 0 0 
6477 2287 - 7790 - 7780 - 7960 170 90 80 0 0 0 
6489 2310 -8100 -8150 -8290 190 50 140 0 5 0 
6499 2559 -7783 -7855 * * 72 ;'; 0 0 
,·, 
6530 2595 - 7970 -8045 - 8110 140 75 65 1 0 0 
6533 2585 -8335 - 8385 -8510 175 50 125 0 0 0 
6582 2378 -8080 -8110 -8230 150 30 120 0 0 0 
6591 2130 -7560 -7600 -7680 120 40 80 0 0 0 
6605 2515 -8270 -8330 -8490 220 60 160 0 0 0 
6828 2337 - 7985 -8070 -8200 215 85 130 10 0 0 
6829 2414 -7900 -7980 -8035 135 80 55 2 0 0 
6886 2617 -8120 -8175 -8310 190 55 135 10 8 0 
6887 2324 -8020 -8050 -8150 130 30 100 0 0 0 
6994 2553 - 8280 -8350 -8500 220 70 150 3 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6997 2570 -8055 -8115 -8250 195 60 135 0 0 15 
7341 2566 -8330 -8380 -8490 160 50 110 0 0 0 
7360 2618 -8160 -8210 -8345 185 so 135 0 0 0 
7412 2218 -7730 * -7830 100 * J. 0 0 0 
7420 2754 -8550 -8610 -8750 220 60 140 8 0 0 
7460 2240 -7687 -7709 -7810 123 21 102 0 7 0 
7576 2379 -8150 -8210 -8280 130 60 70 10 0 0 
7584 2322 -8090 -8160 -8300 210 70 140 0 25 0 
7745 2048 -7340 -7390 -7535 195 so 145 0 0 10 
7994 2178 -7850 -7910 -8010 160 60 100 0 0 0 
8153 2358 -8035 -8085 -8170 135 50 85 0 0 0 f-' 
8202 * -8285 -8360 -8445 160 75 85 0 0 0 0\ f-' 
8275 2214 -7775 -7850 -7920 145 75 70 2 0 0 
8374 2435 -8220 -8280 -8445 225 60 165 0 0 0 
8431 2573 -8450 -8500 -6815 165 50 115 0 0 0 
8433 2548 -8090 -8180 -8260 170 90 80 10 0 10 
8754 * -8190 -8280 -8400 210 90 120 10 2 10 
Enm10ns County 
4212 1890 -3280 -3280 -3350 70 0 70 0 0 0 
7146 1908 -3070 -3070 -3120 50 0 50 0 0 0 
7936 1925 -3124 -3124 -3170 46 0 46 .0 20 0 
Golden Valley County 
410 2515 -7950 -8013 -8120 170 63 107 5 0 0 
586 2365 -7815 -7870 -8000 185 55 130 3 0 0 
2894 2688 -8090 -8150 -8280 190 60 130 1 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 3695 2616 -7775 -7840 -7920 145 65 80 0 0 8 
4130 2867 -7690 -7760 -7905 215 70 145 1 0 0 
4308 2766 -7890 -7955 -8070 180 65 115 2 3 8 
4339 2652 -7880 -7942 -8050 170 62 108 3 0 0 
4357 2556 -7803 -7890 -8020 217 87 130 0 * 0 
4359 2819 -7935 -8050 -8150 165 65 100 0 7 8 
4467 2765 -7872 -7925 -8070 198 53 145 0 0 0 
4490 2765 -7750 -7805 -7922 172 55 117 0 * * 
4498 2718 -7915 -7970 -8090 175 55 120 0 * 0 
4627 2785 -7918 -7990 -8108 190 72 118 0 25 0 
4677 2766 -7915 -7970 -8115 200 55 145 0 2.5 25 
4683 2803 -7955 -8010 120 1 3 
I-' 
-8130 175 55 0 a, 
4684 2680 0 8 
N 
-7815 -7875 -7980 165 60 105 0 
4741 2618 -7850 -7908 -8015 165 58 107 0 0 10 
4760 2610 -7847 -7900 -8020 173 53 120 0 1 0 
4999 2898 -8QL15 -8095 -8200 155 so 105 0 1 30 
5046 2704 -7872 -7940 -8040 168 68 100 0 0 10 
5104 2453 -7725 -7780 -7920 195 55 140 0 6 0 
5167 2443 -7704 -7760 -7910 206 56 150 0 * 0 
5438 2710 -7820 -7880 -8030 210 60 150 0 0 15 
5674 2808 -7785 -7845 -7980 195 60 135 0 0 0 
5722 2780 -7715 -7785 -7980 265 70 195 0 0 20 
5738 2814 -7916 -7984 -8189 273 68 205 0 0 3 
5832 2737 -7667 -7740 -7850 183 73 110 0 0 0 
5839 2711 -7903 -7958 -8065 162 55 107 0 0 10 
6272 3034 -7474 * -7495 23 * * 0 0 0 
6319 2694 -7300 -7360 -7475 175 60 115 0 1 0 
6325 2519 -7755 -7805 -7890 135 50 85 0 0 7 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 6331 2662 -7867 -7920 -8052 185 53 132 0 2 4 
6361 2696 -7606 -7670 -7767 161 64 97 0 0 7 
6508 2451 -7935 -8000 -8110 175 65 110 0 10 0 
6513 2841 -8035 -8090 -8220 185 55 130 0 0 0 
6531 2526 -8005 -8060 -8140 135 55 80 0 0 0 
6562 2574 -7930 -7980 -8045 115 so 65 0 0 25 
6563 2744 -7811 -7866 -8011 200 55 145 0 5 0 
6813 2616 -8008 -8085 -8255 247 77 170 10 0 13 
6821 2579 -7975 -8050 -8150 175 75 100 4 0 8 
6861 2836 -7738 -7800 -7950 212 62 150 0 3 0 
6920 2695 -7960 -8020 -8150 190 60 130 0 10 15 
6931 2540 -7965 -8015 -8165 200 so 150 0 4 0 ...... 
6947 2531 -8030 -8090 -8200 170 60 llO 0 0 10 °' w 
6993 2735 -7685 -7740 -7855 170 55 115 * * 20 
7094 2422 -7920 -7965 -8080 160 45 ll5 0 0 0 
7255 2595 -8000 -8060 -8155 155 60 96 1 0 0 
7425 2917 -7400 -7450 -7510 110 so 60 0 0 0 
7753 2759 -7945 -8000 -8130 185 55 130 0 0 25 
7768 2591 -8020 -8100 -8225 205 80 125 4 0 2 
7784 2937 -7433 -7480 -7545 112 47 65 0 0 0 
7842 2728 -7700 -7770 -7870 170 70 100 >'< * * 
7969 2692 -7695 -7830 -7950 255 135 120 0 0 15 
7983 2908 -7555 -7675 - 7690 135 120 15 0 0 0 
8233 2809 -7940 -8020 -8100 160 80 80 0 0 20 
8356 * i, * * i'{ i, i< 0 * 0 
Grant County 
4100 2014 -4440 -4440 -4475 35 0 35 0 0 0 
4111 1960 -4320 - 4320 -4365 45 0 35 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
4928 2119 -4850 -4850 -4900 50 0 50 0 0 0 
- 4934 2174 -4830 -4830 -4900 70 0 70 0 0 0 4935 2451 -5070 -5070 -5140 70 0 70 0 0 0 
4951 2136 -4680 -4680 -4750 70 0 70 0 0 0 
4953 2009 -4500 -4500 -4630 130 0 130 0 0 0 
4960 2374 -4960 -4960 -5030 70 0 70 0 0 0 
4966 2066 -4390 -4390 -4465 75 0 75 0 0 0 
4967 2145 -4600 -4600 -4650 so 0 50 0 0 0 
4968 2105 -4570 -4570 -4620 50 0 50 0 0 0 
4969 1995 -4435 -4435 -4505 70 0 70 0 0 0 
5097 2531 -5240 -5240 -5375 135 0 135 0 0 0 
5113 2257 -4560 -4560 * * 0 * 0 * * 
5118 2206 -4810 -4810 -4880 70 0 70 0 0 0 
r--' 
a, 
5496 2420 -6135 -6135 0 
-I" 
-6190 55 0 55 0 9 
5572 2172 -4820 -4820 - 4870 50 0 50 0 0 0 
6420 2285 -5055 -5055 -5100 45 0 45 0 0 0 
Hettinger County 
2473 255 7 -6758 -6758 -6865 107 0 107 0 4 1.5 
5668 * -6805 -6855 -6940 135 so 85 0 3 0 
5689 2602 -6935 -6980 -7070 135 45 90 0 1 0 
5783 2548 -6820 -6870 -6930 110 so 60 0 2 0 
6795 2692 -7580 -76L10 -7710 130 60 70 4 0 0 
6961 2715 -7523 -7570 -7650 127 47 80 0 0 0 
7075 2517 -6445 -6450 -6570 125 5 120 2 15 0 
7231 2367 -6550 * -667 9 129 * * 0 15 4 
7453 2669 -6930 -6980 -7090 160 so 110 0 3 0 
7876 2738 -7430 -7472 -7560 130 42 88 0 2 0 
7965 2829 -7220 -7270 -7370 150 so 100 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
-
8206 2556 -6300 -6355 -6450 150 55 95 0 1 0 
8312 2544 -7018 -7060 -7180 162 42 120 0 0 0 
McKenzie County 
2611 2335 -7960 -8010 -8130 170 50 120 0 0 0 
2667 2392 -8100 -8160 -8270 170 60 110 0 10 0 
2723 2317 -7950 -8005 -8125 175 55 120 0 0 0 
2797 2388 -8478 -8530 -8650 172 52 120 ;'< * * 
2821 2681 -8530 -8570 -8690 160 40 120 0 0 0 
3645 2379 -7770 -7832 -7930 160 62 98 * 0 0 
I-' 
CJ', 
4385 2246 -8800 * - 8980 180 >'< * 0 0 0 
V, 
4520 2449 -8120 -8175 -8290 170 55 115 >'< * * 
4617 2652 -8560 -8620 -8730 170 60 llO 0 20 20 
4829 2615 -8410 -8470 -8595 185 60 125 0 0 0 
5002 2372 -7930 -7990 -8110 180 60 120 0 10 15 
5258 2210 -7795 -7860 -7970 175 65 llO 0 0 0 
5302 2263 -7920 -7950 -8100 180 30 150 0 0 0 
5338 2540 -8040 -8100 -8225 185 60 125 0 0 0 
5562 2186 -7910 -7960 -8085 175 50 125 0 0 0 
5748 2445 -8140 -8190 -8330 190 50 140 0 0 0 
5788 2211 -7470 -7520 -7640 170 50 120 0 20 0 
5824 2422 -8133 -8180 -8280 147 47 100 5 0 0 
5993 2262 -7900 -7960 -8070 170 60 110 0 10 0 
6014 2590 -8090 -8145 -8270 180 55 125 0 10 0 
6120 2564 -8280 -8350 -8470 190 70 120 0 20 0 
6132 2391 -8020 -8070 -8230 210 50 160 0 0 0 
6135 1990 -7410 -7460 -7600 190 50 140 0 0 3 
6141 2176 -7665 -7720 -7850 185 55 130 0 0 0 
Well NO. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
... 6242 2143 -7650 -7690 -7820 170 40 130 0 0 0 
6279 2555 -8290 -8345 -8470 180 55 125 0 10 0 
6283 2441 -8020 -8065 -8210 190 45 145 0 0 0 
6300 2603 -8435 -8480 -8620 185 45 140 0 20 0 
6324 2262 -8040 -8090 -8230 190 50 140 0 0 0 
6338 2534 -8415 -8455 -8595 180 40 140 0 0 0 
6345 2513 -8255 -8310 -8450 195 55 140 0 15 0 
6377 2034 -7472 -7520 -7660 188 48 140 * * * 
6382 2280 -7690 -7740 -7895 205 50 155 0 15 0 
6414 2334 -7875 -7915 -8065 190 40 150 * * * 
6443 2216 -7840 -7880 -8025 185 40 145 0 0 0 I-' 
6444 2138 -7700 -7755 -7900 200 55 145 0 0 0 °' °' 6449 2492 -8215 -8275 -8400 185 60 125 5 10 0 
6453 2292 -7820 -7875 -8010 190 55 135 0 0 0 
6490 2244 -7845 -7890 -8010 165 45 120 0 0 0 
6503 2256 -7945 -7990 -8120 175 45 130 0 0 0 
6524 * -8185 -8235 -8380 195 40 145 0 0 0 
6532 2057 -7795 -7850 -7970 175 55 120 0 8 0 
6544 2466 -7990 -8050 -8170 180 60 120 0 10 0 
6564 1985 -7440 -7485 -7630 190 45 145 0 0 0 
6566 2351 -7955 -8000 -8120 165 45 120 0 0 0 
6595 2265 -7810 -7855 -8000 190 45 145 0 0 0 
6597 2206 -8040 -8080 -8230 190 40 150 0 0 0 
6613 2243 -7710 -7750 -7900 190 40 150 0 10 0 
6622 2407 -7875 -7920 -8035 160 45 115 0 0 0 
6633 2393 -7990 -8040 >'< * 50 * * * * 
6643 2273 -7840 -7882 -8015 175 42 133 0 20 0 
6655 2558 -8070 -8130 -8255 185 60 125 0 0 0 
6666 2586 -8170 -8220 -8350 180 50 130 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6698 2526 -8200 -8255 -8330 130 55 75 0 0 10· ... 
6708 2176 -7687 -7730 -7875 188 43 145 0 5 0 
6710 2278 -7810 -7860 -7970 160 50 llO 0 5 0 
6713 2244 -7800 -7850 -7950 150 50 100 0 0 10 
6715 2373 -7913 -7950 -8050 137 37 100 0 0 0 
6716 2210 -7880 -7950 -8080 200 70 130 0 20 0 
6758 2278 -7820 -7865 -8005 185 45 140 0 0 0 
6767 2115 -7575 -7610 -7775 200 35 165 0 10 '" 
6784 2125 -7630 -7670 -7800 170 40 130 0 0 0 
6799 2083 -7550 -7602 -7730 180 52 128 12 3 0 
6840 2366 -7970 -8020 -8110 140 50 90 0 0 0 
6842 2203 -7745 -7780 -7900 155 35 120 0 10 15 f-' 
6848 2327 -7815 -7880 - 8010 195 65 130 0 0 10 
CJ' 
-...J 
6880 2192 - 7700 -7750 -7900 200 50 150 0 10 4 
6894 2326 -7850 -7900 -7990 140 50 90 0 10 0 
6966 2502 -8000 -8050 -8150 150 50 100 0 0 10 
6998 2332 -8035 -8080 -8200 165 45 120 0 0 0 
7044 2043 -7500 -7555 -7660 160 55 105 0 7 10 
7081 2158 -7660 -7720 -7870 210 60 150 * 10 0 
7126 2241 -7795 -7830 -7925 130 35 95 0 0 30 
7162 2402 -7930 -7980 -8080 150 50 100 0 2 10 
7172 2382 -7885 -7950 -8070 185 65 120 0 15 5 
7173 2253 -8760 -8820 -8980 220 60 160 0 1 0 
7183 2185 -7820 -7880 -8000 180 60 120 0 0 0 
7206 2610 -8040 -8090 -8240 200 50 150 0 0 10 
7208 2440 -7860 -7910 -8025 165 50 115 0 0 10 
7224 2359 -7970 -8020 -8180 210 so 160 0 0 0 
7264 2029 -7770 -7825 -8000 230 55 175 0 0 0 
7292 2414 -7792 -7840 -8000 208 48 160 0 0 10 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
.... 7314 * -7985 -8045 -8160 175 60 115 0 15 0 
7322 2085 -7500 -7565 * * 65 * 0 0 * 
7337 2589 -8430 -8475 -8610 180 45 135 0 10 0 
7338 2430 -8240 -8295 -8420 180 55 125 0 0 0 
7423 2228 -7665 -7710 -7860 195 45 150 0 15 0 
7501 2556 -8285 -8330 -8450 165 45 120 0 22 0 
7518 2535 -8245 -8290 -8405 160 45 115 0 15 0 
7579 2664 -8182 -8250 -8360 178 68 110 0 20 35 
7585 2391 -8045 -8115 -8220 175 70 105 0 5 0 
7590 2541 -8020 -8070 -8210 190 50 140 0 15 10 
7611 2628 -8415 -8490 -8590 175 75 100 5 15 0 
7648 2474 -8150 -8200 -8350 200 50 150 0 15 0 ~ CJ', 
7654 2138 -7665 -7730 -7820 155 65 90 0 0 15 co 
7680 2380 -8040 -8070 -8180 140 30 llO 0 10 0 
7746 2432 -8100 -8135 -8245 145 35 110 0 10 0 
7803 2569 -8070 -8120 -8220 150 50 100 0 15 15 
7812 2478 -7960 -8040 -8180 220 80 140 0 0 0 
7822 2439 -8130 -8180 -8335 205 50 155 3 15 0 
7850 2222 -7905 -7960 -8070 165 55 110 0 5 0 
8064 2545 -8335 -8390 -8510 175 55 120 0 0 0 
8074 2195 -7820 -7880 -7990 170 60 110 0 10 10 
8167 * -8510 -8555 -8685 175 45 130 0 25 0 
McLean County 
3089 2006 -4400 -4400 -4490 90 0 90 0 0 0 
5126 222 7 -5700 -5700 -5700 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5352 2058 -6850 -6910 -7000 150 60 90 0 0 0 
5826 1999 -6490 -6520 -6680 190 30 160 0 0 0 
6766 2019 -6560 -6590 -6735 175 30 145 4 0 0 
7783 2212 -6990 -7020 -7110 120 30 90 4 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
8060 2109 -6875 -6930 -7020 145 55 90 14 0 0 
8310 2162 -6050 -6050 -6230 180 0 180 0 0 0 
8373 2094 -6535 -6535 -6690 155 0 155 0 0 0 
8696 2054 -4860 -4860 -5030 170 0 170 0 0 0 
8711 * -4525 -4525 -4625 100 0 100 0 0 0 
8720 * -3640 -3690 -3780 140 5 90 0 0 0 
8802 2007 -6255 -6255 -6410 155 0 155 0 0 0 
8807 * -4320 -4320 -4470 150 0 150 0 0 0 
Mercer County 
4177 2203 -6780 -6840 -6920 140 60 80 5 2 0 I-' 
6674 2085 -6980 -7040 -7135 155 60 95 3 0 0 
(J'\ 
\() 
7616 2219 -6900 -6940 -7005 105 40 65 0 0 0 
8675 * -6115 -6115 -6225 110 0 110 0 0 0 
Morton County 
1620 2426 -6660 -6660 -6793 133 0 133 0 0 0 
3859 2124 -4600 -4600 -4640 40 0 40 0 0 0 
3978 2281 -4820 -4920 -4950 130 100 30 0 0 0 
5007 1816 -4140 -4140 -4210 70 0 70 0 0 0 
5011 2190 -5500 -5500 -5560 60 0 60 0 0 0 
5016 1930 -5100 -5100 -5210 110 0 110 0 0 0 
5017 2204 -5665 -5665 -5790 125 0 125 0 0 0 
5018 1736 -4325 -4325 -4400 75 0 75 0 0 0 
5019 1896 -4445 -4445 -4570 125 0 125 0 0 0 
5108 2017 -4350 -4350 -4400 so 0 50 0 0 0 
5221 2254 -4210 -4210 -4290 80 0 80 0 0 0 
5222 1930 -4170 -4170 -4240 70 0 70 0 0 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 5285 1721 -3715 -3715 -3 790 75 0 75 * ·k * 5379 1980 -4750 -4750 -4 910 160 0 160 0 0 0 
5555 1920 -4140 - 4140 - 4205 65 0 65 0 0 0 
5979 1907 -4275 -4275 -4350 75 0 75 0 0 0 
7340 * * >'< * * >'< * * * * 
7691 2094 - 5355 -5355 -5455 100 0 100 0 0 0 
7937 1965 -5415 -5415 -5530 ll5 0 115 0 0 0 
8158 1792 -4385 -4385 -4570 185 0 185 0 0 0 
Oliver County 
3277 2193 -5090 -5090 -5135 45 0 45 0 0 0 
4938 1951 -4950 -4950 -5100 150 0 150 0 0 0 
I-' 
-...J 
4939 2139 0 0 
0 
-5390 -5390 - 5550 160 0 160 0 
4940 2252 -52 00 - 5200 -5200 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4941 2138 -5670 -5670 -5775 105 0 105 0 0 0 
4942 2217 -5900 -5900 -6045 145 0 145 0 0 0 
8144 i< -4032 -4032 - 4120 88 0 88 0 0 0 
Sioux County 
5305 1848 -3722 -3785 -3785 63 63 0 0 0 0 
6143 2091 -3900 - 3900 -3950 50 0 50 0 0 0 
6654 2331 -4600 -4600 -4660 60 0 60 0 0 0 
7930 2338 -4465 -4465 -4525 60 0 60 0 4 0 
Slope County 
1464 2807 -7665 -7713 -7805 140 48 92 0 0 0 
4075 2777 - 7750 -7825 -7890 140 75 65 0 0 0 
4119 2725 -7710 -7795 -7855 145 85 60 0 0 3 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 4124 2740 -7735 -7800 -7879 144 65 79 0 0 0 
4164 2783 -7765 -7840 -7910 145 75 70 0 0 0 
4241 2868 -7831 -7910 -7965 134 79 55 0 0 0 
4280 2971 -7710 -7765 -7835 125 55 70 0 0 3 
4749 2976 -7455 -7505 -7625 170 50 120 * 0 0 
4822 2712 -7750 -7788 - 7880 130 38 92 0 0 0 
4849 2721 -7725 -7780 -7870 145 55 90 0 0 0 
4907 2745 -7728 -7790 - 7858 130 62 68 0 0 0 
4970 2718 -7789 -7845 - 7950 161 56 105 0 0 * 
4971 2812 -7895 - 7928 -8050 155 33 122 0 10 4 
4972 2719 -7752 -7788 -7880 128 36 92 0 0 0 I-' 
4974 2716 -7540 -7600 -7650 llO 60 so 0 0 0 '-.J I-' 
5049 2655 -7435 -7490 -7627 192 55 137 0 0 0 
5160 2777 -7832 -7868 * * 36 * 0 4 * 
5210 2975 -7542 -7595 -7672 130 53 77 0 0 2 
5245 2784 -7835 -7880 -7965 130 45 85 0 0 0 
5267 2711 -7742 -7795 -7900 158 53 105 0 0 2 
5337 2793 -7775 -7822 -7890 llS 47 68 0 0 0 
5448 2791 -7870 -7908 -8000 130 38 92 0 0 0 
5499 2863 -7695 -7740 -7833 138 45 93 0 0 2 
5506 2856 -7720 -7770 -7865 145 so 95 0 0 1 
5881 2776 -7275 -7325 -7400 125 50 75 0 0 0 
5914 2768 -7830 -7870 - 7960 130 40 90 0 4 0 
5929 2776 -7680 -7728 -7790 110 48 62 0 0 0 
5933 2897 -7362 -7412 -7488 126 so 76 0 0 0 
6294 2724 -7750 -7790 -7870 120 40 80 0 0 0 
6355 2907 -7165 -7200 -7295 130 35 95 0 0 0 
6412 2751 -7718 -7780 -7850 132 62 70 0 0 0 
6778 2904 -7697 -7750 -7820 123 53 70 0 0 1 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
6855 2659 -7680 -7742 -7828 148 62 86 0 0 0 
6958 2896 -6710 -6750 -6830 120 40 80 * * * 
6977 2816 -7908 -7945 ·k ,'c 37 * 0 0 ·k 
7016 2876 -7345 -7395 -7465 120 50 70 0 0 2 
7132 2686 -7618 -7680 -7762 144 62 82 0 0 2 
7787 2872 -6680 -6725 -6800 120 45 75 0 0 0 
7890 2955 -7605 -7658 '" * 53 ,'< 0 0 0 
Stark County 
344 2798 -7886 -7961 -8051 165 75 90 0 0 0 
657 * * * * 
,., * * * 1, * I-' ~ 
850 2652 -7902 -7992 -8072 170 90 80 0 0 0 N 
1466 2516 * -7858 -7970 * * 112 16 0 0 
1536 2644 -7910 -7970 -8055 * 60 85 0 5 0 
1541 2511 -7560 -7615 -7720 160 55 105 0 0 20 
1574 2733 -7930 -7975 -8080 150 45 105 0 0 0 
2075 2526 -8010 -8070 -8200 190 60 130 9 20 0 
2117 2644 - 8145 -8200 -8290 145 55 90 2.5 4 0 
2496 2726 -7895 * -8070 175 * ;'c 0 0 0 
3767 2550 -8008 -8056 -8155 147 48 99 4 0 0 
3800 2494 - 7762 -7854 -7932 170 92 78 8 20 0 
3809 2486 -7762 -7839 -7929 167 77 90 10 0 0 
4134 2340 -6554 -6609 -6671 117 55 62 0 1 0 
4182 2345 -6555 -6610 -6730 175 55 120 0 0 0 
4198 2813 -7665 -7695 -7840 175 30 145 0 0 0 
4202 2528 -7810 -7880 -7988 178 70 108 4 0 0 
4224 2514 -7953 -8023 -8120 167 70 97 2.5 8 0 
4225 2509 -7772 -7810 -7950 178 38 140 5 0 4 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
4227 2530 -7855 - 7960 -8000 145 105 40 3 0 0 - 4228 2464 -7721 -77'80 -7893 172 59 113 4 0 2 
4237 2484 -7800 -7860 -7950 150 60 90 7.5 0 0 
4243 2585 -7916 -7991 -8096 180 75 105 6 0 0 
4247 2524 -7800 -7875 * * 75 * 7 0 * 
4250 2486 -7840 -7840 -7980 140 0 140 0 0 0 
4261 2552 -7870 -7938 * * 68 * 6 0 * 
4284 2510 -7810 -7870 -7975 165 60 105 5 2 0 
4287 2582 -7865 -7972 * * 107 * 6 0 * 
4288 2495 -7775 -7850 -7934 159 75 85 14 0 7 
4292 2595 - 7941 - 8008 * * 67 * 11 0 * 
4293 2545 -7891 -7960 * * 69 * 12 0 * f-' -...J 
4300 2532 -7858 - 7929 -8040 182 71 111 8 0 0 w 
4311 2560 - 7905 - 7945 -8025 120 40 80 0 0 0 
4324 2529 - 7775 -7850 -7940 165 75 90 0 0 10 
4326 2539 -7850 - 7926 * * 76 * 2 2 * 
4331 2555 -7870 -7952 * ·k 82 * 15 * '* 
4337 2542 -7855 -7910 -7998 143 55 88 5 1 2 
4341 2575 -7825 -7910 * * 85 ,~ 10 ;, 1, 
4345 2518 -7810 - 7890 -7940 130 80 50 6 1 0 
4353 2513 -7825 -7902 * * 77 * 7 2 * 
4381 2571 -7888 -7948 -8020 132 60 72 0 0 0 
4437 2516 -7818 -7870 ;'< * 52 >'< 4 2 * 
4446 2456 -7125 - 7180 -7268 143 55 88 4 0 20 
4524 2524 - 7975 -8050 -81L10 165 75 90 8 0 20 
4575 2575 -8035 -8100 -8203 168 65 103 10 0 3 
4583 2573 -8047 - 8108 -8208 161 61 100 2 0 8 
4616 2531 -7995 -8050 -8155 160 55 105 0 0 15 
4648 2539 -8035 - 8094 * * 59 * 7 0 * 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 4653 2591 -7940 -8000 * * 59 * 2 * * 
4672 2620 -7945 -8010 - 8120 175 65 110 17 0 4 
4690 2493 -7850 -7910 -7995 145 60 85 4 0 0 
4737 2590 -8222 -8290 -8400 178 68 110 10 3 7 
4757 2463 -7125 -7145 * * 20 * 5 0 * 
4762 2606 -7930 -7990 * * 60 i, 8 0 0 
4764 2535 -8038 -8105 -8200 162 67 85 4 1 5 
4769 2538 -8047 -8113 - 8220 173 66 107 9 0 5 
4786 2538 -8035 -8097 * * 62 * 8 0 * 
4793 2518 - 7992 -8050 * * 58 * 6 0 * 
4826 2510 -7966 -8020 * * 54 * 8 * * 





4831 2576 - 7888 - 7950 * * 62 * 8 0 
4840 2347 - 7485 -7530 -7 636 151 45 106 6 0 0 
4845 2678 -7900 -7955 -8040 140 55 85 0 0 0 
4851 2783 -7905 -7952 -8103 198 47 151 0 0 0 
4890 2601 -7950 - 8010 * * 60 i< 7 * * 
4893 2532 -8050 * * * * * * * ·* 
4895 2449 -7680 - 7747 * * 67 * 6 0 * 
4905 2536 -7850 -7955 * * 105 * 0 * * 
4906 2502 -7855 -7920 - 8001 146 65 81 2 10 0 
4908 2523 -7810 -7865 * * 55 'i< 1 0 * 
4911 2536 -7826 - 7889 * * 63 * 0 0 * 
4920 2627 -8205 -8250 -8387 182 45 137 14 2 0 
4944 2518 -7870 -7930 * * 60 * 0 * * 
4963 2607 -8100 -8160 -8250 150 60 90 6 0 0 
4975 2523 -7950 -8010 * * 60 * 3 8 * 
4991 2640 -8115 -8180 - 8262 147 65 82 0 3 14 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 5001 2545 - 8032 -8093 * * 61 * 5 0 * 
5003 2548 -8015 -8065 * * so * 10 7 * 
5014 2629 -8139 -8194 - 8285 146 55 91 5 8 0 
5027 2572 - 8072 - 8135 - 8225 153 63 90 14 2 8 
5028 2561 - 8035 -8085 -8220 185 so 135 6 0 2 
5041 2533 -7885 -7950 * * 65 ,'< 6 0 * 
5084 2571 - 8015 -8060 -8195 180 45 135 0 6 3 
5093 2574 - 8045 -8096 * * 51 * 0 0 ;, 
5109 2593 - 7930 -7985 - 8095 165 55 110 0 0 6 
5111 2491 -7800 -7855 - 7955 155 55 100 0 0 . * 
5119 2661 - 8170 - 8220 - 8315 145 50 95 3 4 0 
5137 2448 -7590 -7690 - 7890 300 100 200 30 0 0 I-' -..J 
5142 2326 - 6590 -6660 - 6735 145 70 75 0 0 0 \.n 
5143 2688 - 7787 * - 8020 233 * * 0 0 0 
5169 2504 - 7725 -7780 -7855 130 55 75 3 0 0 
5194 2510 - 7870 -7900 - 8000 130 30 100 3 0 0 
5203 2554 -7315 - 7340 - 7470 155 25 130 4 0 0 
5255 2717 -7570 - 7605 - 7695 125 36 90 0 0 0 
5265 2420 -7640 -7690 - 7800 160 50 110 5 8 15 
5282 2502 - 7700 -7778 - 7910 210 78 132 18 0 0 
5330 2613 -7960 -8010 -8130 170 50 120 0 0 2 
5360 2143 -7260 -7300 -7425 165 40 125 0 6 0 
5395 2560 -8072 -8135 -8202 130 63 67 10 2 0 
5405 2517 - 7940 -8000 -8103 163 60 103 6 2 0 
5415 2293 -7160 - 7200 -7320 160 40 120 1 0 0 
5416 2647 -8015 -8083 -8200 185 68 117 17 0 15 
5418 2568 - 8078 - 8132 * * 54 * 9 * 'I< 
5431 2543 -7991 -8066 * * 75 * 5 * ;, 
5434 2561 -7885 -7950 * * 65 * 8 * * 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
.... 5440 2590 -8038 -8107 -8242 204 69 135 17 ,'< * 
5442 2578 -8087 -8150 -8250 163 63 100 8 2 3 
5452 2606 -7993 -8045 * * 52 * 20 * * 
5453 2657 -8045 -8110 -8210 165 65 100 34 2 0 
5461 2456 -7860 -7932 -8038 178 72 106 12 0 10 
5462 2533 -8055 -8120 * * 65 .... ~ 3 * ..,t; 
5464 2530 -7696 -7740 -7820 124 44 80 0 7 0 
5472 2527 -7740 -7797 -7882 142 57 85 0 0 0 
5473 2621 -8015 -8085 * * 70 * 11. 8 * * 
5476 2630 -7985 -8040 * * 55 * 5 0 * 
5477 2467 -7615 -7670 * * 55 * 10 0 0 
5482 2749 -7875 -7962 -8092 217 87 130 0 0 0 r-' --..J 
5488 2498 -7699 -7754 * * 55 * 0 0 ,'< O" 
5490 2580 -8102 -8150 -8270 168 48 120 10 3 22 
5491 2546 -8072 -8122 -8265 193 50 143 10 1. 5 0 
5493 2486 -7740 -7881 -7900 160 141 19 1. 5 2 0 
5500 2592 -7935 -7993 * * 58 
.,, 13 ·k ,'< 
5511 2619 -7975 -8038 * * 63 ;, 10 * * 
5525 2560 -7875 -7940 * * 65 * 8 0 * 
5548 2593 -7923 -7984 * * 61 * 4 ,·, * 
5560 2524 -7835 -7888 * * 53 * 7 0 * 
5600 2517 -7810 -7865 * * 55 * * * 
)~ 
5613 2635 -8145 -8202 -8301 156 57 99 3 4 0 
5629 2616 -7995 -8070 -8180 185 75 llO 36 0 10 
5641 2468 -7890 -7925 -7990 100 35 65 5 0 0 
5646 2581 -8047 -8100 -8162 ll5 53 62 0 0 0 
5683 2572 -8134 -8170 -8325 191 36 155 10 4.5 0 
5684 2585 -8025 -8080 * * 55 * 20 2.5 * 
5717 2703 -7918 -7960 -8060 142 42 100 0 0 2 
5735 2528 -7709 -7740 -7800 91 31 60 0 0 9 
5753 2691 -8028 -8075 -8163 135 47 88 0 2 0 
Well No. KB TT TL TB Tl T2 T3 us MS BS 
- 5754 2450 -7450 -7500 -7570 120 50 70 4 0 0 
5763 2552 -7910 -7962 * * 52 * 6 * * 
5805 2593 -8080 -8143 ;, '" 63 * 6 0 * 
5817 2619 -8010 -8068 -8200 190 58 132 16 0 0 
5820 2426 -7778 -7842 * i, 64 * 6 * * 
5890 2622 -7923 -7970 -8075 152 47 105 1 0 0 
5911 2595 -8110 -8180 * * 70 * 0 * * 
6053 2661 -8033 -8098 * * 65 * 4 * * 
6177 2448 -7585 -7630 -7760 175 45 130 0 0 12 
6247 2584 -7992 -8040 * * 48 * 10 1.5 * 
6307 2696 -8020 -8060 -8158 138 40 98 0 0 0 r-' 
6369 2544 -7956 -8002 -8125 169 46 123 2 0 0 -
-..J 
-..J 
6431 2480 -7865 -7930 * * 65 °;( 8 0 * 
6438 2749 -7920 -7965 -8075 155 45 110 0 0 5 
6447 2496 -7800 -7860 -8005 205 60 145 7 0 10 
6476 2507 -6940 -7005 -7090 150 65 85 0 0 0 
6682 2515 -7793 -7850 * * 57 * 4 * * 
6691 2395 -7445 -7500 -7585 140 55 85 5 0 0 
6796 2494 -7050 -7120 -7165 115 70 45 1 0 0 
6820 2668 -8195 -8250 -8350 155 55 100 10 0 6 
6965 2538 -7895 -7955 * * 60 * 15 0 
;, 
7007 2756 -7905 -7985 -8055 150 80 70 "k * * 
7076 2453 -7582 -7625 '" * 43 * 0 0 * 
7127 2521 -7705 -7746 -7830 125 41 84 0 0 5 
7212 2517 -7766 -7834 -7921 155 68 87 5 0 0 
7339 2595 -7985 -8040 -8110 125 55 70 10 4 15 
7588 2444 -7550 -7650 -7710 160 100 60 17 0 0 










































APPENDIX C - Name and Location of Cores Used in this Study 
Well numbers in the far left column are those of the 
North Dakota Geological Survey and are listed in numerical 
order. Locations are based on the standard Land Office 
Grid System. Under the location heading, QQ stands for first 
and second quarter of section; S, T, and R stand for section, 
township, and range, respectively. All townships in North 
Dakota are north and all ranges are west of the principal 
baseline and meridian. 
1 
TABLE 3 
CORES USED IN THIS STUDY 
- Well 
No. Operator 
Well Name QQ S-T-R County Field 
1484 Skelly Oil Co. G. Wog. Ill NWNW 23-137-100 Billings Rocky Ridge 
1522 Northern Pump Co. L. Fritz ti 2 NWSE 15-137-100 Billings Rocky Ridge 
1741 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Scoria Unit ti 3 NESW 11- 139-101 Billings Fryburg 
2426 Amerada Petroleum Corp. M. Sorenson II 1 NWNW 17-139-100 Billings Fryburg 
2458 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Knopik-Reis Unit ti 1 NWNE 2-139-100 Billings Fryburg 
2667 Texaco Inc. M. Pace II 1 SWNW 14-146-101 McKenzie 
2723 Hunt Oil USA "A" ti 1 SWNE 10-145-101 McKenzie Rough Rider 
3024 Pan Amer i can Petroleum USA - Macauley II 1 SESW 10-137-100 Billings Rocky Ridge 
3435 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Logan Eaton Unit ti 1 NWNW 8-139-100 Billings Fryburg 
f-' 
00 
3797 Amerada Pet roleum Corp. USA - Bruce II 1 NESE 14-139-102 Billings Medora 
0 
3893 Amerada Pet role um Corp. NP "M'' Tract-4 ti 1 SWSE 1-139-102 Billings Medora 
3939 Amerada Petroleum Corp. NP "M" Tract-5 If 1 SESE 15-139-102 Billings Medora 
3957 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA - Curran II 1 SESW 9-139-101 Billings Fryburg 
4012 Amerada Petroleum Corp. Roberts Unit ti 1 NENW 22-139-102 Billings Medora 
4019 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA - Wagner Unit If 1 NWNW 26-139-102 Billings Medora 
4023 Amerada Petroleum Corp. H. Schafer II 2 SENW 3-139-102 Billings Medora 
4024 Amerada Petroleum Corp. NP "M" Tract-2 II 2 SWSE 13-139-102 Billings Medora 
4027 Amerada Petroleum Corp. NP "M" Tract-6 ti 1 NWNW 25-139-102 Billings Medora 
4055 Amerada Petroleum Corp. USA - Hodge II 2 NWSW 21-139-101 Billings Fryburg 
4077 Amerada Petroleum Corp. NP "M" Tract-7 II 1 NENW 27-139-102 Billings Medora 
4090 W.H . Hunt Trust USA - 17 If 1 NESE 17-139-101 Billings Fryburg 
4091 Sunray DX Oil Co. N. D. Federal "A" ti 1 SENE 10-138-102 Billings 
4253 Mule Creek Oil Co. Fritz II 3 - 4422 SESE 22-137-100 Billings Rocky Ridge 
4300 Cardinal - CONOCO If 15-19 Ridl SWSE 19-140-96 Stark Dickinson 
4339 Shell Oil Co. USA II 14-20 swsw 20-140-103 G. Valley Wildcat 
4359 Shell Oil Co. Gov ' t ti 11-5 NWNW 5-139-103 G. Valley Square Butte 
Well Operator Well Name QQ S-T-R County Field No. 
4377 Fundamental Oil Co. Federal If 1-19 SESW 19-138-100 Billings 
4627 Mule Creek Oil Co. Gov't Taylor II 1-449 SESE 9-139-103 G. Valley Square Butte 
4741 Mule Creek Oil Co. Shell State II 1 ESE 16-140-103 G. Valley 
4789 Shell Oil Co. Shell If 41X-36 NENE 36-137-100 Billings Rocky Ridge 
5001 Cardinal Petroleum Co. Frankchuk 1-X NENE 12-139-99 Stark Zenith 
5084 B-N Inc. Zoller & Danneberg SESE 3-139-98 Stark Zenith 
5093 Petroleum Inc. & Exeter II 1 B-N, Inc. SESE 7-139-98 Stark Zenith 
5119 CONOCO Krushensky If 1 SENW 3-139-99 Stark Zenith 
5340 Amerada Hess Corp. FHMU E - 808 i NWNW 15-139-101 Billings Fryburg 
5374 Lamar Hunt K. Kerner If 1 SENW 10-141-94 Dunn 
5405 Gas Production Ent. A. Kudrna If 1 SENE 2-139-98 Stark 
5418 CONOCO Newton - Moore II 1 SESE 4-139-99 Stark Zenith 
5432 Amerada Hess Corp. FHMU G - 816 NENW 2-139-101 Billings Fryburg I-' 
co 
5453 Farmers Union Chorne II 14-24 SESW 24-140-98 Stark Green River I-' 
5477 Lamar Hunt E. Pelton If 1 SESE 23-140-97 Stark 
5548 Inexco Oil Co. St. Wenceslaus If 1-32 NENE 32-140-9 7 Stark South Heart 
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APPENDIX D - Descriptions of Cores and 
Thin-Sections Used in this Study 
Well numbers of cores used in this study are those of the 
North Dakota Geological Survey and are listed in numerical order. 
Locations of cores used in this study are shown in Figure 5. 
The depths, which are given as feet below Kelly Bushing, are 
those marked on the core samples and may not correspond directly 
to depths taken from well logs. 
Well No 
1484. Skelly Oil Co. - G. Wog I 1, NWNW sec. 23 
T. 137 N. R. 100 w., Billings County. 
7993-97 Mudstone, medium-dark gray, calcareous, slightly 
fissile, desiccation structures 
7997-99 Intraclastic, pelloidal wackestone, greenish-gray, 
mottled, slightly bioturbated. 
7999-8001 Mudstone, greenish-gray to dusky red, mottled, 
calcareous, slightly anhydritic, fissile, slightly 
bioturbated. 
8001-05 Mudstone, greenish-gray, silty, calcareous, finely 
laminated, desiccation structures. 




interbedded with dark gray shale. I 
Thin-section (8006) - Euhedral "butterfly" ankerite 
~rystals, s---:-j".o mm, concentrated in one 1.0 cm 
lamination. 
Fossiliferous, intraclastic wackestone, greenish-gray 
finely bedded. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray to dark gray, 
argillaceous, finely laminated, minor compaction 
s lickensides. 
Mudstone, medium gray, scattered anhydrite inclusions 
well developed compaction slickensides, 
l.83 
8022-25 Mudstone, medium gray, finely laminated, 
minor compaction slickensides. 
8025-26 Shale, medium-dark gray, finely laminated. 
8026-29 Ostracod wackestone, (wavy to even-parallel). 
8029-31 Shale, medium-dark gray, finely laminated 
desiccation structure (mudcracks). 
8031-35 Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, finely laminated 
(wavy to even-parallel). 
8035-41 Not Cored 
8041-45 Shale, grayish-black, carbonaceous, very fissile 
8045-51 Missing. 
8051-54 Siltstone, medium-dark gray, argillaceous, plant 
fragments on bedding planes, pyritic. 
8054-58 Missing 
8058-61 Shale, medium-dark gray with interbeds of reddish-brown 
shale, calcareous, some plant fragments, slightly 
pyritic. 
8061-64 Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, finely 
laminated (even-parallel). 
1522. Northern Pump Co. - L. Fritz D 2, NWSE sec. 15, 






Micritic limestone, medium gray, slightly 
anhydritic, well developed compaction slickensides 
Pelecypod wackestone, medium gray to brownish-gray, 
mudcracks, discontinuous pyrite lenses parallel to 
bedding. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, calcareous, ostracodal, 
fissile, finely laminated. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, pelecypods, 
finely laminated. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray to dark gray 
argillaceous, finely laminated to finely bedded. 


















Pelecypod wackestone, medium-dark gray to dark 
gray, argillaceous, finely laminated (even to 
wavy-parallel), pyritic. 
Pelecypod wackestone, dark~gray, argillaceous, 
micritic. 
Pelecypod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
calcite fracture filling. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, massive. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, slightly 
argillaceous, finely laminated to finely bedded 
Shale, medium-dark gray; interbedded with medium-dark 
gray, argillaceous, pelecypod wackestone. 
Missing. 
Shale, grayish-black to dark gray, slightly 
fossiliferous, fissile. 
Mudstone, dark gray, compaction slickensides. 
Intraclastic mudstone, dark gray; pyritized mudstone 
clasts, 1.0 - 3.0 cm, rounded. 
Conglomeritic mudstone, medium-dark gray; clasts 
composed of subangular dark gray shale and medium 
dark gray mudstone. 
Sandstone, light brownish-gray, quartzose, medium 
grained, finely cross-bedded, fair to poor porosity, 
friable. 
Thin-section - Quartz arenite, medium grained, 
~o~nd';;i, ~fair sorting, well dispersed detrital 
clay matrix, quartz cement, ankerite rim cement 
Shale, dark greenish-gray, fissile, pyritic. 
Sandstone, as above. 
Shale, greenish-gray, calcareous, plant fragments 
on bedding planes. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, slightly calcareous, plant 
fragments, discontinuous siltstone lenses. 
185 
8lll-l5 Sandstone, light brownish-gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, silty, finely cross-bedded, mudstone and 
shale clasts scattered throughout, fair porosity, 
slightly pyritic. ~ 
1741 Amerada Petrolemn Corp. - Scoria Unit # 3, NESW 











Coarsely crystalline limestone, light brownish-gray, 
massive. 
Mudstone, medium-light gray, calcareous, compaction 
slickensides. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray; inter]am1oated 
with medium-dark gray shale. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, finely laminated 
Sandstone, light brown, quartzose, fine grained, very 
well sorted, discontinuous shaly laminations, very 
good porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7947.5) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 
~ery well sorted, quartz cement, inter-granular 
porosity. 
Same, increase in discontinuous shaly laminations 
decrease in hydrocarbon saturation. 
Thin-section (7957) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 
~ery well sorted, quartz cement, inter-granular 
porosity reduced by quartz overgrowths. 
Same, decrease in discontinuous shaly laminations, 
cross-bedded to horizontally bedded, very good to 
excellent porosity, increase in hydrocarbon 
saturation. 
Thin-section Q .. 9.62) - Same as thin-section 7947-5. 
Same, very fine to fine grained, increase in 
discontinuous shaly laminations, good porosity, 
decrease in hydrocarbon saturation. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, very fine grained; 
interbedded with dark gray shale, localized soft-
-sediment deformation. 
Shale, dark gray to grayish-black, slightly 
carbonaceous. 
186 
7980-80.3 Bituminous coal. 
7980.3-83 Mudstone, medium-dark gray, scattered plant fragments, 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
2426. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - M. Sorenson I 1, NWNW sec. ·11, 







Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous, finely 
lamainated, pyritic. 
Ostracod wackestone, argillaceous, finely laminated 
(wavy-parallel). 
Pelecypod, ostracod wackestone, medium gray, finely 
laminated (wavy-parallel). 
Intraclastic wackestone, medium gray, pyritic. 
Sandstone, very-light gray, quartzose, fine grained, 
fair sorting, good porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
~-section (8254) - Quartz arenite, fine to medium 
grained, subrounded to subangular, quartz 
cement, fair sorting. 
Sandstone, very-light gray, quartzose, fine grained, 
calcareous, discontinuous shaly laminations • 
. Thin-section (E!256) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 
quartz and calcite cements, well sorted, 
subrounded quartz. 
8257-63 Sandstone, as above; increase in hydrocarbon saturation. 
8263-65 Missing. 
8265-73-' Sandstone, same as above; increase in discontinuous 
shaly laminations. 
8273-73.5 Mudstone, grayish-brown, mottled - as a result of 
bioturbation. 
8273.5-75 Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, ostracodal, 
pyrite lenses parallel to bedding. 
8275-75.5 Shale, medium gray, carbonaceous; interbedded with 
medium gray, argillaceous micritic limestone. 
8275.5-78 Fossiliferous wackestone, medium gray to dark gray, 
pyritic. 
187 
8278-78.5 Bituminous coal 
8278.5-82.5 Mudstone, medium gray, scattered plant fragments, 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
8282.s.,;.s7 Mudstone, light greenish-gray, calcareous, 
extensively bioturbated. 
8287-89 Mudstone, very dusky red to dark gray, slightly 
calcareous, well developed compaction slickensides 
2458. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - Knopik-Reis Unit# 1, 








Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
slightly ostracodal, fissile, pyritic streaks 
parallel to bedding. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, finely laminated 
(wavy-parallel), "fossil hash" at 8243. 
Mudstone, medium gray, calcareous, compaction 
slickensides, pyritic. 
Mudstone, medium gray to moderate red, calcareous, 
mottled - possibly bioturbated,well.developed 
canpaction slickensides, pyritic. 
Mudstone, dusky red, slightly calcareous 
desiccation cracks filled in with quartz sand 
minor compaction slickensides. 
Sandstone, dusky red to grayish-green, mottled, 
medium grained, silty, poor porosity. 
Thin-section (8256) - Quartz arenite, medium 
~rained, well rounded, fine grained quartz 
sand and clay matrix, calcite and pyrite 
cements. 
Sandstone, grayish-red, quartzose,· fine to medium 
grained, mottled to finely bedded, locally 
cross-bedded, fraiable, fair porosity. 
Thin-section (8261) - Quartz arenite, medium grained, 
----;ell sorted, anhydrite cement, desiccation and 
infill structure 
Thin-section (8262) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 







Shale, greenish gray; interbedded with dusky 
red and olive-black, calcareous shale. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray to dusky red, slightly 
calcareous, silty, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Not cored. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine grained 
well sorted, cross-bedded, hematitic, poor to 
fair porosity. 
Thin-section (8322) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 
----;ell sorted, quartz cement where grains are 
tightly packed, anhydrite cement otherwise. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray, scattered plant fragments, 
well developed compaction slickensides, thin coal 
present. 
8330-33 Mudstone, medium-dark gray, calcareous, well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
2667. Texaco Inc. - M. Pace I l, SWNW sec. 14, T. 146 N., 
R. 101 #., McKenzie County. 
8153-57 Shale, medium gray, calcareous, silty, finely 







Micritic limestone, medium gray to olive-gray, 
argillaceous, silty. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, slightly calcareous, 
pelecypods on bedding planes, silty. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black 
argillaceous, carbonaceous; interbedded with 
grayish-black to dark gray shale, abundant 
brachiopods and pelecypods on bedding planes. 
Shale, medilDll-dark gray to dark gray, slightly 
calcareous, carbonaceous. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
brachiopods and pelecypods present. 
Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous, carbonaceous, 
anhydrite fracture filling. 
8174-83 
189 
Shale, medium-dark gray, slightly calcareous 
and carbonaceous, fragmented pelecypods, 
silty, pyritic. 
2723. Hunt Oil Co. - USA "A" fl 1, SWNE sec. 10, T. 145 N., 







Mudstone, very dusky red, slightly calcareous 
scattered plant fragments, well developed 
compaction slickeusides. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, slightly calcareous 
brachiopods present. 
Mudstone, medium gray to medium-dark gray, 
calcareous, silty, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Shale, dusky yellow to grayish-red, mottled, 
fissile. 
Mudstone, varicolored, gray hues are dominant, 
slightly calcareous, pelecypods throughout, 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
Siltstone, medium-dark gray, locally dusky red, 
slightly calcareous, fissile. 
3024. Pan American Petroleum Co. - USA - MaCauley I 1, 




Mudstone, greenish-gray, slightly calcareous 
well developed compaction slickensides, 
pyritic. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, discontinuous shaly laminations, 
calcareous dement, trace ostracodes, slightly 
pyritic; conglomeritic at 8146. 
Thin-section (8146) - Conglomerate, grayish-black 
shale clasts, scattered ostracods, calcite 
cement, fine-grained sandstone matrix. 
Sandstone, as above. 
Thin-section (8149) - Quartz arenite, fine 









Siltstone, light gray, discontinuous shaly 
laminations, scattered clasts of underlying 
shale, cross-laminated. 
Siltstone to very fine grained sandstone; 
interbedded with dark gray to medium-dark 
gray micritic limestone. 
Shale, dark gray to grayish-black, carbonaceous; 
intercross-laminated with medium gray siltstone. 
Shale, greenish-gray to medium-dark gray, 
silty, slightly fissile. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, silty, slightly pyritic. 
Shale, dark gray, slightly carbonaceous 
plant fragments present, fissile. 
Sandstone, medium-light gray, quartzose, medium 
grained, good sorting, cross-bedded; becoming 
coarser grained and more poorly sorted toward 
the lower part of the interval, grayish black 
shale interclasts at base. 
Thin-section (8184) - Quartz arenite, medium 
~~grained, dispersed detrital clay matrix, 
quartz cement at grain contacts, anhydrite 
pore cement. 
8186-87 Shale, grayish-black, carbonaceous, plant 
fragments on bedding planes, very fissile 
3435. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - Logan Eaton Unit# 1, 





Pelecypod wackestone, dark gray to grayish-black 
finely laminated (even-parallel), minor 
anhydrite fraction fillings. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray to dark gray, calcareous 
compaction slickensides. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous, thin cone in cone anhydrite; 
becoming ostracodal toward the lower part of 
the interval, finely laminated (wavy-parallel). 
Ostracod wackestone to ostracod, algal boundstone, 








Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
anhydrite fracture filling, intraclastic 
at 8240. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, slightly calcareous, laminated 
to cross-laminated, discontinuous shaly 
laminations. ~ 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, argillaceous, 
finely laminated (even to wavy-parallel). 
Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, becoming 
carbonaceous toward lower part of interval. 
Siltstone, medium gray, argillaceous. 
Mudstone, dark gray to medium gray, scattered 
plant fragments, compaction slickensides. 
3797. Amerada Petroleum. Corp. - USA - Bruce I 1, 





Ostracod wackestone to ostracod, algal 
boundstone, dark gray, argillaceous, finely 
laminated (even-parallel). · 
Same as above, finely laminated (wavy-parallel). 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous 
ostracods and fish scales(?) present. 
Sandstone, light gray, medium grained, well 
indurated, discontinuous shaly laminations. 
Thin-section (7687) - Quartz arenite, medium 
--- grained, well sorted, quartz and calcite 
cements, organics, pyritic. 
7688-94 Shale, as above 
7694-98 Siltstone, medium-dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with medium-dark gray shale. 
7698-98.5 Bituminous coal. 
7698.5-7703 Mudstone, medium-dark gray, well developed 
compaction slickensides, hydrocarbon present. 
192 
7703-09 Intraclastic wackestone, very dusky red, silty 
compaction slickensides; fabric possibly the 
result of compaction and/or desiccation. 
7709-14 Shale, dark gray, fissile. 
3893. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - NP ''M" Tract-4 Ill, 













Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, 
laminated (discontinuous-parallel). 
Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, ostracodal 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, argillaceous, 
laminated (discontinuous-parallel); interbedded 
with grayish-black, ostracodal shale. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine to 
medium grained, slightly calcareous, discontinuous 
shaly laminations, good porosity. 
Siltstone, dark gray, laminated (even-parallel), 
fissile, scattered pelecypods and ostracods. 
Bituminous coal 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray to grayish-brown, 
calcareous, plant fragments, compaction 
slickensides. 
Sandstone, very light gray with yellow and pink 
localized staing, quartzose, fine grained, 
fair to poor porosity. 
Mudstone, light brown to dusky red to medium 
gray, calcareous, unidentified "shell hash". 
Intraclastic wackestone, brownish-gray; clasts 
composed of angular anhydritic mudstone, .2 to 
1.5 cm, poorly sorted, possible solution 
breccia. 
Siltstone, medium gray, slightly calcareous, 
ostracodal, slightly anhydritic. 
Mudstone, varicolored, slightly calcareous, finely 
laminated (wavy-parallel), desiccation structure 
(?), compaction slickensides. 
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3939. Amerada Petrole\DD Corp. - NP ''M" Tract-5 fl, 




Micritic limestone to ostracod wackestone, 
dark gray, finely laminated (even-parallel), 
local soft-sediment deformation, anhydrite 
fracture fillings. J 
Shale, dark gray, calcareous, finely 
laminated (discontinuous, wavy-parallel), 
becoming (even-parallel) toward lower part 
of interval. 
Sandstone, medium gray, fine grained, well 
sorted, pyrite cemented, no porosity. 
Thin-section (7754) - Quartz arenite, fine 
~rained, well rounded, calcite cement 
being replaced by pyrite. 
7754.1-55.5 Shale, as above. 







well sorted, massively bedded with discontinuous 
shaly laminations, excellent porosity, 
hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7764) - Quartz arenite, fine grained, 
----;ell sorted, quartz cement, pervasive 
pyritization along shaly laminations. 
Conglomerate, light brownish-gray; clasts 
composed of grayish-black shale, angular 
to subangular, .5 to 1.5 cm, partially 
replaced by pyrite. 
Micritic limestone, brownish-black, finely 
bedded (even-parallel). 
Shale, dark gray, fissile, slightly silty. 
Bituminous coal. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray, plant fragments, 
compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
Mudstone, moderate brown, laminated (discontinuous, 









Mudstone, moderate brown, fissile, well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
Shale, dark gray, finely laminated 
(discontinuous, wavy-lenticular). 
Mudstone, moderate brown, plant fragments, 
well developed compaction sl!ckensides, 
becoming calcareous from 7786-87. 
Mudstone, grayish red with moderate 
yellowish-brown mottling, anhydritic, 
scattered plant fragments, compaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, moderate brown, finely laminated 
(discontinuous, even-parallel), well developed 
compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, moderate brown, bioturbated; 
interbedded with moderate brown shale. 
Shale, medium-dark gray with yellowish-brown 
staining, compaction slickensides. 
3957. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - USA - Curran I 1, 








Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous, finely laminated (even-parallel). 
Shale, dary gray, calcareous, pelecypod 
shells on bedding planes. 
Mudstone, medium bluish-gray, thin coal present, 
compaction slickensides. 
Micritic limestone, brownish-gray, massive, 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Intraclastic wackestone, brownish-gray; clasts 
are lenticular, subrounded, 1.0 cm. 
Shale, grayish-black, fissile. 
Micritic limestone to ostracod, algal boundstone, 
















Ostracod wackestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous, finely laminated; interbedded 
with massive, dark gray, micritic limestone 
Shale, dark gray, carbonaceous; 
interlaminated with grayish-black, 
argillaceous, micritic limestone. 
Coarsely crystalline limestone, medium-dark 
gray, argillaceous; interbedded with very 
thin, dark gray shale. · 
Sandstone, light brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, good porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7831) - Quartz arenite, fine 
~rained, well sorted, quartz cement, 
primary inter-granular porosity. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous 
fissile. 
Siltstone, medium-dark gray, slightly 
calcareous, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
one 2.0 cm thick "shell hash" bed present. 
Bituminous coal. 
Mudstone, dark gray, mottled as a result of 
compaction slickensides, plant fragments, 
pyritic. 
Mudstone, dark gray, calcareous, scattered 
anhydrite interclasts, compaction slickensides. 
Intraclastic wackestone, varicolored, dark gray 
is the dominant color, mottled as a result of 
bioturbation. 
Siltstone, very dusky red. 
Intraclastic, quartz wackestone; dusky red, 
calcareous; clasts are .5 to 2.0 cm, angular 
supported by quartz silt. Possible collapse 
breccia. 
Mudstone, dark grayish-red, ~ompaction 








Intraclastic wackestone, varicolored, dusky 
red is the dominant color, iron concretions; 
clasts possibly the result of rip-up or 
compaction and/or dewatering. 
Sandstone, pale green, mottled, very fine 
grained, fair to~poor porosity. 
Thin-section (7856) - Quartz arenite, 
~-v-ery fine grained, subangular, calcareous 
mud matrix/cement. 
Sandstone, as above; interlaminated with dark 
yellowish-orange mudstone. 
Micritic limestone, brownish-gray, mottled 
argillaceous, stylolites. 
Mudstone, grayish-red, mottled, well developed 
compaction slickensides. 
Amerada Petroleum Corp. - Roberts Unit# 1, 
NWNE sec. 22, T. 139 N., R. 102 W., Billings County. 
7626-31 Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray to 
dark gray; interlaminated with thin ostracod, 
algal boundstone. 
7631-35.5 Micritic limestone, dark gray, argilaceous, 
finely laminated (discontinuous, wavy-
-nonparallel). 
7635.5-40.5 Sandstone, light brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
very well sorted, massively bedded, discontinuous 
shaly laminations, good porosity, hydrocarbon 
present. 
7640.5-45.5 
Thi~-section (7640) - Quartz arenite, 
fine grained, very well sorted, quartz cement, 
localized displacive anhydrite cement and 
pyrite replacement of anhydrite. 
Shale, dark gray, carbonaceous, plant fragments, 
ostracods; interbedded with sandstone, as above. 
Thin-section (7644) - Quartz arenite, fine 
--grainei, well sorted t quart cement' £air 
porosity, shale partings. 
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7645.5-49.5 Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous, laminated 4,iavy-parallel) 
7649.5-49.7 Bituminous coal. 
7649.7-7660 Mudstone, medium gray, mottled as a result of 
bioturbation and canpaction slickensides, 
pyritic. 
766~63 Mudstone, moderate brown, fissile, well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
7663-69 Shale, grayish-black 
7669-74 Mudstone, varicolored, dusky red and medium 
gray are the dominant colors, slightly 
calcareous and anhydritic, very sandy. 
7674-78 
Thin-section (7671) - Felted anhydrite 
~odules in acalcareous mud matrix. 
Mudstone, dark greenish-gray, laminated 
(wavy-parallel to discontinuous, wavy-
-parallel). 
~-section (7676) - Algal, ostracod 
Slightly micritized. 
7678-80.5 Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, very 
silty, finely bedded (even-parallel). 
7680.5-83.5 Siltstone, medium-dark gray to very dark red, 
finely laminated. 
7683.5-84 Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, poorly indurated, good porosity. 
4019. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - USA - Wagner Unit# 1, 
NWNW sec. 26, T. 139 N., R. 102 W., Billings County. 
7900-05 Micritic limestone, grayish-black, finely 
laminated (even-parallel); interlaminated 
with thin ostracod grainstone. 
7905-09 
7909-17.5 
Shale, grayish-black, ostracods and pelecypods 
present on bedding planes, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, finely 
laminated (discontinuous, wavy-parallel); 




Shale, grayish-black, fissile; interbedded 
with light gray, fine-grained sandstone. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, fine grained, 
discontinuous shaly laminations, good porosity. 
Thin-section (7920) - Quartz arenite, fine 
-~~grained, well sorted, subrounded, quartz 
cement, minor calcite, primary inter-granular 
porosity. 
7928-30 Shale, grayish-black; interbedded with 
discontinuous sandstone, as above. 
7930-36 Micritic limestone, grayish-black, very 
argillaceous, finely laminated (wavy-parallel). 
7936-37 Bituminous coal. 
7937-43 Mudstone, medium gray, scattered plant fragments, 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
4023. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - H. Schafer U 2, SENW 








Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely laminated (even-parallel); interbedded 
with thin ostracod grainstone. 
Shale, dark gray to grayish-black, calcareous, 
ostracodal, finely laminated (discontinuous, 
lenticular-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
thin "shell hash" beds present; interbedded 
with grayish black shale. 
Siltstone, dark yellowish-brown, slightly 
calcareous, fissile. 
Bituminous coal 
Mudstone, blackish-red, slightly calcareous 
scattered, plant fragments, well developed 
compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
Mudstone, dusky red, slightly calcareous, 








Intraclastic wackestone, dusky. red to dusky 
brown; clasts are 1.0 cm, lenticular and 
oriented subparallel to bedding. 
Siltstone, dark reddish-brown, slightly 
calcareous, well developed compaction 
slickensides. ' 
Micritic limestone, dark reddish-brown to 
light gray, mottled. 
Mudstone, dusky red, scattered anhydrite 
inclusions, minor quartz sand, compaction 
slickensides. 
Sandstone, pale green to dusky red, fine to 
medium grained, poor to fair porosity. 
Thin-section (7669} - Quartz arenite, medium 
grained, well sorted, well rounded, 
anhydrite and hematite cements, 
floating quartz grains, no porosity. 
4024. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - NP ''M" Tract-2 II 2, 
SWSE sec. 13, T. 139 N. , R. 102 W. , Billings County. 
7692-94 Coarsely crystalline limestone, brownish-gray; 





Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous, 
ostracodal. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous 
finely laminated (even-parallel}; 
interlaminated with ostracod, algal 
boundstone. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, medium to 
fine grained, low angle cross-bedding 
interrupted by discontinuous shaly laminations 
Thin-section (7708} - Quartz arenite, fine 
~o medium grained, well sorted, quartz 
cement, pervasive pyritization along 
shale partings and in burrowed areas. 
Shale, dark gray; interbedded with medium dark 
gray, argillaceous limestone. 
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7718-22 Siltstone, brownish-gray, finely laminated 
(even-parallel to discontinuous, even-parallel), 
minor amount of carbonaceous material present. 
4027. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - NP ''M" Tract-6 I 1, 






Shale, dark gray, ostracods and pelecypods 
present, laminated (even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, massive, 
laminated (even-parallel); interbedded with 
ostr~cod grainstone. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, massive, 
local soft-sediment deformation, anhydrite 
fracture fillings, canpaction slickensides 
Shale, dark gray to grayish-black, laminated 
(discontinuous, wavy-parallel); interbedded 
with dark gray, micritic limestone. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine to medium 
grained, moderately well sorted, massive to 
cross-bedded, discontinuous shaly 
laminations, good to excellent porosity, 
hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7982) - Quartz arenite, fine -· -grained, well sorted, quartz cement, 
primary inter-granular porosity. 
7986-91 Sandstone, light bluish-gray, quartzose 
fine grained, massively bedded with 
discontin~ous shaly laminations, good 
porosity, no hydrocarbon present. 
7991-94 Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely laminated. 
4055. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - USA - Hodge# 2, 
NWSW sec. 21, T. 139 N., R. 101 W., Billings County. 
7909-11 Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine 
to medium grained, massively bedded, 










Thin-section (7910) - Quartz arenite, 
~bimodal sorting, medium grained quartz is 
well rounded, fine grained quartz is 
subangular, quartz cemented at grain 
contacts, anhydrite pore cement. 
Sandstone, same as above, gradual increase 
in hydrocarbon saturation. 
Sandstone, same as above, no hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7915) - Quartz arenite, fine 
--grained, well sorted, quartz cement, 
localized calcite cement, trace 
organics. 
Shale, dark gray, carbonaceous, fissile; 
interbedded with sandstone, as above. 
Siltstone, dark gray, fissile, laminated 
(even-parallel). 
Bituminous coal. 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray, scattered plant 
fragments, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, dusky red, slightly calcareous, 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
4077. Amerada Petroleum Corp. - NP "M" Tract-7 # 1, 





Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous, finely laminated (wavy-parallel); 
interbedded with thin ostracod, algal boundstone. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, carbonaceous, 
argillaceous; interlaminated with thin 
ostracod wackestone. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
carbonaceous, fissile. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, medium 
grained, well sorted, massively bedded 
interrupted by discontinuous shaly 









Thin-section (7809) - Quartz arenite, 
~fine grained, well sorted, subrounded, 
quartz cement, minor calcite cement, 
trace organics. 
Shale, grayish-black, carbonaceous; 
interbedded with saµdstone, as above 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
laminated {wavy to discontinuous, 
lenticular-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, as above; interbedded with 
medium grained, fossiliferous wackestone. 
Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous, 
becoming increasingly carbonaceous toward 
lower part of interval. 
Bituminous coal 
Mudstone, medium bluish-gray, carbonaceous 
scattered plant fragments, well developed 
compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, medium-light gray, silty, 
mottled as a result of bioturbation. 
4090. W.H. Hunt Trust - USA - 17 I 1, NESE sec. 17, 





Micritic limestone, grayish-black 
argillaceous, fish scales{?). 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous; interlaminated with medium-grained, 
quartzose sandstone. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, medium 
grained, well sorted, horizontal bedding, 
discontinuous shaly laminations. 
Thin-section (7844) - Quartz arenite, fine 
to medium grained, quartz cement, 
fair porosity, trace organic material. 











Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, cross-bedded, some shale 
parting, excellent porosity, hydrocarbon 
present. 
Thin-section (7849) - Quartz arenite, 
~~fine grained, very well sorted, 
detrital clay coatings on quartz grains, 
primary inter-granular porosity. 
Shale, black, fissile. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
massively bedded (7850.2-54), cross-bedded 
(7854-48), discontinuous shaly laminations 
throughout, excellent porosity, hydrocarbon 
present. 
Thin-section (7853) - Same as 7849 
Thin-section (7858) - Quartz arenite, 
~~fine grained well sorted, trace ostracods, 
fine concentrations of mollusk valves, 
anhydrite infill of shelter porosity. 
Conglomerate, light gray, sandstone matrix; 
clasts composed of .5 to 1.0 cm lenticular; 
dark gray shale, subrounded to subangular; 
oriented subparallel to bedding. 
Shale, dark gray, fissile 
Siltstone, medium-dark gray, slightly fissile. 
Bituminous coal. 
Mudstone, medium bluish-gray, scattered plant 
fragments, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, medium bluish-gray, calcareous, 
scattered plant and shell fragments, desiccation 
structure, compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
4091. Sunray DX Oil Co. - N.D. Federal "A" II 1, 
SENE sec. 10, T. 138 N., R. 102 w., Billings County 
7849-54 Micritic limestone, medium gray to dark gray 













Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous 
ostracodal, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, as above. 
Missing. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
plant fragments; interbedded with thin 
ostracod packstone. 
Shale, medium gray, fissile; interbedded 
with dark gray ostracod wackepackstone. 
Shale, dark gray, fissile; interbedded with 
very light gray, fine-grained sandstone. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, finely bedded (wavy-lenticular) 
to planar cross-bedded, discontinuous shaly 
laminations, slightly bioturbated, slightly 
calcareous. 
Thin-section (7870) - Quartz arenite, fine 
grained, well sorted, subangular to 
subrounded, trace ostracods, quartz cement, 
minor calcite cement. 
Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, scattered 
ostracods and pelecypods, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous; interbedded with thin ostracod 
wackestone. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely bedded (even-parallel). 
4253. Mule Creek Oil Co. - H. Fritz I 3 - 4422, 
8084-86 
8086-89 
SESE sec. 22, T. 137 N., R. 100 W., Billings County. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with medium grained, "shell 
hash" wackestone. 
Mudstone, medium gray, fissile, scattered 
anhydrite interclasts, anhydrite fracture 
filling. 
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8089-92.5 Mudstone, light greenish-gray, well developed 
compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
8092.5-97 Mudstone, medium gray, fissile, scattered 
anhydrite interclasts, bioturbated, 
compaction slickensides. 
8097-99 Mudstone, medium-light gray, bituminous coal 
present, compaction slickensides. 
8099-8102.5 Mudstone, dark gray, carbonaceous, well 
developed compaction slickensides, pyritic. 
8102.5-04 Mudstone, medium gray to reddish-orange, mottled, 
desiccation structure, anhydrite filling, 
compaction slickensides. 
8104-05 Mudstone, medium gray with reddish-orange 
staining, desiccation structure, slightly 
calcareous, finely laminated (discontinuous, 
even-parallel). 
8105-09 Sandstone, very light gray to light brownish-gray, 
fine grained, locally silty, planar cross-bedding, 
well indurated, fair to excellent porosity, • 
hydrocarbon present; int er bedded l.l·ith 
greenish-gray shale, conmonly with reddish-orange 
anhydrite lenses. 
4300. Cardinal Petroleum - CONOCO - # 15-19 Ridl, 








Shale, dark gray, fissile. 
Ostracod wackestone, medium gray to brown, 
argillaceous, red (oxidized) lensoid laminations. 
Mollusk grainstone, medium gray, anhydritic 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, anhydritic; 
soft-sediment deformation at 7892. 
Same as above, becoming pyritic. 
Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, yellowish-brown, marly, 
certical fractures; pelecypod "hash" at 7895. 
Mudstone, orange-yellow, mottled, calcareous 

















Same as above, becoming brecciated at 7905; 
reddish-brown, lensoid, friable clasts. 
Interpreted as a paleosol (see Figure 35). 
Siltstone, reddish-brown, with whispy light 
yellow, anhydritic laminations. 
Micritic limestone to gastropod wackestone, 
grayish-brown, healed vertical fractures. 
Siltstone, yellow, brecciated; anhydritic 
mudstone clasts upt o 5.0 cm in diameter, 
angular, floating in a siltstone matrix. 
Interpreted as paleosol. 
Sandstone, reddish-brown to gray to yellow, 
~ottled, slightly brecciated; interpreted as 
paleosol. 
Missing. 
Siltstone, light gray to light red, 
calcareous, anhydrite nodules, possible 
caliche paleosol. 
Missing. 
Silstone, light gray to light red, fissile 
Mudstone, reddish-brown to yellow, mottled, 
scattered anhydrite nodules, sandy; interpreted 
as paleosol. 
Missing. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained 
well sorted, massively bedded, excellent 
porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
Sandstone, reddish-brown, hematitic, very fine 
grained, well sorted, ahydrite cement, poor 
porosity. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown, calcareous 
compaction slickensides. 














Micritic limestone, light reddish-brown, 
anhydritic, silty, whisp y laminations. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown to gray, mottled 
calcareous, anhydrite fracture filling, 
compaction slickensides. 
Micritic limestone, dark bluish-gray to 
yellowish-brown, mottled, anhydritic, 
contorted--whispy laminations. \ 
Mudstone, reddish-brown, mottled, anhydritic 
silty, compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown to light bluish-gray, 
fissile, compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, varicolored, hues of gray, reds 
and yellow dominant, compaction slickensides. 
Sandstone, reddish-brown, quartzose, very 
fine grained, slightly anhydritic, becoming 
filty and mottled at 7937.5. 
Siltstone, reddish-brown calcareous, 
oncolites (?), mottled texture. 
Mudstone, olive-green to reddish-brown, 
mottled. 
Shale, light greenish-gray to reddish-brown, 
mottled as a result of desiccation. 
Shale, reddish-brown to light gray, mottled 
iron concretions, desiccation structure 
throughout. 
4339. Shell Oil Co. - USA D 14X-20, SWSW sec. 20, 
T. 140 N., R. 103 W., Golden Valley County. 
7900-01 Shale, dusky-red to yellowish-gray, fissile. 
7901-02 Micritic limestone, yellowish-gray, 
argillaceous, desiccation structure 
7902-05 Anhydrite, white to grayish-pink, 
















Ostracod wackestone, medium gray to dark 
gray, reddish-brown staining, finely 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Ostracod packstone, dark gray, argillaceous. 
Micritic limestone, moderate reddish-brown, 
argillaceous; interbedded with dark gray, 
calcareous shale. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with ostracod, algal 
boundstone and ostracod, pelecypod shale. 
Cone-in-cone anhydrite present. 
Missing. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
laminated (even-parallel); interlaminated 
with ostracod, algal boundstone and ostracod 
wackestone. 
Shale, grayish-black, fissile; interbedded 
with dark gray to grayish-black, micritic 
limestone. 
Ostracod wackestone, grayish black, 
argilla:ceous, bioturbated, pyritic. 
Shale, dark gray, calcareous, ostracodal, 
fish scales(?), pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, 
argillaceous; interlaminated with 
fossiliferous wackestone. 
Shale, medium-dark gray, ostracodal, fissile. 
Bituminous coal. 
Mudstone, medium gray, scattered plant 
fragments, compaction slickensides. 
Sandstone, dusky red, mottled, medium grained, 
massively bedded, anhydrite and hematite 
cements, poor to fair porosity. 
Thin-section (7940) - Quartz arenite, medium 





Shale, dusky red to dark yellowish-orange, 
slightly calcareous, fissile. 
Sandstone, dusky red to moderate orange-pink, 
mottled, very fine to fine grained, well 
indurated, poor porosity, anhydrite and 
calcite cement. 
Thin-section (7942) - Quartz arenite, fine 
~-g-rained, well sorted, graded bedding, 
calcite cement, localized hem~ite · 
cement. 
7942-46 Shale, varicolored, medium gray and dusky 
red are the dominant colors, bioturbated, 
anhydrite interclasts. 
7946-50 Mud·stone, dusky red, bioturbated, desiccation 
features, minor compaction slickensides. 
4359. Shell Oil Co. - Government H 11~5, NWNW sec. 5, 









Shale, dusky red to grayish-red; inter-
-laminated with ostracod packstone. 
Micritic limestone, greenish-gray to dusky 
red, slightly bioturbated, finely laminated 
(even-parellel). 
Interclastic wackestone, moderate pink to 
light gray, scattered anhydrite interclasts. 
Anhydrite, grayish-pink. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with ostracod packstone. 
Interclastic wackestone, grayish-red, 
scattered anhydrite interclasts, otherwise 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous, trace fish scales; 
interlaminated with ostracod packstone 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with ostracod packstone and 














Intraclastic wackestone, brownish-gray; 
clasts are 0.5 cm in diameter, lenticular, 
and subrounded. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous; interlaminated with ostracod 
packstone. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous 
ostracodal, fissile. 
.. 
Ostracod, pelecypod, brachiopod packstone; 
grayish-red, anhydritic. 
Thin-section (8040) - Ostracod wackestone 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
trace ostracods, fissile, becoming pyritic 
toward lower part of interval. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, slightly 
argillaceous, laminated (wavy, lenticular-
-parellel). 
Shale, grayish-black, fissile. 
Mudstone, dark gray, scattered plant 
fragments, carbonaceous, well developed 
canpaction slickensides. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
pyritic. 
Mudstone, dark gray, splintery, well developed 
compaction slickensides. 
Bituminous coal. 
Muds tone, medium-dark gray, plant 
fragments, compaction slickensides. 
8059-61 Micritic limestone, greenish gray to dusky 
red, bioturbated, argillaceous. 
4377. Fundamental Oil Co, - Federal I 1-19, SESW sec. 19 
T. 138 N., R. 100 W., Billings County. 
8010-11 Mudstone, dark bluish-gray, calcareous, 
slightly anhydritic, .well developed 
canpaction slickensides. 
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8011-17 Mudstone, medium-dark gray to medium 
gray, reddish-brown staining from 8015 to 
8017, slightly calcareous, compaction 
slickensides. 
8017-18 Interclastic wackestone, reddish-brown; 
clasts composed of varicolored, calcareous 
mudstone, 1.0 cm in diameter, subrounded 
to subangular. 
8018-21 Mudstone, medium gray, spli~ery, 
compaction slickensides. 
8021-65 Not cored. 
8065-68 Siltstone, medium gray, fissile, laminated 
(even-parallel). 
8068-69 Sandstone, very-light gray, quartzose, 
fine grained; interlaminated with medium-gray 
siltstone. 
8069-79 Sandstone, light brownish-gray, quartzose, 
fine-to medium grained, fining upwards, 
well indurated, scattered anhydrite 
interclasts throughout interval, planar 
cross-bedded (8069-71, 8075, 75.5), massively 
bedded (8071-75, 8075.5-79), fair to good 
porosity; no hy4rocarbon present. 
8079-82 Siltstone, medium gray, finely laminated 
(even-parallel), fissile. 
4627. Mule Creek Oil Co. - Government Taylor# 1-449, 






Coarsely crystalline limestone, light 
brownish-gray, massive. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, greenish-gray, mottled 
massive. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, mottled; 














Micritic limestone, dark gray, 
argillaceous, laminated (even-parallel). 
Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely laminated (even to wavy-parallel); 
interlaminated with ostracod, algal 
bounds tone. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray 
anhydritic, laminated. 
Anhydrite, moderate orange-pink. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, slightly 
argillaceous, fossiliferous (7957.5), 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous; interbedded with ostracod 
packstone and grayish-black, fissile shale. 
Shale, grayish-black to dark gray, 
slightly calcareous, ostracodal pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, slightly 
argillaceous, silty, laminated (even-parallel). 
Siltstone, dark gray, carbonaceous, fissile. 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray, slightly 
calcareous, scattered plant fragments, 
coal present, well developed canpaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, medium gray, slightly 
calcareous, sandy. 
4741. Mule Creek Oil Co. - Shell State# 1, ESE sec. 16, 




Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, fissile. 
Ostracod wackestone, grayish-black, 
hematitic staining, finely laminated. 
Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 












Micritic limstone, medium-dark gray, 
argillaceous, anhydritic, laminated. 
Missing. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous; 
interlaminated with ostracod, algal 
boundstone. 
Shale,dark gray, slightly calcareous, 
scattered ostracods, pelecypods and fish 
scales, fissile, finely disseminated pyrite. 
Pelecypod wackestone, dark gray, 
argillaceous, finely laminated. 
Siltstone, medium gray, trace pelecypods, 
pyrite lenses. 
Mudstone, medium bluish-gray, scattered 
plant fragments, compaction slickensides 
nodular pyrite. · 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray, mottled as a 
result of bioturbation and compaction, 
calcareous mudstone interclasts, well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, dusky red to moderate yellowish-brown 
well developed compaction slickensides. 
Sandstone, grayish-red, mottled, quartzose 
very fine to fine grained, calcite cement, 
no apparent bedding, poor porosity. 
Thin-section (7909) - Quartz arenite, 
~~fine grained, subangular to well 
rounded, calcite and anhydrite cement 
trace ostracod shells. 
4789. Shell 011 Co. - #41 X 36 State, NESE sec. 36, 
T. 137 N., R. 100 W., Billings County. 
7989-8000 Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 















Shale, dark gray, carbonaceous, plant 
fragments on bedding planes, pelecypods, 
ostracods, pyritized burrows. 
Siltstone, medium gray to dark gray, fissile, 
carbonaceous, slightly p)'Titic. 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray, well developed 
compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, moderate brown, bioturbated, 
ostracods, well developed compaction 
slickensides, slightly pyritic. 
Missing. 
Siltstone, medium gray, fissile, slightly 
pyritic; interlaminated with sandstone, ltght 
gray, fine grained, poorly sorted, fair porosity. 
Sandstone, very light gray to white, quartzose 
fine grained, fair to poor porosity. 
Thin-section (8028) - Quartz arenite, 
~ine grained, well sorted, quartz 
cement, inter-granular porosity. 
Same, as above, 
Sandstone, light brownish-gray to medium gray, 
fine to coarse grained, graded crossbed sets, 
fair to good porosity; hydrocarbon present 
(8039-53). 
Thin-section (8049) - Quartz arenite, medium 
~rained, quartz and calcite cements, 
secondary porosity from dissolution of 
calcite. 
Siltstone, same as 8022-28. 
Shale, grayish-black to dark gray, 
carbonaceous, trace ostracods. 
Pelecypod wackestone, grayish-black, finely 
laminated, trace fish scales. 










Mudstone, medium gray to light grayish-green, 
scattered plant fragments, slightly pyritic, 
compaction slickensides subparallel to bedding. 
Mudstone, moderate brown to grayish-red, mottled, 
possible bioturbation, massively bedded. 
Missing. 
Mudstone, medium gray to greenish-gray, slightly 
calcareous, soft-sediment deformation, 
compaction slickensides. 
Shale, medium gray to dark gray, some reddish-brown 
staining parallel to bedding, silty, carbonaceous, 
possible burrows. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to dark brown, 
argillaceous, possible burrows, slightly pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, medium gray, argillaceous, 
slightly pyritic. 
5001. Cardinal Petroleum - Franchuk 1-X, NENE sec. 12, T. 139 
N., R. 99 W., Stark County. 
8040-44 Mudstone, dark reddish-brown, some minor greenish-
-gray mottling, slightly calcareous, bioturbated. 
8044-48 Mudstone, dark reddish-brown to greenish-gray 








Mudstone, greenish-gray to reddish-brown 
desiccation structure, burrows(?). 
Mudstone, yellowish-brown, anhydritic, silty, 
convoluted bedding. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, mottled 
bioturbated, slightly pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray to dark gray, 
argillaceous, finely laminated, minor bioturbation, 
slightly pyritic. 
Ostracod wackestone, dark gray, slightly argillaceous, 
finely laminated (even to wavy-parallel), slightly 
pyritic. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, no apparent bedding. 
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8061-67 Micritic limestone, dark gray to 
grayish-black, argillaceous; interlaminated 
(even to discontinuous, wavy-parallel) 
with pelecypod, brachiopod packstone, 
trace fish scales. 
8067-69 Micritic limestone, dark gray, 
bioturbated, slightly pyritic. 
8069-71 Micritic limestone, d.ark gray to medium-dark 
gray; interlaminated (even-parallel) with 
ostracod wackestone. 
' 8071-74 Micritic limestone, dark gray; argillaceous, 
carbonaceous, plant fragments; 
interlaminated with ostracod wackepackstone, 
slightly pyritic. 
8074-75 Fossiliferous wackestone, dark gray, 
argillaceous, laminated (even-parallel) 
extremely pyritic. 
5084. B-N Inc. - Zoller & Danneberg, SESE sec. 3 







Mudstone, brownish-gray, slightly 
anhydritic, bioturbated, desiccation 
structure, scattered intraclasts 0.3 cm 
in diameter. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray, reddish-brown 
staining along bedding planes, calcareous, 
desiccation structure, slightly fissile. 
Micritic limestone, greenish-gray to 
reddish-brown, argillaceous,. silty, 
bioturbated, finely laminated (even-parallel). 
Missing. 
Sandstone, reddish-brown, quartzose, medium 
grained, silty, calcareous, finely bedded 
(even to wavy-parallel) to cross-bedded, 
some discontinuous shaly laminations, fair 
to good porosity. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown, bioturbated, 






Sandstone, dusky red to yellowish-gray, 
mottled, fine grained, burrows(?), 
slightly anhydritic, poor to fair 
porosity. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray to reddish-brown, 
slightly calcareous and anhydritic, 
slightly bioturbated. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray with reddish-brown 
staining, slightly calcareous, trace 
quartz sand. 
Sandstone, light yellowish-gray to light 
reddish-gray, mottled, possible 
bioturbated, quartzose, very ~ine to fine 
grained, quartz cement, minor calcite 
and pyrite cement, laminated, (even to 
discontinuous, wavy-parallel); 
interlaminated with shale, medium gray 
to greenish-gray, slightly carbonaceous, 
brachiopods and pelecypods present. 
5093. Petroleum Inc. & Exeter Drilling - # 1 B-N, Inc., 
SESE sec. 7, T. 139 N., R. 98 W., Stark County. 
8055-57 Fossiliferous wackestone, dark gray, 







Shale, dark gray, calcareous, abundant 
pelecypods, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to brownish-gray, 
dense, slightly anhydritic; argillaceous 
from 8061.5-62. 
Ostracod, pelecypod (?) wackestone, 
medium-dark gray, laminated (wavy-parallel), 
minor canpaction slickensides. 
Shale, grayish-black, ostracodal, fissile 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous, finely laminated (wavy-parallel), 


















Ostracod, pelecypod wackepackstone, dark 
gray to grayish-black, argillaceous, 
anhydritic, finely laminated 
(even-parallel). 
Kicritic limestone, medium-dark gray, 
slightly argillaceous, bioturbated, 
slightly pyritic. 
Kicritic limestone, dark gray, ostracods, 
pinch and well structure. 
Shale, dark gray, plant fragments, ostracods, 
fish scales(?), fissile. 
Ostracod, pelecypod, brachiopod (?) 
wackestone, brownish-gray to medium-dark 
gray, laminated (even-parallel). 
Shale, grayish-black, very carbonaceous, fissile 
Kicritic limestone, dark gray, pinch and swell 
structure, locally ostracodal. 
Shale, dark gray, pelecypods locally abundant, 
fissile. 
Bituminous coal 
Mudstone, greenish-gray to medium-light gray, 
scattered plant fragments, slightly calcareous, 
silty, pyritic, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, light greenish-gray, slightly 
calcareous, bioturbated, minor compaction 
slickensides, pyritic. 
Mudstone, light gray to light greenish-gray, 
mottled, scattered calcareous mudstone 
interclasts. 
Mudstone, dark reddish-brown, slightly calcareous, 
bioturbated, minor compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray to. dark greenish-gray 
bioturbated, well developed compaction 
slickensides. 
Mudstone, dark reddish-brown, mottled, plant 





Mudstone, greenish-gray, mottled, 
bioturbated, very silty, splintery 
slickensided surfaces, pyritic. 
Mudstone, dark reddish-brown, bioturbated, 
scattered calcareous mudstone interclasts, 
pyritic, slickensided surfaces. 
Sandstone, very light gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, well sorted, well indurated, 
cross-bedded, fair porosity. 
Thin-section (8114) - Quartz arenite, 
---"line grained, well rounded, well sorted, 
quartz cement, inter-granular porosity. 
5119. CONOCO - Krushansky# 1, SENW sec. 3, T. 139 H 
R. 99 W., Stark County. 
8190-93 Ostracod wackestone, medium-dark gray to 
dark gray, argillaceous, finely laminated, 
mottled from 8192-93. 
8193-95 Micritic limestone, olive-gray to dark gray 






Shale, dark gray, calcareous, ostracodal, 
fine laminae of pyrite, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, olive-gray to dark gray, 
argillaceous, ripple laninated; interlaminated 
with ostracod, algal boundstone. 
Pelecypod wackepackstone, dark gray 
argillaceous. 
Intraclassic, micritic limestone, dark gray 
to olive-gray, soft-sediment deformation, 
displacive anhydrite; interbedded with dark 
gray shale. 
Sandstone, ligh.t gray, fine grained, calcareous, 
well indurated, massively bedded, discontinuous 
shaly laminations, fair porosity. 
Thin-section (8205) - Quartz arenite, fine 
- - grained, well sorted, subrounded, 











Sandstone, as above; interlaminated with 
medium-dark gray shale. 
Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, 
argillaceous, trace ostracods, medium 
grained "shell hash" from 8214.3-14.5; 
interbedded with shale, dark gray, 
carbonaceous, pyritic, fissile. 
Missing. 
Intraclastic packstone, medium-dark gray, 
mudcracks and infilling with intraclasts. 
Sandstone, light gray with orangish-yellow 
to reddish-brown staining, mottled, 
fine grained, silty, anhydrite and calcite 
cements, poor porosity. 
Thin-section (8220) - Quartz arenite, fine 
~ained, rounded, bioturbated, detrital 
clay present, pervasive pyritization 
of burrowed areas. 
Micritic limestone, greenish-gray, mottled, 
mudcracks; interlaminated with greenish-gray 
shale. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray, calcareous, well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
Shale, greenish-gray, calcareous, desiccation 
structure, slickensides subparallel to 
bedding. 
Sandstone, dusky red, mottled, medium grained, 
silty, anhydrite and calcite cements, poor 
porosity. 
Thin-sectj.on (8225.5) - Quartz arenite, 
medium-grained, rounded, well sorted; 
quartz grains "floating".in anhydrite 
cement. 
5340. Amerada Hess Corp. - FHMU E - 808i, NWNW sec. 15, 
T. 139 N., R. 101 W., Billings County. 
7832-35 Shale, medium-dark gray, calcareous, silty, 
fissile; interbedded with micritic limestone 














Ostracod wackestone, dark gray to 
grayish-black, argillaceous, finely laminated 
(even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black, 
argillaceous, fine laminae of ostracod 
packestone, becoming silty toward lower part 
of interval. 
Sandstone, very light gray, fine grained; 
interlaminated with dark gray shale. 
Sandstone, light brownisn.gray, quartzose, 
fine to medium grained, well indurated, 
finely bedded with discontinuous shaly 
laminations. 
Thi~-section (7847) - Quartz arenite, fine 
grained, well sorted, quartz cement, 
inter-granular porosity. 
Shale~ grayish-black. 
Sandstone, as above; interbedded with 
grayish-black shale. 
Missing. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine to medium 
grained, well sorted, cross-bedded, excellent 
porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (7852) - Quartz arenite, 
----rine to medium grained, well sorted, 
grain to grain contacts, inter-granular 
porosity. 
Sandstone, light gray, fine grained; 
interlaminated (wavy-parallel) with dark 
gray shale. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous 
laminated (even-parallel), laminae of 
medium-grained_ "shell hash". 
Siltstone, medium-dark gray to dark gray, 
fissile, laminae of sandstone. 
Mudstone, medium-dark gray, slightly calcareous, 





Siltstone, medium gray to dusky red, 
laminated, bioturbated 
Mudstone, dusky red, well developed compaction 
slick.ens ides. 
Sandstone, dusky red to pale green, mottled, 
quartzose, medium to coarse grained, 
becoming silty toward lower part of interval 
anhydritic, fair to poor porosity. 
Thin-section (7867) - Quartz arenite, 
~dium grained, detrital clay present 
bioturbated, anhydrite cement, poor 
porosity. 
7872-75 Mudstone, dusky red to greenish-gray, 
splintery, laminated (even-parallel), compaction 
slick~sides. 
5374. Lamar Hunt - I 1 Kerner, SWNW sec. 10, T. 141 N., R. 94 








Conglomerate, dusky yellow to reddish-brown; 
mudstone pebbles 1.0 cm, rounded, convoluted 
interior structure, silty. 
Mudstone, yellow to reddish-brown, 
mottled, calcareous. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown to light greenish-gray, 
slightly calcareous, ostracods, desiccation 
structure, slickensides. 
Micritic limestone,- dark gray, argillaceous, 
fissile. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-tan, massive, 
becoming intraclastic toward lower part of 
interval, whispy laminations, possible 
de-watering structures. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-tan, mottled, 
anhydritic, massive, desiccation structure, 
some solution brecciation. 
Pelecypod, oncolite grainstone, medium gray 
shelter porosity occluded by anhydrite 
cementation. 
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7444-49 Mudstone, grayish-tan, slight reddish-brown 
streaking, anhydritic, massive. 
9449-53 Mudstone, reddish-brown to light greenish-gray, 
mottled, calcareous, silty, desiccation 
structures, minor displacive anhydrite, 
possible caliche paleosol at 7450. 
7453-59 Sandstone, reddish-brown, quartzose, medium 
grained, well sorted, anhydritic, cross-bedded, 
poor porosity. 
7459-60 Mudstone, reddish-brown, convoluted texture, 
calcareous, slickensided surfaces. 
7460-63 Intraclastic mudstone, reddish-brown, 
slightly calcareous, solution brecciation, 
displacive anhydrite. 
7463-65 Mudstone, varicolored, dominantly reddish-brown 
and orangish-yellow, mottled, slightly 
calcareous, silty, desiccation-structure; 
possible paleosol. 
7454-66 Intraclastic mudstone, gray to grayish-yellow, 
calcareous, solution brecciated(?). 
7466-69 Mudstone, light gray to yellow, mottled, 
fissile; probable paleosol. 
7469-71 Mudstone, light grayish-yellow to maroon, 
mottled, calcareous, silty; probable paleosol. 
7471-75 Mudstone, grayish-green to reddish-brown, 
calcareous, verticle (dendritic) fracture 
pattern, hematitic staining of fractures, 
anhydritic. 
7475-77 Mudstone, varicolored, mottled, calcareous, 
slightly anhydritic, slickensided surfaces; 
probable paleosol. 
5405. Gas Production Enterprises - A. Kudrna I 1, 
SENE sec. 2, T. 139 N., R. 98 W., Stark County. 
7975-76 Shale, grayish-black, carbonaceous, fish 
scales(?), pyritic. 
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7976-81 Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely laminated (even to wavy-parallel), 
laminae of ostracod packstone. 
7981-83 Intraclastic wackestone, dark gray to medium-dark 
gray, de-watering structure, possible storm 
rip-up; clasts of micritic limestone up to 
3.0 cm. 
7983-85 Shale, dark brownish-gray, slightly calcareous, 
fossiliferous, fissile, hydrocarbon present. 
7985-86.7 Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, 
argillaceous, finely laminated (even to 
wavy-parallel); interlaminated with ostracod 
packstone. 
7986.7-87.2 Sandstone, very li~ht gray, very fine grained 
well sorted, friable, massively bedded, 
discontinuous shaly laminations. 
7987.2-90 Micritic limestone, medium-dark gray, slightly 
argillaceous, finely laminated (even-parallel). 
7890-92.5 Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
brachiopods, pelecypods, and ostracods. 
7892.5-93.5 Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
finely laminated (wavy-parallel), "shell hash" 
near bottom of interval. 
7993.5-94 Bituminous coal 
7994-8001 Sandstone, very light to light gray, becoming 
light greenish-gray toward lower part of interval, 
some orangish-yellow staining, very fine grained, 
well sorted, calcareous, slightly anhydritic, 
bioturbated throughout interval, fair porosity. 
8001-02 Mudstone, dark greenish-gray, calcareous 
bioturbated, mudcracks (?). 
8002-03 Micritic limestone, greenish-gray, cherty. 
8003-05 Shale, greenish-gray, slightly calcareous, 









Sandstone, reddish-brown, quartzose, medium 
grained, becoming fine grained toward 
lower part of interval, bioturbated; 
interbedded with mudstone, reddish-brown, 
anhydritic. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown, anhydritic, slightly 
calcareous, fine laminae of very fine grained 
sandstone, bioturbated, canpaction slickensides 
Muds tone, reddish-brown to greenish gr·ay, 
anhydrite filled burrows, intraclastic, 
calcareous from 8013-16. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown alternating with 
greenish-gray, slightly bioturbated, splintery, 
slickensided surfaces. 
' Mudstone, reddish-brown, calcareous, laminated 
(even.-parallel). 
Missing. 
Sandstone, very light gray, some hematite 
stain, fine grained, cross-bedded, quartz cement, 
some shale breaks, fair porosity. 
Thin-section (8025) - Quartz arenite, fine 
grained, subrounded, well sorted, 
quartz cement, fair porosity. 
8026-27 Mudstone, yellowish-green, mottled, slightly 
calcareous; probable paleosol. 
8027-35 Missing. 
5418. CONOCO - Newton-Moore# 1, SESE sec. 4, T. 139 N 
R. 99 W., Stark County. 
8090-95 Micritic limestone, brownish-gray, mottled, 
slightly argillaceous, laminated 
(discontinuous, wavy-parallel), mudcracks, 
burrows, slickensided surfaces, slightly 
pyritic. 
8095-8101 Ostracod, pelecypod wackestone, medium gray, 
argillaceous, laminated (even-parallel), 












Micritic limestone, brownish-gray to dark gray, 
argillaceous, finely laminated (even to 
discontinuous, wavy-parallel), fish scales. 
Ostracod wackestone, medium gray, argillaceous 
de-watering structure, fissile, hydrocarbon 
present. 
Shale, dark gray, slightly calcareous, 
ostracodal, finely ~aminated, fissile. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
fine laminae of ostracod packstone. 
Micritic limestone to ostracod wackestone, 
medium-dark gray, argillaceous, finely laminated 
(wavy-parallel); interlaminated with ostracod 
packs tone. , 
Intraclastic wackestone, medium-dark gray, 
de-watering structure, soft-sediment deformation. 
Sandstone, brownish-gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, well sorted, calcareous, trace 
brachiopod, massive, discontinuous shaly 
laminations, fair porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (8118) - Quartz arenite, fine 
grained, well sorted, subrounded to 
subangular, calcite cement, fair to 
poor porosity. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
pyritic, fissile; interlaminated with sandstone, 
as above. 
Fossiliferous wackestone, dark gray, anhydritic, 
laminated, slightly pyritic. 
Sandstone, very light gray, fine grained, well 
sorted, calcareous, becoming hematitic 
and anhydritic toward lower part of interval, 
bioturbated, friable. 
Thin-section (8132) - Quartz arenite, fine 
---""g'rained, well sorted, subangular, anhydrite 
cement, quartz cement at grain contacts, 










Shale, greenish-gray, slightly calcareous, 
laminated (discontinuous, even-parallel), 
desiccation structure, slightly interclastic, 
fissile. 
Sandstone, dusky red, medium grained, 
anhydritic, massive, shale partings. 
Mudstone, medium gray. 
Interclastic wackestone, light brown, 
anhydritic, dense; clasts composed of 
greenish-gray shale, lenticular, oriented 
subparallel to bedding. 
Mudstone, dusky red to greenish-gray well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
Mudstone, greenish-gray, limestone interclasts 
(possibly storm rip-up), poorly indurated. 
Mudstone, dusky red to pale yellow, mottled 
possible plant fragments, well developed 
canpaction slickensides. 
Sandstone, greenish-gray, becoming dusky-red 
and patchy toward the lower part of the 
interval, very fine grained, calcareous, 
bioturbated, fair to poor porosity. 
5432. Amerada Hess Corp. - FHMU G-816, NENW sec. 2, 






Micritic limestone, dark gray to grayish-black 
argillaceous, laminated (even-parallel). 
Coarsely crystalline limestone, medium-dark 
gray, massive. 
Micritic limestone, grayish-black to dark 
gray, argillaceous, laminated (even-parallel), 
anhydrite fracture filling. 
Micritic limestone, medium gray, carbonaceous, 
slightly intraclastic. 
Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
laminated (even to wavy-parallel); interlaminated 








Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, slightly calcareous, massively 
bedded, discontinuous shaly laminations, 
good to excellent porosity, hydrocarbon 
present. 
Shale, dark gray to medium-dark gray, fissile; 
interlaminated (wavy-parallel) with micritic 
limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, silty. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, well sorted; interlaminated with 
micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous 
Thin-section (8163) - Quartz arenite, 
--fine grained, well sorted, subrounded, 
quartz cement, minor calcite cement, 
trace amounts of organic material. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine to medium 
grained, slightly cross-bedded, discontinuous 
shaly laminations, good porosity, hydrocarbon 
present. 
Sandstone, as above; interlaminated with 
shale, grayish-black, fissile. 
f . 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine to medium 
grained, well sorted, laminated (even-parallel), 
shale partings, hydrocarbon present. 
Thin-section (8172) - Quartz arenite, fine 
--grained, well sorted, subrounded, quartz 
cement, inter-granular porosity. 
8176-77 Micritic limestone, grayish-black, 
argillaceous, medium-grained "shell hash", 
laminated (even-parallel). 
5453. Farmers Union Central Exchange - Chorne # 14-24, 
SESW sec. 24, T. 140 N., R 98 W., Stark County. 
8068-69 Micritic limestone, medium gray with minor 
reddish-brown staining, anhydritic, stylolites 
8069-71 Shale, grayish-black, calcareous, pelecypods, 












Micritic limestone. medium-dark gray, 
de-watering structure; interbedded 
(even-parallel) with shale, dary gray, 
fissile. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
abundant pepecypods. 
Micritic limestone, reddish-gray, anhydritic, 
silty, slightly bioturbated. 
Missing. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, medium 
grained, well sorted, calcareous, 
pelecypods, fair to good porosity. 
Thin-section (8076) - Quartz arenite, 
--;edium grained, well sorted, 
pelecypod and ostracod shells present 
and coated with micritic rims, 
anhydrite cement. 
Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, slightly calcareous, 
massively bedded (8076-80), finely 
f 
laminated (8080-82), cross-laminated 
(8082-85), good to excellent porosity, 
hydrocarbon present. 
Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, very fine 
to fine grained, calcareous, bioturbated, 
patchy pyrite throughout interval, 
conglomaritic (8088-88.5), fair to poor 
porosity. 
Sandstone, light gray, coarse grained, poorly 
sorted, bioturbated, pyritized burrows, 
discontinuous shaly laminations, fair to poor 
porosity. 
Sandstone, light gray to medium-light gray, 
becoming reddish-brown toward lower part of 
interval, medium graine4, silty, cross-bedded, 









Shale, medium gray to medium-dark gray, 
slightly calcareous, pelecypods and 
ostracods, fissile. 
Shale, grayish-black, carbonaceous, pyritic. 
Sandstone, medium-light gray, quartzose, 
fine grained, bioturbated, pyritic. 
Bituminous coal 
Sandstone, very light gray to light 
orangish-gray, minor hematitic staining, 
quartzose, fine grained, slightly calcareous, 
bioturbated {8108-11), cross-laminated 
{8111-15), fair porosity. 
Sandstone, reddish-brown, medium grained, 
becaning conglomaritic; clasts composed of 
carbonaceous shale, limestone, siltstone, 
and sandstone {possible storm deposit). 
5477. Lamar Hunt - E. Pelton# 1, SESE sec. 23, T. 140 N. 








Mudstone, reddish-brown to olive-green, 
slightly calcareous, desiccation structure, 
slickensided surfaces. 
Mudstone, olive-green, slightly calcareous, 
ostracodal, desiccation structure throughout 
slickensided surfaces. 
Fossiliferous wackestone, light brownish-
fray, anhydritic, laminated. 
Shale, grayish-black, slightly calcareous, 
pelecypods and brachiopods {?). 
Micritic limestone, reddish-brown, anhydritic, 
laminated (even-parallel). 
Micritic limestone, light grayish-brown 
anhydritic, laminated. 
Pelecypod, ostracod grainstone, light grayish-brown, 





Micritic limestone, light brownish-gray, 
silty, laminated (even-parallel). 
Shale, grayish-black, calcareous 
Sandstone, varicolored, reddish-brown and 
yellowish-brown are the dominant colors, very 
fine grained, displacive anhydrite, root 
networks. 
7646-49 Sandstone, light brownish-gray, mottled, fine 
grained, calcareous, some root networks, poor 
to fair porosity. 
7649-52 Sandstone, light brownish-gray,,mottled, fine 
grained, calcareous, nodular-patchy calcite 
and anhydrite; possible caliche paleosol. 
7652-54 Sandstone, reddish-brown, mottled, fine grained, 
nodular anhydrite, fair porosity. 
7654-55 Mudstone, grayish-black, carbonaceous well 
developed compaction slickensides. 
7655-58 Sandstone, brown, quartzose, fine grained, 
well sorted, massively bedded, good to excellent 
porosity, hydrocarbon present. 
7658-67 Missing. 
7667-71 Sandstone, light brownish-gray, quartzose, fine 
grained, good sorting, some cross-bedding present, 
fabric appears to have been disrupted by 
soft-sediment deformation, fair porosity. 
7671-73 Sandstone, light gray, quartzose, fine grained; 
interbedded (even-parallel) with shale, 
grayish-black, carbonaceous. 
7673-76 Siltstone, medium-dark gray to reddish-brown, 
mudcracks; interbedded (even to wavy-parallel) 
with sandstone, light gray, very fine grained, 
well sorted. 
5548. Inexco Oil Co. - St. Wenceslaus I 1-32, NENE sec. 32, 
T. 140 N., R. 97 W., Stark County. 
7945-50 Micritic limestone, dark gray, argillaceous, 
slightly carbonaceous; interbedded with "shell 












Micritic limestone, dark gray to medium 
dark brownish-gray, argillaceous, slightly 
anhydritic. 
Micritic limestone, light brownish-gray, 
anhydritic, interbedded with micritic 
limestone, dark gray, argillaceous. 
Siltstone, brownish-gray, carbonaceous; 
interbedd with micritic limestone, brown, 
silty. 
Sandstone, grayish-red, mottled, quartzose 
very fine to fine grained, calcite cement, 
no apparent bedding, poor porosity. 
Thin-section (7090) - Quartz arenite, 
~~fine grained, subangular to well 
rounded, calcite and anhydrite cement, 
trace ostracod shells. 
Thin-section (8028) - Quartz arenite, fine, 
-grained, well sorted, quartz cement, 
inter-granular porosity. 
Sandstone, white, q_uartzose, fine grained, 
some root structure, possible bioturbation, 
discontinuous shaly laminations. 
Shale, dark brownish-gray, carbonaceous, 
some plant fragments, "shell hash" from 
7973-74. 
Bituminous coal alterating with grayish-black, 
carbonaceous mudstone. 
Sandstone, light gray, mottled, very fine 
grained to silty, root networks, calcareous. 
Sandstone, white to very light gray, mottled, 
marly, nodular-patchy calcite, root structure; 
probably soil pro(ile. 
Siltstone, dark brownish-gray, slightly 




Mudstone,reddish-brown, slightly anhydritic, 
silty, bioturbated, slickensided surfaces. 
Mudstone, reddish-brown to varicolored, 
mottled, silty, carbonaceous, compaction 
slickensided; oncolite wackestone 7994-94.1 
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